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1 INTRODUCTION 

Several springs ago, while working in the Atmospheric Science Department at Iowa State University 

a tornado was spotted. In contrast to the majority of the city's population, the department members 

headed to the roof of the building instead of the basement. Several bemoaned the weakness of the 

storm, commenting that if it had been stronger, they would have headed to their cars and given it a 

chase. 

This experience points out not only why meteorologists are unique, but also the difference between 

a static observer and one that is willing to move. As we stood on that roof-top we observed the storm 

pass from behind buildings to our left for a few moments until it was obscured by buildings on the 

right. Had my colleagues given chase, they would have been able to observe the storm either intensify 

or decay at least until the storm out-ran them or took a path they could not follow. Their somewhat 

Lagrangian experience would have been more complete than our Eulerian view from the roof. 

The purpose of this work is to demonstrate, in a physically realistic meteorological model, the effect 

of allowing grid points to move in response to changes within the developing flow field. Analogous 

to the fixed observers on the roof, the vast majority of the numerical models within the atmospheric 

science community use evenly spaced static grids. The dynamic adaptive grid (DAG) approach allows 

the grid points to move and cluster in response to the flow field development, just as those who would 

have given chase would be responding to the interesting features of the storm. 

Passive atmospheric transport, such as water vapor advection, was chosen as the process to model. 

Atmospheric tracers are typically drawn into long filamentary structures by non-linear atmospheric 

dynamics. These filaments are difficult to model because of their sharp grsuiients and the high aspect 

ratios. 

The Multidimensional Positive Definite Advection Transport Algorithm (MPDATA) of Smolarkiewicz 

(1983) and Smolarkiewicz and Clark (1986) was chosen as the numerical scheme. It is well suited to 

atmospheric transport problems because it is second-order accurate, has small internal diffusion, and 

is positive definite. One of the novel aspects of this work is the implementation of MPDATA in a DAG 
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environment. Chapter 2 is devoted to developing and documenting the characteristic of MPDATA and 

its various options on a moving grid. This scheme will be referred to as the dynamic MPDATA scheme. 

Not only does the positive definite aspect of MPDATA make it well suited to model atmospheric ad-

vection, but it makes it well suited to the DAG technique because when the background tracer value is 

zero the scheme is inherently monotonic. 

To simulate atmospheric tracer transport, a set of Fortran 90 subroutines called the Dynamic Grid 

Advection Component (DGAC) was developed and validated. This model, which uses the dynamic 

MPDATA scheme, was developed to run in conjunction with the Fifth-Generation Penn State/NCAR 

Mesoscale Model (MM5)(Grell et al.,1995). MM5 functions as the driver providing the velocity fields 

to the DGAC. 

Three progressively more challenging test cases demonstrate that the dynamic MPDATA scheme has 

less overall diffusion than MPDATA without a dynamic grid (which will be called the static MPDATA 

scheme) and the centrally differenced leap frog scheme that is the standard MM5 advection scheme. 

The first of these test cases uses both an idealized analytical tracer field and wind field. The second test 

case still uses an idealized initial tracer field, but a physically realistic wind field. The third test case 

uses both physically realistic tracer and wind fields. It is shown that virtually identical results can be 

achieved with the dynamic MPDATA scheme using a quarter of the grid points of the static MPDATA 

scheme. 

The next section precisely defines what is meant by the dynamic adaptive grid technique. Section 1.2 

discusses the motivation for using the DAG technique in atmospheric models. Section 1.3 poses questions 

that motivated this work and arose during the study. Section 1.4 discusses the constraints that were 

imposed upon the study and the test cases that were performed. The last section, 1.5, gives more detail 

about the organization of the thesis. 

1.1 Dyneunic adaptive grid techniques defined 

There are multiple ways to approach or define DAG techniques. In general they involve coupling 

the grid and the numerical scheme so that the grid changes during the course of a numerical integration 

to reduce the error involved in the approximation of the solution of an ordinary or partial differential 

equation. An alternative to DAG is to increase globally the number of grid points or elements within 

a model and keep their number constant and position static for the duration of the integration using a 

scheme with a constant order of accuracy. This alternative is more straight forward than DAG because a 

grid is deRned a priori and remains stationary throughout the integration. The disadvantage to globally 
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increasing the resolution is that the computational cost increases at least to the power of the physical 

dimension. For example, to double the resolution in each direction on a three-dimensional problem the 

computational cost would increase at least by a factor of eight. In the case of an explicit finite difference 

scheme the computational cost would increase by a factor of sixteen, since the time step would need to 

be halved as well in order to mainteiin stability. Since only hyperbolic equations are being considered 

in this study, this estimate does not include problems when elliptic equations (ie pressure fields) need 

to be cdculated. In many problems, globally increasing the grid resolution is excessive since the grid is 

refined in areeis where a coarser grid would be adequate. The DAG technique refines the grid only in 

critical areas. 

According to Kim and Thompson (1990) there are three basic eidaptive grid strategies available. 

These include redistribution of grid points, local refinement, and local increase of algorithm order. Grid 

point redistribution involves using a fixed number of grid points and allowing them to move so they 

cluster in certain areas at the expense of having lower resolution in other areas. There are several 

different approaches to this method. Since this is the method that was used in this work, the different 

approaches are summarized in greater detail in section 2.2. The major advantages to this method are 

that the numerical bookkeeping is relatively easy compared to the other two methods, the computational 

cost of the numerical integration is approximately constant although there is a cost to calculating the 

grid point movement, the amount of memory required for data storage stays constant, and the method 

can be applied to multidimensional problems. It was also found in this study that the movement of 

the grid points can add Lagrangian properties to the computation, which can be advantageous from 

a physical and numerical viewpoint. This aspect of grid point redistribution is developed in detail in 

section 2.4.1.2. The disadvantages are that the resolution is decreased in certain areas and the grid cells 

can become skewed. 

The second type of adaptive grid strategies is local refinement. This method starts with a topolog-

ically Cartesian grid or an unstructured grid. During the course of the simulation, additional points 

are inserted in areas that require increased resolution and removed from areas no longer requiring fine 

resolution. The advantages of this method are that no area has decreased resolution in order to increase 

the resolution of other areas, cell shapes can be kept from becoming skewed by the method that inserts 

the points, and the method is applicable to multiple dimensions. The disadvantages are that the data 

structures involved in the inter-point communications can become complicated and the aurray sizes are 

not constant. Dannenhoffer and Baron (1985) and Oden et al. (1987) sire examples of this approach. 

An approach that may be viewed as a combination of these first two methods was developed by Berger 
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and Oliger (1984) and applied to atmospheric flows by Skamarock and Klemp (1993) and Skeimarock 

et al. (1994). In this method, finer locsdized grids are laid over a coarser global grid or other coarser 

localized grids. These localized grids are allowed to move during the integration period. This method 

is discussed in greater detail in section 2.3.1.2. 

The final type of adaptive technique deals with locally increasing the order of accuracy of the 

numerical scheme and not adjusting the grid. The advantage to this technique is the grid remains 

static and of constant size. The major disadvantages are that it is not easily implemented in multiple 

dimensions, and for unsmooth fields aliasing errors could occur. Kim and Thompson (1990) indicate 

that this method has had no significant application in multidimensional computational fluid dynamics. 

1.2 Motivation for dynamic adaptive grid techniques in atmospheric models 

In horizontal directions, atmospheric interactions have a tendency to produce high gradient tracer 

fields. The nonlinear nature of fluid flow has a tendency to draw tracer fields into long narrow filaments. 

These structures are difficult to model due to their high spatial aspect ratios. Fine grid-speicing is 

required to capture the steep gradients across the filaments while large spatial extents are needed to 

capture the length of the structures. Newell et al. (1992) found evidence of thin horizontal structures 

of water vapor in the troposphere that they called "tropospheric rivers". 

In the vertical direction, evidence has been found that water vapor appears in thin layers. Newell 

and Coauthors (1996) found over 500 layers of water vapor and other trace atmospheric components 

from 105 vertical profiles collected during aircraft flights for the Pacific Exploratory Mission A in the fall 

of 1991. Over 440 vertical water vapor layers were found by Iselin and Gutowksi (1997) in rawindsonde 

observations during the 45 days of the STORM-FEST project. Although the criteria to become a layer 

in this study was quite stringent, at least one layer was found in more than half of the soundings. It 

appeared that the moist layers were formed by rising water vapor that became trapped between air 

with relatively high static stability at the upper edge of the layer and relatively low static stability at 

the lower edge of the layer. 

Atmospheric flows exhibit important characteristics that have times scales ranging from a few sec

onds to many days and spatial scales ranging from a few meters to hundreds of kilometers (Skamarock 

and Klemp, 1993). Localized atmospheric phenomena, like fronts and convective storms, are forced by 

nonlinear interactions on scales larger than themselves (Dietachmayer and Droegemeier, 1992). The 

problem of "down scaling" within the atmospheric science community involves methods of imposing 

larger scale forcing on smaller scale dynamic motion. Numerous methods are being investigated to 
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solve the down scaling problem. Using dynamic adaptive grids is one method of approaching the 

problem. 

DAG techniques have been successfully used in engineering fluid dynamics problems where sharp 

gradients form. Examples are in supersonic flows where shock waves and contact discontinuities form 

and combustion problems where flame propagation fronts appear (Anderson and Rai, 1982 and Dwyer 

et al., 1982). Although the gradients in atmospheric tracer fields are not as strong as the gradients in 

these problems, it is reasonable to believe that DAG techniques may be beneficial to the solution of 

atmospheric tracer transport problems. 

1.3 Questions posed during research 

Any good research is motivated by questions that are not trivially answered and require some 

investigation. Additionally, new questions should naturally arise. This research has probably spawned 

at least as many questions as it has answered. This section explains some of the questions that were 

originally asked and others that arose through the course of the study. Many of these questions were 

answered, at least in part, while other still remain to be answered through further study. This section 

is divided into two parts. Section 1.3.1 introduces overall motivational questions, while section 1.3.2 

presents questions dealing with the MPDATA numerical scheme on a moving grid. 

1.3.1 Overall motivational questions 

The primary questions were: 

1. Can DAG techniques yield numerical results superior to a static grid model while using fewer grid 

points? 

2. If so, can the technique be made more computationally efficient, than using more grid points on 

a static grid? 

At least partial or preliminary answers to these questions have been found. During validation tests, 

approximately equivalent results were obtained in an adaptive grid model using a quarter the number of 

grid points of a corresponding static grid model. This validation test used an idealized initial condition 

but realistic velocity proflles. Initial tests indicate the when a realistic initial tracer field is used that 

improved transport is realized. 

The answer to the second question is not completely clear. There is added computational overhead 

with the DAG method, as additional equations need to be solved in order to determine the movement 
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of the grid points. Since the grid is forced to conform to the domain boundaries, the problem is 

inherently elliptic. Elliptic equations are expensive to solve in comparison to the hyperbolic passive 

tracer advection equation that is ultimately being computed. More computationally efficient numerical 

methods for moving the grid points in two-dimensions exist than were used in this work. These methods 

are reviewed in section 2.3.1.1. Because the primary goal of the research was to show that the D.\G 

technique could improve atmospheric tracer transport with fewer grid points, the implementation and 

evaluation of these techniques were left for future work. 

The significance of the computational penalty of solving an additional set of elliptic equations is 

diminished if the full set of prognostic equations is solved on the dynamic grid. Since the full set of 

prognostic equations includes mass continuity, three momentum equations, the energy equation, and 

the tracer advection equation, the computational effort of solving these equations would increase by 

at a factor of at least six over solving just the tracer advection equation as was done in this study. 

However, the cost of moving the grid would remain constant. Therefore, the advantages of having fewer 

grid points would be increased while the penalty of moving the grid would remain constant. 

In this work, only the treurer advection equation was solved on a dynamic grid, while the wind fields 

were solved for on a static grid, so interpolation was used to transfer the wind field from the static grid 

to the dynamic grid. The second-order, monotone interpolation scheme of Smolarkiewicz and Grell 

(1992) was used. This interpolator faithfully reproduced the wind field on the dynamic grid, but it was 

the most expensive part of the DGAC. Solving the full set of prognostic equations on the dynamic grid 

would eliminate the need for this interpolation. 

1.3.2 Questions regarding MPDATA on a moving grid 

The MPDATA scheme was chosen as the scheme to compute the tracer advection. Questions con

cerning MPDATA were: 

1. Could MPDATA be made to work with a DAG? 

2. How would the explicit nature of the MPDATA scheme and corresponding CFL condition be 

affected by grid point movement? 

The first of these questions was answered. One-, two-, and three-dimensional versions of the MPDATA 

were developed that worked with moving grids. More advanced options of the MPDATA scheme that 

are discussed in section 2.3 were also made to work with DAG. To the authors knowledge, there is 

no published work that uses MPDATA on a moving grid. New insight into when and why the DAG 
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method fails was found while trying to answer the second of the above questions. For explicit schemes 

there are spatial limits at each time step that bound the grid point movement. If the grid point moves 

outside these limits the CFL condition will be violated. It was originally thought that these limits were 

centered around the grid point location at the beginning of the time step. However, it was found that 

these limits were centered at the end point of the first order Lagrangian transport of the grid point by 

the fluid velocity during the time step. This gave the insight that the ideal grid point movement would 

be along Lagrangian trajectories. If the grid points were not constrained to conform to the boundaries 

of the domain, and, therefore, were free to follow the flow, Courant numbers significantly larger than 

one would be permissible. Thus the use of adaptive grid techniques brings a Lagrangian property to a 

problem formulated in an Eulerian context. Further discussion appears in section 2.4.1.2. 

1.4 Constraints and test cases 

Initially, a simple one-dimensional advection problem of an ideal profile was computed. From this 

starting point, two- and three-dimensional problems of increasing complexity were performed, each 

based on knowledge learned from the proceeding simpler problems. The final DGAC model retained 

certain simplifying assumptions. Some courses of action to relax these constraints are suggested in 

chapter 4. 

This work was restricted to passive scalar advection. Since a scaler equation was solved, the com

plicating factor of dealing with a stiff system of equations was avoided. In addition, since passive 

advection was performed, there was no feedback to the driving model that could cause it to become 

unstable. These simplifications allowed the investigators to concentrate on applying DAG techniques 

to the atmospheric advection problem. 

For the purposes of stretching the grid, the DGAC was designed so the horizontal grid stretching 

was not a function of height. Not only did this decouple the horizontal and vertical grid stretching, but 

kept initially vertical columns vertical in anticipation of using parameterization schemes for radiation 

and convection that assume vertical columns of grid points. The existing three-dimensional atmospheric 

model, MM5(GrelI et al., 1995), that was available and was known to run on the available computer 

platforms was used to compute the wind fields that drove the DGAC model. 

The one-dimensionai model was used to determine how to implement the MPDATA scheme with 

the DAG technique. It was then used to compare the apparent order of accuracy of the dynamic 

MPDATA scheme to the static MPDATA scheme. Finally, it was used to develop a method of limiting 

the grid point movement so that the CFL condition would not be violated. The results show that the 
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the MPDATA scheme is vary amenable to the DAG technique and can dramatically improve results 

using fewer grid points compared to the static MPDATA scheme. 

The two-dimensional model solved the rotating cone problem. It was used to learn how to implement 

the dynamic MPDATA scheme in a multidimensional case. Since, in the DGAC, the horizontd grid 

stretching was not a function of height, a two-dimensional grid generator could be used to determine 

the horizontal grid point distribution in this three-dimensional model. This two-dimensional grid 

generator was initially developed for use with the two-dimensional model. Numerous computations 

were performed to compare the numerical errors obtained from permutations of different MPDATA 

options and the dynamic grid option. Several different error measures were considered when evaluating 

the performance of models. The diffusion error was taken as the difference between the maximum value 

of the initial condition and the meiximum of the computed solution. The phase error was calculated 

by determining the distance between the mzudmums in the computed and analytical solutions. The Ln 

error norm was also computed. Since the point of the DAG technique is to resolve local features of 

the prognostic field, the diffusion error was considered a better measure of performance than the L; 

error. Using this measure the DAG technique has less diffusion and uses less CPU cycles to perform a 

simulation with the same diffusion error thctn does a model with a static, uniform grid. 

The three-dimensional model was initially tested using an idealized zonal flow case and an idealized 

initial cylindrical tracer field with no topography. The results were compared to results computed with 

the standard MM5 leap frog scheme. The results indicated the MPDATA scheme is superior to the leap 

frog scheme and that the dynamic grid computations were an improvement over the static uniform grid 

computations. 

In the second test case, an initial tracer field was advected during a 24 hour simulation using 

the wind fields from March 6, 1992. This test case was used in a series of computations to compare 

the performance of the dynamic MPDATA scheme, the static MPDATA scheme, and the standard 

MM5 advection scheme. Computations were performed at 30 and 13 km resolutions with the static 

MPDATA scheme and the standard MM5 advection routine to demonstrate that they converged to 

the same solution as the grid was refined. Comparison of both 30 km results with the 15 km results 

showed that the 30 km static MPDATA result was closer to the 15 km results than was the 30 km MM5 

result. Therefore, the 15 km static MPDATA result was tstken as the "exact" solution with which to 

compare the other results. A comparison of a dyneimic MPDATA result using the same number of grid 

points as the 30 km computations, showed that the same solutions were achieved with the dynamic 

MPDATA scheme with a quarter the points of the static MPDATA scheme. Additional computations 
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using progressively fewer grid points showed that the dynamic MPDATA scheme with fewer grid points 

could consistently produce similar results as the static MPDATA scheme. 

The third test case used the initial water vapor field for March 6, 1992, in conjunction with the 

wind fields from March 6 through March 10, 1992. The domain included the entire continental United 

States and the simulation ran for 5 days. Although water vapor was advected, there was no mechanism 

to account for evaporation or precipitation. The DAG results were compared to the static MPDATA 

calculations and the MM5 leap frog computations for the same time period under the same restrictions. 

The results indicate that the MPDATA scheme is far superior to the leap frog scheme and that there 

was a lesser but significant impact from using the dynamic MPDATA scheme over the static MPDATA 

scheme. Suggestions are given in section 4.3.1 of further possible work using this test case. 

1.5 Thesis organization 

The next chapter deals with the development of MPDATA with a moving grid, grid generation in 

one- and two-dimensions, and the development and validation of one- and two-dimensional codes. This 

second chapter explains the building blocks that were needed for the three-dimensional model. Quan

titative results compare the one-dimensional models with static and dynamic grids. Both quantitative 

and qualitative results are discussed for the two-dimensional model. 

Chapter 3 discusses the development and results of the three-dimensional model . MM5 is reviewed 

briefly to give the reader its salient points. Both the DGAC (the three-dimensional MPDATA code) 

and MM5 use staggered grids, but they are staggered differently. Additionally, the dynamic grid can 

obviously move. Therefore, a section on the coupling between these two grids was included. Since the 

wind fields were computed on the static MM5 grid and used on the DGAC grid, interpolation was used 

to transfer the wind fields from the static to the dynamic grid. Additionally, the initial condition was 

interpolated from the MM5 grid to the DGAC grid. In order to minimize the effect of this interpolation 

a second-order monotone interpolation scheme that was developed by Smolarkiewicz and Grell (1992) 

was used. Therefore a section is devoted to describing this interpolation scheme. Chapter 3 concludes 

with a section describing the results of the three-dimensional DGAC test cases. 

In chapter 4, the work is summarized, conclusions are drawn, unique contributions are highlighted, 

and suggestions for future work are given. 
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2 A DYNAMIC ADAPTIVE GRID MPDATA SCHEME 

This chapter describes the MPDATA finite difference scheme in a moving reference frame, the 

methods used for dynamically adjusting the grid points, and implementation of the scheme to solve 

one- and two-dimensional problems. These problems provided an environment to study the numerical 

properties of the dynamic MPDATA scheme, and gain the necessary experience base before the more 

complicated model was developed. 

With this method the prognostic equation is solved in a computational space that has a static, 

orthogonal, evenly spaced grid. A one- and a two-dimensional time independent version of this space 

is used in the one- and two-dimension grid generators. Section 2.1 describes the metric terms involved 

in the transformation. Section 2.2 describes the development of the MPDATA scheme in its most 

basic form, in a multidimensional form that is applicable to a moving grid, and introduces two options 

that decrease the diffusion and phase error associated with the scheme. Appendix A contains the 

full development of these two options. Section 2.3 describes the development of the one- and two-

dimensional grid generators that were used to determine the grid point distribution at each time step. 

Section 2.4 describes the one- and two-dimensional models and presents the effects of varying the 

number of grid points, the Courant numbers, and the MPDATA options with and without the use of a 

dynamic grid. 

2.1 A transformation from physical space into computational space 

Since, in the DAG method, the grid is unevenly spaced and able to move, it is advantageous to trans

form the equations of motion into a computational domain where the grid is stationary and orthogonal. 

It is additionally beneficial if the computational grid is in integer space. 

The computational grid in integer space has grid spacing of one and the grid coordinates are integer 

values starting with one and progressing to the maximum number of grid points in that coordinate 

direction. Figure 2.1 shows a small 6x5 grid that uses integer space. The advantage of integer space 

is that since the grid spacing is even and of size one, finite difference approximations of derivatives are 
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Figure 2.1 A sample grid in computational space. 

simple and efficient. Ail of the denominators are removed from the finite difference computations. 

Consider a non-orthogonal grid that is a function of time where the physical coordinates are 

{t,x,y,2) for time and the three spatial coordinates respectively. The corresponding computational 

coordinates are designated as (r,^,r7,C)- The functioneil relationship between the physical and compu

tation domains is defined as: 

(2.1) 
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The metric terms in the square matrix of equation 2.2 are partial derivatives with respect to the physical 

domain. These derivatives are evaluated in terms of the transformed coordinates. This was done by 

inverting the inverse trsinsformation specified in equation 2.2. Writing the inverse transformation as: 
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Computing the inverse of the linear system in equation 2.3 yields: 
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where the Jacobian of the transformation is: 
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Since all of the derivatives on the right-hand sides of equations 2.5 and 2.7 are with respect to the 

computational domain, the derivatives are simple and efficient to calculate. 

These metric terms are used to develop MPDATA on a moving grid in section 2.2.2, a one-

dimensional grid generator in section 2.3.3, sind a two-dimensional grid generator in section 2.3.4. 

However in the case of the grid generators the relations simplify because there is no temporal com

ponent to the transformations and the dimensions are one and two respectively. Therefore, for the 

one-dimensional grid generator, equation 2.7 reduces to: 

_ _ l  
8i 

A derivative with respect to the physical coordinate is then; 

^ — _i ^ (2 9) 
" If ac ^ ' 

In the development of the one-dimensional grid generator not only is the first derivative needed but 

a l so  t he  s econd  d e r i v a t i v e .  By  d i f f e r en t i a t i n g  equa t i on  2 .9  w i th  r e spec t  t o  t he  phys i ca l  coo rd ina t e  x ,  

the second derivative can be determined as: 

d -  I d -  1 d -x  d  

- s ("> 

(2.10) 

In the two-dimensional grid generation case, since ^ = 1,^ = ^ = 0, equation 2.7 reduces to 

I = 

dj] 
dx ~ Jn 

1 dx  
dy  Jn  d t ]  
d f ]  _ 1 dx  
dy  ~  ^  J2  d^  
^ - +-i-S (2.12) 

where the two-dimensional Jacobian is: 

dx  dy  dx  dy  '2'^' 

Therefore, in the two-dimensional case the derivatives with respect to the physical domain are trans

formed as: 

A = (2 14) 
dx  Jn  \ dT )d^  d^dr } )  ^  '  
d  _  ] .  f d x  d  dx  d  \  

dy  ~  Jn  \ d ^dT)  d r j d^J  
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Just as in the case of the one-dimensional weight function the second derivatives are needed for the 

two-dimensional weight function. Taking the derivative of equation 2.14 yields: 

This section describes several variations of the Multidimensional Positive Definite Advection Algo

rithm (MPDATA) that was developed by Smolarkiewicz (1983). MPDATA is a second-order in time 

and space finite difference scheme that was originally developed exclusively for tracer transport prob

lems but has since been generalized to deal with all of the advection terms in the equations for fluid 

motion. 

The basic idea of the MPDATA scheme is to use a donor-cell scheme to obtain a first-order accurate 

solution and then define pseudo velocities that when used as the velocity in conjunction with the donor-

cell scheme approximates the error associated with the first-order scheme. This error estimate is then 

subtracted from the first-order approximation. This creates a scheme that is second-order accurate, 

sign-preserving, easily implemented, and is computationally efficient. 

MPDATA is in the same class of schemes as Lax-Wendroff. Lax-VVendroff, like MPDATA, is de

veloped by subtracting spatial approximations of the higher order error terms from the a first-order 

solution, thus achieving a higher order scheme. The major difference between the MPDATA scheme 

and the Lax-Wendroff scheme is that MPDATA uses up-wind approximations for the correction terms, 

while Lax-Wendroff uses centred differences to approximate the correction terms. 

MPDATA has a sign-preserving feature that makes it particularly attractive for this work which 

deals exclusively with tracer transport. Given a tracer quantity like water vapor mixing ratio, that 

physically can only have positive values, the MPDATA scheme will not produce negative values as long 

as the Courant-Fredricks-Lewy(CFL) condition is satisfied. When background values of the tracer are 

zero, it is therefore non-oscillatory which makes the scheme very amenable to dynamic grid adaptation. 

In section 2.3, it will be seen that the dynamic adaptive grid (DAG) technique clusters grid points 

around areas of high slope and curvature. If oscillations are permitted by the numerical scheme, the 

grid points have a tendency to cluster around these ripples due to their high curvature. The resolution 

dy^- ~ dC- [d^dvJ d^dv \d^J drj'-\ 

(2.15) 

2.2 MPDATA 
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of the grid in the area of the numerical ripples is increased instead of the area of physically relevant 

features. Since MPDATA does not create any of these background ripples, this difficulty is avoided. 

MPDATA is an explicit scheme and therefore subject to the CFL condition which limits the size of 

the time step in order to maintain stability. When the DAG technique is used, the physical velocity is 

replaced by the difference between the physical velocity and the velocity of the grid point. If care is not 

taken to maintain a smoothly varying grid with respect to time, excessive grid point velocity alone can 

cause CFL violations. 

The most basic form of MPDATA uses a first-order predictor step, and then adds second-order 

anti-diffusion correction terms to it. A quantity called the pseudo velocity is used in the approximation 

of the correction terms. The pseudo velocity is defined such that when used in place of the physical 

velocity in a donor-cell step the second-order correction are approximated. This pseudo velocity is a 

function of the physical velocity and the transport quantity, has units of velocity, but has no physical 

significance. Since it has the units of velocity there is no reason why a further iteration can not be made 

to the basic MPDATA scheme using a new pseudo velocity of the same form as the first. This new 

pseudo velocity is a function of the preceding pseudo velocity and the transport quantity. Therefore, 

MPDATA can be run with as many iterations as desired. Although the numerical error is reduced 

with additional iterations, MPDATA remains second order accurate in time and space. Numerical 

experiments by Margolin and Smolarkiewicz (1989) show that additional iterations beyond four yield 

insignificant improvement in the solution. 

In order to illustrate the development of the scheme, the MPDATA scheme in reviewed in sec

tion 2.2.1 for a one-dimension, constant velocity case, for an unspecified number of iterations. Sec

tion 2.2.2 reviews the development of MPDATA in multiple dimensions on a moving grid. As indicated 

by its name, MPDATA is applicable to multidimensions and therefore this aspect is not new. However, 

the application of MPDATA to a DAG environment is new. Section 2.2.3 introduces two extensions to 

MPDATA that significantly enhance the schemes accuracy and computational efficiency. The details of 

these extensions is included in appendix A. 

2.2.1 Basic MPDATA 

In this section, for illustration purposes only, MPDATA is developed for a one-dimensional flow 

with constant velocity. These are not necessary constraints for MPDATA, but are assumed in this 

section only to simplify the initial explanation. The first-order donor-cell scheme is stated; the pseudo 

velocity for the first MPDATA iteration will be developed; and this expression will then be generalized 
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for subsequent iterations. 

Consider the tramsport of some non-negative property 9 in a one-dimensional Euierian context by 

a constant velocity flow: 

(2.16, 

where u represents the fluid velocity, t  time, and x  the spatial location, q  can either be an extensive 

fluid property such that 

q = P<t> (2.1") 

where p is the fluid density and <t> the intensive property, or since the flow field is constant, it can be 

an intensive fluid property as long as the the fluid density p is a constant. 

MPDATA uses the donor-cell scheme to compute a low order solution for the first iteration, calcu

lates a pseudo velocity, and then calculates a second-order correction term using the donor cell scheme 

with the pseudo velocity. The donor-cell scheme for the first-order predictor step is: 

91" = - { W.9?+i.£^.+I/2) - F(,Ui . x r . ) }  (218) 

where the superscript n  is the time level, the subscript i  is the spatial index, and 9,-^' is the first order 

approximation to Integer values of i represent cell centers and half integer values represent cell 

faces. The flux function F for the donor-cell scheme is 

F[qL,qR,U) = max(t/,0)gt - min ( l / ,Q)qR  (2.19) 

where U = is the Courant number. For this section only ti is constant; therefore, = 

=  U in  equation 2.18. The following analysis examines this scheme to determine the form of the 

pseudo velocities that: 

,j=>=,j" - {f C„) - -f 

where is a second-order approximation of 

Approximating the temporal derivative using a forward difference, equation 2.16 is: 

gn+i_  o"  d  
+ (2.21) 

Expanding about time level n, using a Taylor series, yields: 

The partial derivative with respect to time of only the lowest order terms of equation 2.22 yields: 

f. 
d t  
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Using the lowest order terms of equation 2.22 and substituting for in equation 2.23; 

Substitution of equation 2.24 for the second term of equation 2.22 yields the original differential equation 

on the left hand side and the first-order error term, expressed as a spatial derivative on the right hsuid 

side: 

In order to determine the spatial error terms associated with the donor-cell scheme, the spatial 

derivatives in equation 2.25 are represented as; 

" (?•>! - ?• ) 

d t  Ax  

If the spatial representations were expanded about the location i  and simplified, equation 2.26 becomes: 

+1 = -i ((f"' - f i"i) S) d t  '  d x  

where the absolute values account for the sign of the velocity. The left hand side of equation 2.27 is 

the original differential equation, while the term on the right hand side represents the first-order error 

in both space and time. 

The terms on the right hand side of equation 2.27 represent the first-order error associated with 

donor-cell scheme. In order to use equation 2.20, the non-dimensional pseudo velocity to 

be deRned. Defining the dimensional pseudo velocity: 

= (2.28) 

If both the physical velocity and the pseudo velocity are non-dimensionalized using the grid spacing 

Ax and the time step At, equation 2.28 can be written: 

= (2.29) 

When this pseudo velocity is used, equation 2.20 can be solved. The numerical approximation of the 

pseudo velocity in equation 2.29 that was used is: 

(l^'>V2| - £^^1/2) (2.30) 
?tVi + 9t +e ^ 
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where e is a small value to prevent division by zero when both g,-'' and are zero. Note that this 

only works if ? > 0 everywhere or g < 0 everywhere and remains so throughout the computation. 

The MPDATA scheme can be extended to an arbitrary number of iterations by replacing the itera

t i ons  l eve l s  i n  equa t i on  2 .20  w i th  an  i t e r a t i on  l ev e l  {k )  

,(*+1) = ql") - where A = 0,1.2 A" (2.31) 

where = q" ,  = U,  q ^ ' ^ ^  = and the pseudo velocities at each iteration are defined as: 

irW = (2.32) 

When A' = 1 this collapses to the donor-cell scheme. A" = 2 is the most basic MPDATA scheme. 

If additional iterations are taken {K > 2) the error decreases, but the scheme remains second-order 

accurate. The effects of additional iterations are presented in section 2.4. 

The MPDATA scheme has been presented in one-dimension only and for a constant velocity flow 

field. In the next section this presentation will be expanded to account for the multidimensional case 

on a moving grid for a variable flow field. 

2.2.2 MPDATA in multiple dimensions on a moving grid 

The previous section introduced the simplest form of the the MPDATA scheme. In this section the 

analysis is repeated to consider both multiple dimensions and a moving grid. Since the grid is allowed 

to move, the flow will generally be divergent. Therefore, the MPDATA scheme is reviewed for multiple 

dimensions, divergent flow, and extended to be used with a moving grid which is a unique contribution 

of this work. 

In section 2.2.2.1 the coordinate transformation that was introduced in section 2.1 is used to rewrite 

the transport equation in integer space. It is shown that the resulting equation has the same form as 

the equation in the physical spsure except that the contravariant velocity replaces the physical velocity. 

In section 2.2.2.2, MPDATA is developed to solve the equation derived in section 2.2.2.1. 

2.2.2.1 Advection in a moving coordinate system 

In section 2.2.1 it was irrelevant whether q  was an intensive or extensive property. However, it does 

matter in this case. The form of the equation depends on which is chosen. In both cases, for a moving 

grid, a divergence term appears in the equation. If 9 is chosen to be an intensive property, the resulting 

equations are more similar to the MM5 equations than if it is chosen to be extensive. Therefore, it was 
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chosen to be an intensive property. The multidimensional equation for q in an Eulerian reference frame 

if there sure no source terms is: 

where the subscripts represent tensor indices and summation is assumed to run from 1 to p in H'' space 

for repeated indices. Applying the chain rule and continuity equation, equation 2.33 in non-conservative 

form is: 

| + (2.34) 

The full three-dimensional time dependent coordinate transformation that was introduced in sec

tion 2.1 is used to transform equation 2.34 into the computational domain. 

Substitution of the transformation of equation 2.2 into equation 2.34 yields the equation 

where the contravariant velocity iij is given by 

In order to use the MPDATA scheme the left hand side of equation 2.33 needed to be in flux form. 

Thus equation 2.35 is written as 
da d 
^ + = « (2.37) 

where the divergence term is 

= (2.38) 

The derivatives in the contravariant velocity of equation 2.36 are computed with respect to the 

transformed independent variables using equation 2.7. 

2.2.2.2 MPDATA in multidimensions 

MPDATA was presented in section 2.2.1 in one-dimension and for a constant flow. This was done 

for illustration purposes only. MPDATA is a general scheme applicable to any equations that have 

advection terms. The most general equation can be written as: 

= + « (2.39) 

where the added R term can be considered a combinations of source terms such as pressure gradient 

or diffusion terms. Smolarkiewicz and Margolin (1998) explain how to incorporate these other source 
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terms. Application of MPDATA in this work did not require this term and therefore it is not included 

in the derivation. 

The only differences between equations 2.16 and 2.37 are the multidimensional nature and the 

divergence term R of equation 2.37. In order to determine the correct pseudo velocities for the MPDATA 

scheme, equation 2.37 is temporally discretized by following the lead of Smoiarkiewicz (1983) as; 

^ =1"*"' (2«) 

Note that the velocities are specified at the n -f 1/2 time level. The time level of the physical velocities 

in the previous section were not specified because the velocity was assumed to be constant. However, 

that assumption can not be msuie in this case because of the moving grid. The n + 1/2 time level is 

chosen because severd terms cancel later in the derivation that would not otherwise. E.\panding the 

quantities about time level n yields: 

dq I, d-q 5 r/ , r duA • 
dT ^ 2 dij [("•' 2 ar j ' 

1 BR 
= R+-AT^ + 0{Ar-) (2.41) 

2 OT 

As in section 2.2.1, the partial derivative with respect to r of the lowest order terms of equation 2.41 

are: 

Substituting the first-order terms from equation 2.41 for the term of equation 2.42 yields: 

Substitution of equation 2.43 into equation 2.41 yields: 

+ C)(Ar-) (2.44) .  dq f  duk pM 

Note that since R = as defined in equation 2.38 that equation 2.44 becomes; 

I + iAr A + o,A^, ,2.45, 

From equation 2.45, it is clear that additional cross terms appeared when j  ̂  k  in the pseudo velocities 

compared to equation 2.25. The treatment of these terms is the major difference between the one-

dimensional MPDATA and multi-dimensional MPDATA schemes. The q quantities are stored at the 

cell centers while the velocities are stored at the cell faces. Figure 2.2 illustrates the location of the 

velocity component storage. 

There were four cases to consider when determining the spatial correction terms. In the grid space 

notation the four cases can be represented as: 
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Figure 2.2 Property storage locations for tiie MPDATA sciieme. The cell cen

ter is marked with a +. The corner points are marked with the •'s. 

The -+'s, /"s and f's mark the i + 1/2, j + 1/2 and k + 1/2 cell 
face centers respectively. 

I- ^^i+l/2 > 0, Ui~l/2 > 0 

2. < 0, Ui-l/2 ^ 0 

3. Ui+ii2 > 0, Ui-i/2 < 0 

4. Ui+i/2 < 0, t/i-i/2 > 0 

Repeating the spatial analysis of section 2.2.1 for cases 1 and 2 while assuming that the Ui+1/2 ^ 

yields the same spatial correction term as before. For case 3 the spatial term does not appear and for 

case 4 it is twice as large. Numerical experiments indicated that ignoring cases 3 and 4 has negligible 

effect on the solution, because the only time that either situation occurs is when the flow reverses 

direction and therefore the velocities and hence the fluxes at both cell faces are small. However, 

Smolarkiewicz and Margolin (1998) indicate that to protect from the worst case scenario of case 4 that 

the multidimensional Courant number should be 
p 

H P'- <0- (2.46) 
1=1 

in a 7JP space for acceptable implementation. 

Once the spatial discretization was included equation 2.45 becomes 

Following the same steps as in section 2.2.1 the pseudo velocities are defined to be 

(k+i)  _  u: w V infill!. 
2q d^j  ^  J "* 

m=l 

) (2.47) 

(2.48) 
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where where there is no summation over j  in the first term on the right hand side. 

Additionally, the (k) superscripts in the equation 2.48 represent the iteration level. These pseudo 

velocities are clearer if written explicitly. The pseudo velocity in the first direction is 

(2.491 

where the and pseudo velocities Jire in the t) and C direction respectively. The other 

pseudo velocities are symmetric permutations of equation 2.49. 

The pseudo velocities in the ( direction were approximated as 

(*) (fc) 
~ /•>(*' \ l i+ij .k- ' i i . j .k  

^i+ii2j,k ~ '^>+i/2j , fe '^i+i/2, j , fc;  (fc)  Ik)  
9«+i,j,fc + 9i,i,fc + ̂ 

(fc) , (It) (fc) (">•) 
^ Mk) ,>(fc)  ^ i , j+l .k  + '! i+lj+l,k~1i . j - l .k  1i+l, j - l .k  

/o : i. » ; 2^.  + 1/2 j>^+1/2,M (fc)  Ik)  Ik)  ( fc)  
^  "i+lj+l,k  + 1iJ-l ,k  ^  li+lJ-lM ^  '  

( f c )  ( f c )  (* )  (* )  
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(2.50) 

where 

^(*) 1 ̂^(*) I i^(*) , Mk) , Mk) N V 

t^(*) 4- ^ 
•^'<+1/2,j,A ~ 4 fc+1/2 ^ W+l„fc> + l/2 ̂  J,fc-l/2 ̂  W+lj.fc-1/2/ 

k k+if found by considering symmetric permutations of equations 2.50 and 2.51. 

The multidimensional MPDATA scheme for a divergent flow is: 

„(* + !) _„(*)_ ipin^") nC') 77(*) ]-F{0^''> o'"' f2'521 

*^(^+1/2,*) ^ I9ij-l,ik' 9i j,As' W,j-l/2,fc/J ~ 

\ i,J.*+l/2' ^ 9|j,ifc' ''i,j,fc-l/2^ J + "i 
1 + 1/2 

where k = 0 . . .K and is the divergence of the flow when k = 0 and zero when k > 0.  Recall 

^(0) _ g{K) _ qn+i^ and Ui quantities aire contravariant velocities. 

2.2.3 Extensions to MPDATA 

The addition of the "third-order" and the recursive pseudo velocity (RPV) options improve the 

accuracy and the eflBciency of the MPDATA scheme, respectively. The "third-order" option only 

includes some of the "third-order'' correction terms, but still has a significant positive impact on the 

accuracy of the scheme. The RPV option improves the efficiency of the scheme by using one correction 
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step that is an approximation to an infinite number of correction steps. Both of these options are 

discussed briefly in this section and are explained in detail in appendix A. 

Although MPDATA is capable of handling the divergent flows and source terms, these effects were 

neglected in the development of the "third-order" option. The scheme remains second-order accurate 

with the leading order error terms a function of the gradients of velocity and source terms. Although the 

scheme remains second-order these extra correction terms cause the numerical errors to be distributed 

more symmetrically suid the global error is decreased. This is evident by comparing figure 2.21 to 2.22 

in section 2.4.2.2. 

In the development of MPDATA the prognostic quantity q was always taken at the newest iteration 

when calculating the pseudo velocities as shown in equations 2.32 and 2.48. Formally any value of 

q between q" and q""^^ could have been used since the correction terms were always calculated using a 

donor-cell step which is only first-order accurate. The choice to use the newest approximation for 

was made because numerical experiments demonstrated that the error of the scheme was the least when 

this choice was made. However, the option to choose the value q" for every iteration, allowed Margolin 

and Smolarkiewicz (1989) to develop a strictly two step scheme. The first step is the first-order donor 

cell approximation that is implemented in ail versions of MPDATA. The pseudo velocities for the 

second step are calculated so that when used with a donor-cell step the correction is an approximation 

to an infinite number of MPDATA correction iterations. The results of using the RPV option are 

approximately equivalent to using four iterations of the MPDATA scheme with a computational cost of 

40%. 

This concludes the discussion of the MPDATA scheme and its different options. In summary the 

scheme is second-order eurcurate in time and space, it is sign-preserving, and computationally efficient. 

The "third-order" error terms and RPV options were introduced. The scheme was developed assuming 

a dynamic grid which is a unique contribution of this work. In section 2.4 results from different 

permutations of the options are compared for one- and two-dimensional models on static and dynamic 

grids. 

2.3 Dynamic grid adaptation 

This section deals with how logically to move a finite difference grid so that the global error of 

a numerical scheme is minimized. Both one- and two-dimensional grid generators are discussed. In 

section 2.3.1 a literature review covers the various approaches to dynamic grid generation. Section 2.3.2 

introduces one- and two-dimensional grid generators. The one-dimensional grid generator is examined 
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in detail in section 2.3.3. Section 2.3.4 details the two-dimensional version of the grid generator. 

2.3.1 Literature review 

There has been a large amount of information published about adaptive grid techniques. As ex

plained in chapter 1, there are several different types of techniques that can be called dynamic adaptive 

grid (DAG) techniques. This review, in section 2.3.1.1 focuses solely the type of method implemented 

in this work which is the grid point redistribution technique. More extensive reviews of this method can 

be found in Thompson (1985), Eiseman (1987), Jind Hawken et al. (1991). In section 2.3.1.2, adaptive 

grid techniques that have been applied to problems of interest in the atmospheric science community 

will be reviewed without regard to the type of adaptive technique used. 

2.3.1.1 Grid point redistribution techniques 

In brief, grid point redistribution techniques are methods that conserve the number of grid points 

and move them to certain areas to increase the local resolution at the expense of the grid resolution in 

other areas. One important application of dynamic cidaptive grids is the moving boundary problem. For 

example, problems of freezing and melting have time dependent boundaries. A more extensive review 

of these problems may be found in Yao and Prusa (1989). Another application is to cluster points in 

regions where the local error of the numerical solution is large. This often happens in areas of steep 

gradients were the grid points are not close enough to resolve the gradient, or in areas were the second 

derivative is large and either large amounts of dissipation or dispersion takes place. This second type 

of problem is the type that was addressed in this work. 

Slater (1992) has categorized eidaptive grid techniques according to the type of coupling the solution 

scheme has with the grid movement scheme. He categorizes all schemes as either completely coupled, 

strongly coupled, weakly coupled, or uncoupled. 

In a completely coupled scheme, the prognostic equations and the equations that determine the 

grid point placement are viewed as one set of equations and are solved simultaneously. The moving 

finite-element method is an exeunple of a completely coupled approach. This method was developed 

by Miller and Miller (1981) and Miller (1981). Only a few one-dimensional examples of completely 

coupled schemes were found using finite difference type schemes by Winkler et al. (1985) and Dorfi and 

Drury (1987). 

When the strongly coupled approach is used, em approximate solution of the prognostic equations 

at the new time step is determined using the grid from the old time step. This approximate solution 
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is used to generate a new grid, which is then used to calculate a better approximation for the solution 

at the new time step. Strongly coupled systems can be implemented in an iterative fashion where 

progressively better solution and grid matches ue computed at each iteration. 

Weakly coupled systems use the solution features at the current time step to determine the grid to 

be used for the integration from the current to the next time step. This is the type of approach used 

in this work. 

Uncoupled systems are what are typically used to model atmospheric systems. The grid does not 

respond to features in the flow field and is therefore remains stationary throughout the integration. 

There are certain criteria that must be met by any adaptive grid technique. A modified list of these 

criteria by Thompson (1985) is: 

1. Grid points need to be able to move locally while still retaining an orderly pattern. This excludes 

grids which can fold back on themselves which would be the case if topoiogically parallel lines 

were allowed to cross. 

2. The grid points need to conform to the boundaries of the domain. The physical domain has to 

be completely filled by the computational mesh. 

3. There must be a means of representing continuous functions on an uneven and temporally changing 

grid. 

4. There must a means of communicating how the grid points move in response to changes in the 

computed solution. 

The first of these criteria dictate that local control of grid point movement is required in order to respond 

to local phenomena, and the second criteria dictates global quantities need to also be met so that the 

boundary conditions are satisfied. This restricts possible grid generation techniques to interpolation 

type techniques that are referred to as algebraic methods or elliptic partial differential equation solvers. 

There were several types of grid point redistribution techniques found in the literature. Each of 

these methods meet the criteria listed above and can be viewed as an equidistribution of some global 

quantity that is weighted, hopefully, by some measure of the global error associated with the numerical 

scheme that is being used to compute the solution. 

Ideally, given a numerical method that would be used to solve the prognostic equations, the lowest 

order error terms would be derived, assuming an uneven and time dependent mesh. These error terms 

could then serve as a weight function that could be equally distributed by some means resulting in a set 
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of equations, that when solved, would yield a desirable grid. Prusa (1997) analyzed a one-dimensional 

passive advection problem with centered space and time discretizations. Thirteen unique leading error 

terms emerged. In general, these terms were non-linear. In the vast majority of the ceises found in the 

literature, a more heuristic measure of the error was used because of the difficulty identifying which of 

these terms was dominant or including them all. Some of the more popular error measures were some 

combination of the first and second derivatives of the prognostic variable and the arc length associated 

with prognostic variable. 

Some of the grid generation techniques ultimately result in the same equations, yet were arrived 

at from different points of view. The following sections list the different techniques and explain their 

distinguishing characteristics. All of the details about these methods are not given, and the reader is 

encouraged to examine the references for additional details. 

2.3.1.1.1 Equidistribution in one—dimension: Virtusdiy all of the methods for one-dimensional 

cases are based on equidistribution of some global quantity. Equidistribution means that given some 

measure of the error as a function of space, called the weight function, the grid points are adjusted so 

the integrated quantity between any two grid points is a constant. Grid points B and C must be closer 

together in figure 2.3 than grid points A and B so that the two shaded areas under the weight function 

curve are the same. Eiseman (1987) explains twelve different ways to view and formulate equidistribu

tion statements in one-dimension. Some of these formulations have advantages over others. Eiseman 

(1987) points out that the "backward global integral" statement has certain advantages, since it can 

be solved by quadrature and interpolation and no iteration is required. This is the formulation that is 

used in the one-dimensional work for this study and is developed in detail in section 2.3.3. Thompson 

et al. (1985) explain how four of the equidistribution statements can be seen as the Euler-Lagrange 

equations of a global integral that is a function of the weighting. Variational approaches are described 

in section 2.3.1.1.4 illustrating the point that although there are different approaches often they result 

in the same equations from different view points. 

2.3.1.1.2 Equidistribution in multiple dimensions: Dwyer et al. (1980), Owyer et al. 

(1982), and Dwyer (1984) applied the one-dimensional equidistribution principles along a fixed set of 

lines in multidimensional problems. Thus the grid only moved in one coordinate direction. Although, 

in general, grid adaptation may be desirable in the other directions as well, they obtained impressive 

results in problems dealing with external flow separation, flame propagation, and shock/boundary layer 

interactions. This method was extended by Gnoffo (1982) and Eiseman (1983) to multiple dimensions. 
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Spatial Dimension 

Figure 2.3 Illustration of equidistribution principle. Grid point B must adjust 
side to side to make both shaded areas under the weight function 

curve of equal area. 

Since each coordinate was treated serially, iteration was required to generate the grid. This method is 

similar to the alternating direction implicit (.\DI) methods for solving elliptic boundary value problems. 

2.3.1.1.3 Elliptic grid generation systems: It is e.\plained in Thompson et al. (198.5) that a 

general elliptic partial differential equation that satisfies the necessary conditions is the Poisson equation 

VV=y'=P;,. (2.53) 

where (xj) is a coordinate in a Cartesian computational domain and Xj is the stretched coordinate 

in the physical domain. The is the metric tensor for the transformation from the physical to the 

computational domain. are forcing functions that are specified to control the grid stretching. 

Thompson et al. (1985) give development of appropriate forcing functions to cluster points towards 

certain points or lines, although Prusa (1999) indicates that it can be difficult to prescribe these functions 

a priori. This may e.xplain why many authors mention the technique, but few actually specify the forcing 

functions. 

2.3.1.1.4 Variational approaches: Since the goal in DAG techniques is to minimize a weighted 

global quantity, the use of calculus of variations is applicable. 

This approach involves several steps: 

1. Identify certain criteria that are desirable properties of the grid. 

2. Create an equation that gives some measure of the combination of these properties. 
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3. Determine the Euler-Lagrange equations to determine the extrema of these properties. 

4. Solve the Euler-Lagrange equations to determine the grid point locations. 

The first of these criteria is subjective. However, there are certzun criteria that must be included. 

These necessary criteria are grid smoothness and some type of weighting. Without a grid smoothness 

criteria, grid points would be allowed to collapse to a point and certain regions of the domain would be 

void of points. Without the weighting an evenly spaced grid with no grid stretching would result as this 

is the smoothest possible grid, and the grid would not be dynamic since there would be no mechanism 

to communicate the changes within the solution field to the grid. Other criteria that could be applied 

to multidimensional grid include a measure of the orthogonality of the grid, a measure of the aspect 

ratio of grid cells, a measure of the alignment of the grid lines with stream lines, and the Lagrangian 

transport of a particle in the flow. Winslow (1967) developed a method of grid generation based on grid 

smoothness and a weighting function for triangular meshes. Brackbill and Saltzman (1982) extended 

the work to include an orthogonality feature. This is the grid generation technique that was used and 

will be developed, in detail, in section 2.3.4. Yanenko et al. (1979) included grid smoothness, a weight 

function and a Lagrangian term. This use of the Lagrangian term, IC^i — + — as presented 

in Hawken et al. (1991), shows insight lacking in other work. It v/as shown that except to conform to 

the boundary the "best" grid point movement would be along Lagrangian trajectories. This is discussed 

further in section 2.4.1.2. 

In order to apply the variational approach the problem is transformed into computational space 

that is uniform and orthogonal. Through this transformation, measures of the grid properties can be 

expressed and combined in a linear manner. These equations are then minimized by determining the 

Euler-Lagrange equations. For example, in two dimensions, given a functional / = /(^,7;, x,,) 

where r = z(^, ij), = ||, and i, = The global measure of / is 

This is the Euler-Lagrange equation in multiple dimensions and its development can be found in 

Weinstock (1974). 

Once the Euler-Lagrange equations are found they are discretized and solved numerically to find the 

location of the grid points such that the weight function is equally distributed among the grid points. 

(2.54) 
J  J D  

which can be minimized with respect to w by applying the operator 

(2.55) 
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2.3.1.1.5 Grid speed methods: All of the techniques discussed thus far deal with techniques 

that directly determine the location of the grid points. In these methods a new grid is periodically 

calculated and either the solution from the old grid is interpolated to the new grid or the dynamic 

equations are cast into a form to atllow solution on a moving grid. In the second case, the grid point 

velocities are required. This presents several questions: 

1. How does one accurately calculate the grid point velocities? 

2. How is the grid point movement constrained by the time step? 

If only the original and the final grid point locations are known a forward finite difference 

Qx — i"  
«—sr-

will yield an approximation to the grid speed. In a strictly explicit scheme, where the velocities are taken 

at time level n, or a strictly implicit scheme, where the velocities are taken at n+ I, this approximation 

is only first order accurate. Grid point locations at additional time levels may be retained and used to 

create a higher order approximation to the grid point velocities, but retaining this additional information 

is computationedly expensive. It was seen in section 2.2.2.2 that the MPDATA scheme used velocities 

at time level n + 1/2, therefore the finite difference approximation became centered and second-order 

accurate. This is yet another reason why the MPDATA scheme is well suited to DAG. 

The answer to the second question above is not as simple to explain. If for some pathological reason 

the solution changes abruptly between two time steps, there is nothing in the previously discussed 

techniques preventing a grid point from moving a large distance over the single time step. This is 

because the methods discussed to this point have no time dependency. They are all strictly elliptic 

problems and ezurh new grid is completely dependent on the problem solution at some point in time 

with no influence from the solution at earlier times. If an implicit scheme is used, this does not pose 

much of a problem. However, if an explicit scheme like MPDATA is used, a violation of the CFL 

condition can occur. To prevent this a limit on the extent of movement that a grid point can undergo 

from one time step to next can be imposed. This is discussed in greater detail in section 2.4.1.2. 

Another solution to this problem is to use the method of Hindman and Spencer (1983), Holcomb 

and Hindman (1984), and Slater and Liou (1995) where the equations that specify the grid point 

locations are differentiated with respect to time. Therefore, instead of solving a set of equations that 

determine the grid point locations directly, the grid point velocities are solved for. In order to find 

the location of the grid points, numerical quadrature is used. It was found that with this method the 
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original, undifTerentiated equations had to be used, periodically, in order to keep the clustered points 

from drifting apart. These methods would appear to answer both of these questions, since a higher 

order method can be used to solve the grid speed equations and since quadrature is used to determine 

the grid point locations, as the time step goes to zero, the change in the grid position will also. 

2.3.1.1.6 Attraction and repulsion: Another method that yields the grid point velocity in

stead of the grid point location is that of Anderson and Rai (1982) who used a grid adaptation method 

based on attractive or repulsive forces determined at each grid point. The forces are determined by 

comparing the local value of the weight function at a grid point to the average value of the weights over 

the whole domain. Points that have a higher than average value are attracted while those with less 

than average are forced apart. Points are prevented from collapsing in on each other because the sys

tem becomes very stiff as the points approach each other and therefore in practice they never coalesce. 

Attreictive forces become repulsive forces as the points approach each other. Damping is necessary to 

prevent grid oscillations. 

Another, similar technique by Nakahashi and Deiwert (1986), determines inter-nodal equations as 

if there were tension springs between the nodes and torsional springs at the nodes. The tension springs 

control the grid clustering and the torsional springs gives the method of controlling the grid orthog

onality. In multiple dimensions, the one-dimensional model is applied iteratively to each coordinate 

direction in sequence. 

2.3.1.2 Dynamic adaptive grids applied to atmospheric science problems 

Dietachmayer and Droegemeier (1992) used the variational approach of Brackbill and Saltzman 

(1982) to solve the viscous Burger's equations in one-dimension, and a frontogenesis problem in two-

dimensions for which an analytically solution is known, solid body rotation of four cones, and the 

evolution of a buoyant thermal. This work showed that dynamic grid adaptation was applicable to 

atmospheric flows and how to implement it. This work was extended by Dietachmayer (1992) to 

evaluate the efficiency of the method. A different two-dimensional grid generation technique than was 

used by Dietachmayer and Droegemeier (1992) was implemented based on equidistribution of an area 

weighted function. The model solved the shallow water equations initialized with three well spaced 

vortices. The conclusions were that the orthogonality constraint in the Brackbill and Saltzman (1982) 

method is not essential for atmospheric flows. The equidistribution grid generator was simpler and 

faster than more sophisticated grid generation techniques. Essentially equivalent computations were 
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performed three times faster using adaptive grid techniques over fixed grid methods. By updating the 

grid periodically, instead of at every time step, modest gains in efficiency were possible. 

This work was extended by Fiedler and Trapp (1993). Two-and three-dimensional buoyant thermals 

were computed in a stably stratified fluid. The dynamic adaptive grid was generated by solving the 

elliptic equations for a coarse grid and then interpolating the intermediate lines to produce the final 

fine grid. Fine grid to coarse grid ratios of up to 8:1 were used. Although there was some degradation 

of the solution as the this ratio became larger, substantial computational savings were achieved. 

Frusa et al. (1996) used moving grids in the simulation of propagation and breaking of high altitude 

gravity waves. A moving boundary technique similar to the methods used for freezing and melting 

problems that were mentioned in section 2.3.1.1 was used. The lower boundary was a function of space 

and time and required a time dependent grid. Therefore, the governing equations were transformed 

from the physical domain into an orthogonal, evenly spaced computational domain. The algebraic 

transformation used was em extension of the terrain following coordinate system. 

Skamarock and Klemp (1993) used moving nested grids as a form of a dynamic adaptive grid. In 

this method finer Cartesian grids overlay coarser Cartesian grids. The finer grids were not required 

to be orthogonal with the coarser grids. Grids could be nested inside other nested grids so that very 

fine resolution was possible. As the integration continued the nested grids could move, change size, be 

added or removed as directed by the flow attributes. Care had to be taken establishing the boundary 

conditions for the finer meshes. The abrupt change in the grid resolution posed problems at the 

boundaries. Conservative interpolation was needed in order to establish the boundary conditions for 

the finer domains. Flow features of the finer grids were not allowed to propagate onto the coarser grids. 

Two-dimensional simulations of a cold bubble and a collapsing cold pool were performed. An algo

rithm that automatically determined the nested grid movement was implemented. Accurate solutions 

were obtained using this method although non-physical features also were excited by either the grid 

scheme or the numerical method. Three-dimensional simulations of super-cell convective storms were 

performed. In the three-dimensional simulations the grid movements were not fully automatic. Rather 

the simulation was stopped and the movement of the grids was partially directed through user inter

vention. Skamarock et al. (1994) used the method while studying the three-dimensional evolution of 

long-lived squall lines. 

Finley et al. (1998a) and Finley et al. (1998b) used moving nested grids to simulate tornados. 

Although the nested grids had the ability to move, user interaction was required during the simulation 

to direct the grid movement. 
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Behrens (1996) used an unstructured grid with local grid refinement and a semi-Lagrangian approach 

in a parallel computing environment to compute the rotating slotted cylinder about some point that is 

described by Zalesak (1979). The parallel semi-Lagrangian scheme proved to be efficient but the serial 

implementation of the grid generation technique was detrimental to computational efficiency. 

Tomlin et al. (1997) used unstructured dynzunic grids to simulate atmospheric reaction flow prob

lems. The grid used hexagonal elements rather than triangular elements as are often used in unstruc

tured finite volume codes. A linear advection test case and plume dispersions of high NOr emissions 

which are typical of a power plant were performed. In conjunction with the advection problem, non

linear source terms associated with chemical reactions were included. It was concluded that these types 

of problems could not be adequately solved without some mechanism to model the small scale phenom

ena that were present at the initial emissions. The DAG approach was well suited to model this small 

scale phenomena. 

2.3.2 Introduction to one- and two-dimensional grid generators 

The remainder of this section explains, in detail, the techniques that were used to determine the grid 

point distribution for this work. As state earlier, equidistribution is used in the one-dimensional case 

while the variation^ method of Brackbill and Saltzman (1982) is used in the two-dimensional case. 

Since the grid is allowed to vary in lime, a new grid is generated at each time step. The grid 

generator clusters grid points in regions where the weight function is large. It has proved impractical 

to base the weight function on the numerical error of the scheme, as was discussed in section 2.3.1.1. 

Therefore, it was decided that criteria for producing a "good grid" would be used. Thompson et al. 

(1985) explain that the solution of the prognostic equation is relatively insensitive to perturbations of 

the grid points about their optimum location. Therefore, it is not so important that the grid generator 

provide a very accurate estimate of the numerical error nor obtain a highly precise solution to the 

equation that specifies the grid distribution. However, it is important to know the location of the grid 

points to high precision since the gradient of the grid point distribution directly effects the numerical 

scheme for the advection problem. 

The dispersive and diffusive deficiencies of finite difference schemes are typically worst in regions 

of high gradients and second derivatives. A good grid is defined as one that clusters points in these 

regions. The grid smoothness, orthogonality, first and second derivatives are the criteria used in the 

development of this study's grid generators. 

One- and two-dimensional grid generators were developed. In the three dimensional atmospheric 
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tracer model that was coupled with MM5, the vertical grid adjustment was treated independently of the 

horizontal grid adjustment. The one-dimensional grid generator was applicable to the vertical direction, 

while the two-dimensional one was used in the horizontal direction. The description of these two grid 

generators are described in sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. 

2.3.3 One-dimensional grid generation 

The one-dimensional grid generator was used in the early parts of the study to learn about the 

dynamic grid technique and how to implement it with the MPDATA scheme. This grid generator 

proved to be very efficient since its solver consisted of a trapezoidal quadrature routine and a one-

dimensional interpolator to solve an integral equation rather than an iterative technique to solve a 

differential equation. 

2.3.3.1 Weight function 

Both the one- and two-dimensional grids are generated by specifying a weight function that is an 

approximation of the error associated with numerical scheme being used. Since it was not feasible to 

directly minimize the truncation error associated with a grid that is non-uniform in space and in time 

dependent, the sum of the absolute values of the first and second derivatives of the prognostic variable 

is used. The one-dimensional weight function was defined as; 

d'-q 
dc "T 

dc^ 

Using equations 2.9 and 2.10 the derivatives in equation 2.57 were expressed with respect to the com

putational domain coordinates. 

Grid generation is based solely on the prognostic field variable at time step n. However, it is used 

to integrate forward in time from time step n to n -|- 1. Therefore, the weight function is smoothed 

to spread the influence of the grid point clustering out in front of the propagating phenomenon. The 

smoothing is done by iterative applications of a simple Laplacian type function 

wf = Wi (2.58) 

= i + 2t5f + Wi+l) where k  =  I . . .  K  

= wf^ 

were u;, represents the smoothed weight function. 

As discussed earlier, the lack of temporal influence on the grid generator created a situation where 

the CFL condition could be violated solely by grid point movement. In section 2.4.1.2 it is shown 
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that the amount that a grid point is capable of moving without violating the CFL condition is directly 

proportional to the magnitude of the metric term || at the grid point. The grid smoothing widens the 

grid spacing thus increasing this term and allows a grid point more freedom of movement. 

Dietachmayer and Droegemeier (1992) indicate that smoothing dso prevents grid point oscillations. 

It was found that smoothing the weight function did prevent grid oscillations in some cases, but not 

all. These oscillations were present in regions with little grid clustering and may have resulted from 

numerical errors. When the weight function w was of very smsdl the, ^ became Isirge and any error 

in the numerical solution of equation 2.61 causes large changes in the grid spacing. For the test cases 

presented, these oscillations were not observed. 

The degree of grid stretching is controlled by an input psirsimeter A. It is desirable to non-

dimensiondize both the dependent and independent variables. If this is not done, numerical exper

iments to determine appropriate values of A are need for each new application. The physical domain 

was scaled between 0 and 1. The value of the prognostic variable q was scaled by the maximum value 

of q at the beginning of the integration and the weight function was scaled between 0 and 1 each time 

a new grid was generated: 
ti;" — min(u;") 

" "I?* ( 
Vi Vi 

where w was the smoothed and scaled weight function. 

For the test case considered it was found the the weight function would strongly favor the section of 

the profile with the highest second derivative and virtually neglect lesser local extrema that were still 

important areas to be resolved. Therefore, after the weight function was scaled between 0 and 1, it was 

raised to the 1/4 power. This had a tendency compress the local maxima closer to one, rectifying the 

problem. Finally, it is necessary to translate the weight function so that its maximum value was greater 

than zero. One was arbitrarily picked for this purpose. Thus the weight function is: 

u;,= 1 + (2.60) 

where A is the grid stretching parameter specified by the user to control the extent of grid adaptation. If 

the weight function is allowed to be zero that region could be completely void of grid points, which was 

obviously undesirable. If A were set to 0 the weight function is a constant value juid no grid stretching 

occurs. How the grid stretching varies as a function of A is explained in section 2.3.3.4. 
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2.3.3.2 Grid generation equation 

Thompson et al. (1985) explain a method of grid generation based on equidistribution of a weighted 

function. The Euler-Lagrange equation for minimization of the given measured quantity can be repre

sented as 

^u; = c (2.61) 

where c is a constant. The choice of which variable tu is a function of, x  or and which variable, x  

or is considered dependent and which independent is somewhat arbitrary. However, the choice does 

impact the solution method. If u; is taken as a function of x which is also chosen as the independent 

variable, the problem can be solved without iterating. Therefore equation 2.61 was rewritten as 

^ = - (2.62) 
dx  c  

2.3.3.3 Grid generation equation solution 

Equation 2.62 was solved by the use of numerical integration over the entire domain and I  one-

dimensional interpolations, where / is the number of grid points in the domain. It is convenient to 

define a quantity 

a(x)  =  f w(x)dx  (2.63) 
Jo  

w(x) is always positive so a{x) has a positive slope over the whole domain which was an important 

feature as will be seen below. The value of (T, = cr(xi) is determined at the grid points i" from the 

previous time step. Equation 2.63 is numerically integrated to find the values of (t, using the trapezoidal 

rule 

(Ti = 0 

fi = o"i-i +• ^ (tfi-i + fi) (i" - a:"_i) where i = 1.../ (2.64) 

(2.65) 

The constant in equation 2.62 is determined by integrating over the entire domain 

w{x)dr  1 <Ti  

Since the values of the computational coordinate at the grid points were integers, the problem became 

finding the new grid points locations in equation 2.62 such that = i. This is represented as 

r 1 
I  d^  =  — I  w{x)dx  (2.66) 

J i  Jo  

The left hand side of equation 2.66 is trivially integrated and the integral on the right hand side is 

o'(ar"'^^). Since the constant c was known &om equation 2.65, the values of <r (i""*"^) are known and 
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equal to c(i — 1). Since o- is a one-to-one function, as mentioned before, the role of dependent and 

independent variables are reversed such that 

X = x{a) (2-67) 

Since <t", and (7"+' are known the problem is one of interpolation to determine x, given 

the function in equation 2.67. This problem was solved using linear interpolation. 

2.3.3.4 Characteristics of the one-dimensional grid generator 

In order to demonstrate one-dimensional grid generation, an even mesh was initialized with a 

Gaussian pulse. Several experiments were run to determine the characteristics of the grid generator, 

such as how the grid generator varied with A, the number of grid points /, and the number of smoothing 

passes A' in equation 2.58. 

Using the left axis, figure 2.4, shows an initial profile on an evenly spaced mesh. The graph of 

using the right axis, shows the grid spacing after the one-dimensional grid generator was run. The 

grid was generated using values of A = 100, I = 101 and A' = 4 smoothing passes. The resulting grid 

had the desired properties. The grid points clustered around the steep gradients and sharp curvatures 

of the profile. The minimum grid spacing was centered around the center of the profile where the 

second derivative with respect to space was highest. One through four and ten smoothing passes were 

tried (results not shown). There was little difference between using one smoothing pass and four. Ten 

smoothing passes increased the minimum grid spacing and increased the number of increments with 

small grid spacing. 

Figure 2.5 shows results from holding constant the number of smoothing passes A' = 4 while varying 

the value of the stretching parameter A and the number of grid points I. The same Gaussian profile as 

in figure 2.4 was used throughout the study. Both the minimum grid spacing and the maximum grid 

spacing are represented in figure 2.5A. This panel shows that the grid spacing was a strong function 

of A up to approximately A = 100. Above 100 the stretching parameter decreased the minimum grid 

spacing but not to nearly as great an extent. The effect on the minimum grid spacing of varying the 

number of grid points I and the stretching parameter A is shown in figure 2.5B. Since these curves are 

approximately linear on a log-log scale a power series represented them well. 

A version of the grid generator that solved the elliptic equation by using a point-Jacobi iteration 

method was developed. Since the same equations were solved this grid generator had the same charac

teristics as the one described in this section. However, it also took up to ten times longer to generate 

a grid using the iterative scheme. 
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Figure 2.4 Grid spacing produced by the one-dimensional grid generator, q  

was defined as the Gaussian pulse on an evenly spaced grid, and is 
shown by the line without symbols. The curve marked with filled 

boxes shows the grid spacing after the grid points were moved by the 

one-dimensional grid generator in response to q. The parameters 
used for this test case were A = 100, I = 101 and K — 4. To 

prevent obscuring the curve, not all data points are included in the 

^ curve. 
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Figure 2.5 Characteristics of the one-dimensional grid. A) Minimum and max

imum grid spacing as a function of the A. Number of grid points 
I — 101, A = 100; K = 4; B) Minimum grid spacing as a function of 

number of grid points I and stretching parameter A. The number 
of smoothing passes used was K = 4. 
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2.3.4 Two-dimensional grid generation 

Since tiie two-dimensional grid generator was developed using the same ideas as the one-dimensional 

grid generator it contained the same basic parts. These consisted of establishing a heuristic estimate of 

the truncation error of the numerical scheme that is then used as a weight function for a minimization 

problem that resulted in a set of elliptic partial differential equations. Unlike the one-dimensional case 

this set of partial differential equations was solved using a successive-over-relaxation technique. Like 

the one-dimensional case the weight function was based on a linezir combination of the first and second 

derivatives of the prognostic variable. The weight function was limited in the two-dimensional case. 

This limiting was added to the two-dimensional case to prevent excessively large values of the weight 

functions that appeared when it was used with the three-dimensional code. As in the one-dimensional 

case the grid and prognostic equation were solved in the transformed domain. Sections 2.3.4.1, 2.3.4.2, 

2.3.4.3 and 2.3.4.4 cover the development of the weight function, the derivation of the grid generation 

equation, the numerical solution of the grid generation equation and some results of the two-dimensional 

grid generator, respectively. 

2.3.4.1 Weight function 

Since a heuristic measure of the local numerical error was used as the weight function, there was 

a great deal of latitude about how to define the weight function. As with the one-dimensional weight 

function, the first and second derivative of the prognostic variable and grid smoothness were used with 

the addition of a measure of grid orthogonality for the two-dimensional weight function. 

The unsealed weight function w was formed by 

If = 71 
dx 

+ 72 £2. + 73 
5=9 

+74 
dxdy 

+ 75 
dy^-

(2.68) 

where the 7,- values were weighting constants. Just as with the one-dimensional grid generator the 

derivatives in equation 2.68 were expressed in the computational domain coordinates using equa

tions 2.14 and 2.15. 

During the development and test of the three-dimensional advection routines that performed the 

atmospheric tracer transport in conjunction with MM5, it was found that extremely high values of the 

weight function could occur near the boundaries. It was never determined if the cause resulted from 

incompatibility of the boundary conditions, the one-sided differencing at the boundaries to determine 

the weight function, or some other reason. These extremely high weights caused the grid to stretch to 

this boundary point and ignore the remainder of the domain. Therefore, the weight function was limited 
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to be no leirger than three standard deviations above the average value of the unsmoothed, unsealed 

weight function. The average vzdue and standard deviation of w were calculated as: 

w = where 1 < i , j  < I ,  J respectively (2.69) 
ViJ 

/ 1 \ '/-
(Tui = I 7y ̂  J ~ I where 1 < I ,  J  </, J respectively (2.70) 

\ / 

The unsmoothed and unsealed weight function was then limited by: 

(li;,- j if Wij < w + 3aw 
(2.71) 

u) + 3<rtf if Wij > tl; + Ztr^ 

Once the weight function was limited at every grid point using equations 2.71, the weight func

tion was smoothed as done with the one-dimensional grid generator. The smoothing used repeated 

operations of: 

wff  = Wij (2.72) 

w. i i \ j  + ̂ <+1 J- + W'.-Jii + "'fj+i) where k = I,  K (2.73) 

tD?- = u;^ (2.74) 

where the i, j  subscripts represented the ^ and t} indices respectively, the k superscript represented the 

iteration level and the n superscript represented the time level. A value of A' = 4 was used. 

After the weight function was smoothed, it was scaled from 0 to 1 by: 

(2.7.5) 
max ( w ^ i )  — mm ( w " , )  
V«,j  ^ Vij  ^ 

As in the one-dimensional case it is desirable that the weight function be greater than zero. It was 

also found that often the grid was so sensitive to the largest weightings that it virtually ignored smaller 

but still significantly weighted regions. Therefore, the weight function was set to: 

l+K-j)" (2.76) 

where m was set to k-

2.3.4.2 Grid generation equation 

The weight function gives a measure of the amount of stretching that is required as a function of 

position within the domain. By extremizing a combination of grid smoothness, equidistribution of the 
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weight function, and the orthogonality of the grid a set of equations has been developed that meet the 

four requirements listed in section 2.3.1.1. The method used was developed by Brackbill and Saitzman 

(1982) who extended the work of Winslow (1967) to include a control of the orthogonality of the mesh. 

A measure of the variation of the grid spacing over the domain is given by 

I ,  = f [V^ • Ve + Vt; • Vr?] dV (2.77) 
J D  

where V is the gradient with respect to the physical coordinates (x, y).  The volume variation of a grid 

cell is measured by 

I „ =  f  w J ^ d V  (2.78) 
J D  

where u; is a weight function and Jn is the Jacobian of the trsinsformation matrices as defined in equation 

2.13. A measure of the volume weighted orthogonality is given by 

/„= / (V^.VrjfjUV (2.79) 
J D  

where, according to Thompson et al. (1985) the is "somewhat arbitrary, and caused orthogonality 

to be emphasized more strongly in the larger cells." The differential volume is given by 

dV = Jnd^dj] (2.80) 

Substitution of 2.80 and equations 2.11 into equations 2.77, 2.78 and 2.79 yields 

(•N rM 
d^dx] (2.81) 

'• = i: nm 
= wJid^drj (2.82) 

'• = 

A minimization of a linear combination of these three integrals produces a unique grid that has a certain 

amount of smoothness from equation 2.81, a certain grid spacing as specified by the weight function 

from 2.82 and a certain degree of orthogonality as given by 2.83. These three minimizations "compete" 

in the sense that  a  stretched meshed as specif ied by the /„  is  not  the smoothest  as  specif ied by I ,  

and may not be the most orthogonal as specified by Ig. Each integral can be minimized by using the 

Euler-Lagrange equations as given by Weinstock (1974) 

-0 
\dy d^dy^ drtdy„) '  
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where X(, x,, t/f and y, represent |f t . |^ and respectively, // represents the integrand of the 

integral  I t  and I  is  ei ther  s ,  v or o.  

The indicated operations are performed and the highest derivatives collected. The equations are 

d^-x d^-x d^-x ^ dh , ^ d^-y _ 

d^x  d -x  d -x  d -y  d -y  d -y  „  

(2.85) 

where the coefficients q, are functions of the metric terms and Rvi and are source terms from the 

7„ equation. The I, and /« have no source terms associated with them. The / stands for either the s, 

V or o. The source terms are 

^ 2w  dx  2w V dv  )  

_  Jo  _  >^2 ^  dw dx  dw dx  \  

" '2w dy  2w \  drj  8^  dr j  J  

(2.86) 

The derivatives with respect to the physical domain are replaced with derivatives with respect to 

the computational domain using equations 2.11. The c, coefficients are 

^ f \ f V 
drjdT))  [ \dT )J  \d r )J  

Cjl = (2.87) 

Cj2  =  

C $ 3  =  

C,4 = 

C»5 = 

Cj6 — 

C , 7  =  

C»8 = 

Ci9 = 

2 ^dy \  ̂ dx  dx  dy  dy^  

Jn  d t ]  d r } j  5 t7  dS ,  d r jJ  

^ \(^^\' ( 
J l  \ d^  d^  ̂  dvdr , )  \ d^J  \  

^ .  fV] f  
•^2 V5»7yJV5^977 d^dijJ 

[Ucy \dT,) J dv d^ dn) 
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The c„ and Cg coefficients are 

dx  dy  dx  dy  dx  dy  

dr )  dr f  

C|;4 

Cv7 

•HI 
•ft) 

dx  dy  
Col = 

drf  drf  

• { % )  

- I ,  

dr )  dr j  dr j  

^d^dr,  

dx  dx  
c„8 - -23^^ 

_  dx  dy  

d^  dr )  dr )  dr j  

dy  

d^  dr ]  d^  dr ]  j 

d^drj '^  d^dr])  

_  dx  dy  

~ ~d^d^ 

•(i). 

•{»)' 
_  dx  dy  

~ d^ d^ 

Ct,6 

Cv9 

Cflg Co5 = 2 

c»8 = + C,9 = 

A linear combination of the three set of equations was chosen as 

•(s): 

A. 

d-x  d -x  

' '^dC- '^ ' '^d^dT] 
d-x  d -x  

<^15^2 '^"-d^dr] 

where 

d 'x  d 'y  d 'y  d 'y  

d -x  d -y  d'^-y  d^-y  ,  „  

• dr\- dSr d^dr] dr)- " ^*'-

C| Cjl At;Ct/| AqCO 

(2.88) 

(2.89) 

(2.90) 

The constants A„ and \o are positive constants that control the amount of stretching and orthog

onality that is imposed. Equations 2.89 are a coupled set of non-linear Poisson equations that can be 

solved to determine the new grid. The next section discusses the method that was used for solving 

these equations. 

2.3.4.3 Numerical solution of the grid generation equation 

The system of equations that needs to be solved is a block penta-diagonal system where each block 

is a two-by-two matrix that represents the x and y location values for a (^,-j, jjij) location. The entire 

system was solved using successive over-relaxation with each individual two-by-two block being solved 

using Cramer's rule. 

The coefficients of the first and second derivatives were represented by second order central differ

ences except the first derivatives at the edges which were represented using one-sided second-order 

differences. Equations 2.89 are written in finite difference form 

(2.91) 
(C4 + C6) (C1-I-C3) _ 1 Rxl + Ryl — ^vRv\  

_(cl -t-C3) (C7-I-C9) " 2 Rx2 "I" Ry2 — 
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where 

R x l  = C4 (li-lj + ̂ ^i+lj) + C5 (x,+ij + i +X,_1J_1 - X i + i J - i  -  Z,_i,j + i) + C 6(x,j_l + Xi,j+l) 

^1 = {vi- i j  + i/i+ij) + C2 (yi+ij+i +yi-i,j-i — yi+i,j-i - yi-i,j+i) + cs (vi j- i  + Vij+i)  

F t x 2  =  + X i + i j )  + C2 (Xi+I J + I + X i - i J - i  -  X i + i J - i  - Xj_i J>i) + C3 (x,j_I + Xi,j + l) 

flyl = C T { y i - l J  + fi+lj) + C8 (2 /1+1,j+I + y i - l j - l  -  V i + l J - l  -  V i - l j  +  l )  +  C 9  ( V i J - l  +  V i J  +  l )  

(2.92) 

This two-by-two linear system shown in equation 2.91 was solved using Cramer's rule yielding an 

estimate of the new physical grid point locations, x and y. The system was then over-relaxed to 

increase the convergence of the solution 

x''^^ = (1-wjx*+WX (2.93) 

= (l-u;)y* + L j y  

where u/ is an over-relaxation parameter between 1 and 2 and the superscript k represents the iteration 

level. 

It is important to remember that this entire iterative process is repeated at each MPDATA time step 

in order to generate a new grid. Therefore, the value of q is temporally invariant in both the physical 

and computational spaces during this process. However, since the weights are a function of the physical 

coordinates (x,y), which change with each iteration, the value of the weights also changes with each 

iteration. In order to account for this change the weight function is updated after each iteration by 

- »*'] 

where equations 2.11 are used to interchange the independent and dependent variables of the metric 

terms. Note that is not known on the grid as it moves and therefore equation 2.68 could not be used 

to determine the value of w as the x and y coordinates change. 

Since the boundary of the domain is forced to remain static, grid points could not move perpendicular 

to them. However, they were allowed to move parallel to the boundary. The derivative normal to the 

boundary was made zero for all of the boundaries after the solution of the grid generation equations 

had converged. 

It was desirable to establish a convergence criterion that was independent of the number of grid 

points. If convergence criterion is not a function of the total number of grid points, as the number of 

grid points increases less stretching would satisfy the condition. Therefore, the convergence criterion 

for the grid was set at 2% of the unstretched grid cell width. 
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2.3.4.4 Characteristics of tiie two-dimensional grid generator 

A number of tests were conducted to verify that the two-dimensional grid generation had the 

desired properties. The initial condition for the rotating cone problem was used. This consisted of 

a right circular cone with a radius of 0.15, a height of 4.0, centered at x = 0.5 and y = 0.75 in a 

1x1 domain. The background field was specified as zero. The test consisted of varying the number of 

grid points in each direction, the stretching and orthogonality parameters (A„ and Ao), the number of 

smoothing passes A", and the over-relaxation parameter w. 

Tests were conducted with different resolutions in the ^ and rj directions. It was found that in some 

cases very poor grids were produced as depicted in figure 2.6. This was caused by boundary grid points 

being able to move along the boundary and cluster thus producing cells with large aspect ratios. This 

problem was solved by specifying the boundary point weights proportional to the maximum weight 

function before smoothing. The value that was used was 80%. The smoothing spread the influence of 

this weight to the interior and the boundary point areas were kept small. The resulting grid from this 

is shown in figure 2.7. In addition to solving this problem it provided a more fundamental need. When 

inflow boundary conditions exist, it is necessary to anticipate that features of the prognostic variable 

may be introduced at the boundary. By clustering the grid points at the boundary this anticipation is 

provided for. Another solution to this problem would have been to include a term in equation 2.89 that 

would minimize the aspect ratio. The option was not implemented because adverse grid aspect ratios 

were not observed at other locations, significant computational expense is required to add other grid 

adaptation criterion, and boundary clustering would have been needed regardless. 

Figure 2.8 shows the effect of varying the stretching parameter, Av As expected the ratio 

maximum cell area 
Ta = — r, (2.9o 

mmimum cell area 

increased with increasing K • Additionally, the number of iterations to solve for the grid increased as 

well. 

If Ao is varied, as shown in figure 2.9, a much larger value must be used to effect the grid in any 

appreciable way. The number of iterations increased as Ao increased. As expected the maximum cosine 

of the angle between lines of constant x and y decreased as Ao increased. Ag had little effect on the grid 

cell size ratio ra-

Figure 2.10 illustrates the behavior of the grid generator as the number of grid points is varied. 

As expected the number of iterations to converge to a solution increases as the number of grid points 

increases. The general trend that the grid area aspect ratio would increase is shown. The reason for 
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Figure 2.6 Poor quality grid two-dimensional grid. 80 x 80 grid points with 
A„ = 4.0, X(, = 0.0, and I\ = 4 smoothing passes. A) The grid 

produced with no boundary clustering; B) The profile after it has 

been reinitialized onto the grid in panel A. This would serve as an 

initial condition for the rotating cone problem. 

Figure 2.7 Improved quality two-dimensional grid. 80 x 80 grid points with 
A„ = 4.0, Ao = 0.0, and A' = 4 smoothing passes. A) The grid 

produced with boundary clustering; B) The profile after it has been 
reinitieilized onto the grid in panel A. This would serve as an initial 
condition for the rotating cone problem. 
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Figure 2.8 The effect of varying the stretching parameter on a 
two-dimensional grid. Number of iterations suid the cell area ratio 
Tg. 41 X 41 grid points with Ao = 0.0, and K = 4 smoothing passes 

Figure 2.9 Effects of varying Aq on a two-dimensional grid. 41x41 grid points 
with Av = 4.0, and 4 smoothing passes. A] Iterations and orthog

onality measure; B] Ceil area ratio (ra) 
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Figure 2.10 Number of iterations and the cell area aspect ratio. = 4.0, 

Ac = 0.0, and K = 4 smoothing passes 

the plateau in the area ratio from about 40 to about 70 grid points is not known. 

Figure 2.11 shows the effect on the number of iterations of varying the over-relaxation parameter ui 

which was used to increase the rate the relaxation scheme converged. Above ui = 1.73 the grid generator 

became unstable. 

The 7 values in equation 2.68 were all set to one except for 74 which was set to zero. It was found 

that the cross derivative term caused the weight function to be dependent on the orientation of the grid. 

Therefore, 74 was set to zero eliminating this cross derivative term. It would not be desirable to make 

7i 7^ 73 or 73 ^ 75 because this would cause the weight function to become dependent on direction. 

Although all the 7's were set to one with the exception of 74 = 0, greater influence from the prognostic 

equation could be included in the weight function by considering the spatial scale of the phenomena 

that the user wants to resolve. It may have been more correct to define 

where L is a length scale. First of all it would make the contributions of the first and second derivatives 

dimensionally equivalent. It was found in all the applications of the one- and two-dimensional grid 

generators that the effect of the second derivative dominated that of the first. Recall that the spatial 

domains were always scaled to be on the order of one. By ignoring the effect of L, the largest possible 

scales where implicitly chosen. Since L would zilways be less than one it would have the effect of 

increasing the emphasis on the first derivative, balancing the contributions of the first and second 

(2.96) 
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Figure 2.11 Number of iterations for a grid with 41 x 41 grid points. A,, = 4.0. 
Ao = 0.0. and 4 smoothing passes. 

derivatives. Investigating this theory is left for future research. 

2.4 Description of the one and two-dinnensional models and their results 

This section describes the one- and two-dimensional models that were used to investigate the 

performance of the MPDATA scheme with a moving grid. Both models performed passive advection 

with a time independent velocity field. A Gaussian pulse was transported by a constant velocity field 

in the one-dimensional case. The rotating cone problem was solved in the two-dimensional case. Since 

analytical solutions to both of these problems are known, error measures could be determined. 

As described earlier, the explicit nature of the MPDATA scheme and the lack of temporal control of 

the grid could create a situation where the grid point velocity could be so high that the CFL condition 

would be violated. For the one-dimensional case, a constraint on the grid point movement was developed 

that would prevent a grid point from moving too far during a single time step. This constraint gave 

new insight into how and why dynamic adaptive grids work and why they are useful. 

Section 2.4.1 describes the one-dimensional model. The section has three subsections that describe 

the model, the limiting of the grid point movement, eind the results of several numerical experiments. 

Section 2.4.2 describes the two-dimensional model eind results of several numerical experiments. The 

model is described in section 2.4.2.1. Qualitative as well as quantitative evaluation of the experiments 
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are presented in section 2.4.2.2. 

2.4.1 One-dimensional model 

The one-dimensional model was used to develop the necessary experience with the DAG technique 

and MPDATA before endeavoring to write a multidimensional version. Since it required much less 

time to perform a calculation than the multidimensional codes, it was used to determine the impact of 

varying the number of grid points on the static and dynamic MPDATA schemes. Section 2.4.1.1 briefly 

describes the model. Section 2.4.1.2 explains the limiting of the grid point movement and how the DAG 

technique includes a Lagrangian aspect to the computation. Results of several numerical experiments 

are presented in section 2.4.1.3. 

2.4.1.1 One-dimensional model description 

The one-dimensional advection equation 

was solved on a domain 0 < z < 1 using a scaled Gaussian pulse of the form 

,(x) = (2.98) 

as an initial condition. Figure 2.12 shows the initial condition. The velocity field was set to a constant, 

u = 1. The problem was solved up to t = 0.5. 

Since the MPDATA scheme uses the donor-cell scheme, a staggered grid was used. Figure 2.13 

shows a typical grid with only a few points. The x symbols represent cell centers, while the • symbols 

represent the cell boundaries. In order to perform the grid stretching, the locations of the cell boundaries 

were used as the physical points in the grid generator rather than the cell centers. This choice had 

several advantages. First, since MPDATA requires the velocity values at cell boundaries, the speed 

of the cell boundaries was required and not the speed of the cell centers. Second, the coordinates of 

the cell centers were simply the average of the cell boundary coordinates. The first and the last cell 

boundaries where set to 0 and 1 respectively and served as boundaury conditions for the elliptic grid 

solver. Ghost cell centers were placed on both ends to provide locations for boundary values that could 

be transported into the domciin. These locations were calculated by reflecting the adjacent cell center 

about the end cell boundary. 

The initial condition was created by repeated evaluation of equation 2.98 and implementation of the 

one-dimensional grid generator as described in section 2.3.3. An evenly spaced grid was initially used 
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X 

Figure 2.12 Initial condition. Dots represent locations of grid points. 

X • X •—X—• X • X—• X 

Figure 2.13 Example one-dimensionai grid, x's represent cell centers, "'s 

resent cell boundaries. 
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to start the process. The value of q at these grid points were then determined from equation 2.98. The 

grid generator then moved the grid points. The new value of q(x) was determined from equation 2.98. 

The process was then repeated starting with the grid generation. Ten iterations were used to determine 

the initial grid. 

Once the initial grid was calculated, the time step was calculated. The time step was held constant 

throughout the integration. It was determined as 

At 
s .  {dx 

= - mm -Tz 1 (2.99) 

where the metric term ^ was approximated by a central difference expression and the s was a safety 

factor such that 0 < 5 < 1. 

Each time step consisted of 11 steps. These steps were: 

1. An iteration counter k was set to zero. 

2. The grid was advanced using the one-dimensional grid generator and the solution at time level n. 

3. The grid point velocity was determined at the cell boundaries by using a central difference around 

the point n + 1/2 as: 

dx 
dr 

n + l / 2  - n + 1  _  ~ n  

= (2.100) 
1+1/2 

4. The contravariant velocity from equation 2.36 was approximated as: 

n + l  

"•>'/= "V" dT,^„Jdx 
(2.101) 

i+l/2 

The contravariant velocity was non-dimensionalized using the grid spacing = 1 and the time 

step At to form the Courant  number U. 

5. The CFL condition was checked. If the Courant number violated the CFL condition, the movement 

of the grid points was limited using the procedure described later in section 2.4.1.2. 

Steps 4 through 5 where repeated until the CFL condition was met. This iterative process was 

needed since the metric term ^ in equation 2.101 was taken at the n + l time level. 

6. Since the donor-cell scheme requires equation 2.97 to be in flux form, a divergence term was 

needed as described in section 2.2.2. It was approximated as 

(2-102) 

where I f  is the Courant number in the computational domain. 
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7. The was calculated using equation 2.52. This step was the first step of the MPDATA iteration 

loop. If the total number of iterations was complete {k = K), q was assigned the value q''*^ and 

the time step was complete. 

8. If the RPV option was not used, the non-dimensional pseudo velocity, C/*''"'"''. was calculated using 

equation 2.30. was the Courant number. If the RPV option was used, was calculated 

from equation A.30 in appendix A where the velocity components not in the x-direction were set 

to zero. 

9. If the "third order" option was specified, the extra terms were calculated as described in sec

tion A.l. 

10. The divergence term was set to zero after the first iteration. Recall from section 2.2.2.2 that the 

correction term for the divergence term and another correction term identically canceled. 

11. The iteration counter k was advanced by one and control was returned to number 7. 

The error in the numerical solution was calculated through the use of quadrature. The Ln norm 

was defined as 

EL,= (^jl\q{x)-q(x))-dx^ (2.103) 

where q(x)  is the numericail solution and 9(x) is the exact analytical solution. The trapezoidal rule was 

used to compute the approximate error. 

2.4.1.2 Limiting of the grid point movement 

The stability problem created by the lack of temporal control of the grid and the e.xplicit nature 

of the MPDATA scheme has been mentioned in several sections. In the two- and three-dimensional 

models, it was only a theoretical difficulty because the grid spacing was large enough that it was not a 

problem. However, it was a practical problem in the one-dimensional model, because many grid points 

could be used and thus term could become very small. 

Much of the literature presents the DAG technique simply in terms of clustering points in critical 

areas and then allowing movement of the grid so those areas remain highly resolved. While this view 

is acceptable it is incomplete. Yanenko et al. (1979) includes a Lagrangian transport term in the grid 

stretching criteria and Thompson et al. (1985) refer to grid points as "observers'' that follow the flow in 

the same manner that the initial illustration in chapter 1 referred to observers of a tornado. Therefore, 
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others have had the conceptual idea that the DAG technique is a blend between Eulerian and Lagrangian 

einalysis. The following analysis explicitly presents the Lagrangian aspect of the DAG technique. 

Through examination of equation 2.101 the CFL condition was 

(2.104) 

Substituting the central difference expression in equation 2.100 for ^ and noting that = 1 

-1 < (Arw-x"+^+r") H < 1 (2.105) 

Solving for yields an expression for locations of that will yield a stable condition for an 

explicit scheme. 
dx dx 

(x" + Aru) - -57 < x''+' < (x" + Aru) + ^ (2.106) 

This expression illustrates that there is a region in which a grid point can move. The bracketed 

expression is the first order Lagrangian transport of the grid point by the fluid. Had a higher order 

finite difference approximation for been used this bracketed expression would be higher order. The 

width of the region is determined by the metric term ||. If the grid point is not allowed to move, the 

expression reverts back to the typical expression for the CFL condition 

- I < A r | ^ u < l  ( 2 . 1 0 7 )  
- a x  —  

where an approximation to || is 

Figure 2.14 illustrates the zone of influence for a static grid and one where the grid point is advected 

with the Sow. If the distance a fluid parcel travels over a time step is outside this shaded region the 

CFL condition is violated and an explicit scheme, like MPDATA, will become unstable. Note that in 

panel B of flgure 2.14 that this advection distance is not equal for flow directions in the negative and 

positive directions. If the fluid motion is in the same direction as the grid point motion (to the right in 

figure 2.14), larger time steps, corresponding to larger Courant numbers can be taken because the zone 

of influence is tilted in that direction. This distance is indicated as Xd$ in flgure 2.14. However, if the 

grid point motion opposes the flow direction (to the left figure 2.14), smaller time steps are required, 

since the upper corner of the zone tilts away from the flow direction. This distance is indicated by Xuj. 

If the grid point motion was completely determined by the flow advection, infinitely large time steps 

could be taken because the value of q at the grid point would be constant. However, since the grid is 

constricted to conform to the boundaries and flll the whole domain, not all the points can travel with 

the flow. 
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Figure 2.14 A) Zone of influence for a static grid; B) Zone of influence for a 

dynamic grid; If the advected distance uAt remains within the 
shaded cone the scheme is stable. In panel B. the Xui is this 

advection distance if the u < 0 and Xds is the distance if « > 0. 

To understand why all points can not travel with the flow, it is helpful to think through a probable 

path of a grid point to determine when and why a grid point would move upstream. Given a point that 

is in a region that has not been affected by grid stretching, it is plausible that as a feature with steep 

gradients and sharp curvature approaches, the point will move upstream toward the phenomenon. .As 

the grid point approaches the feature, it slows and eventually reverses direction and follows the feature, 

never attaining the same speed as the fluid that is advecting the tracer. It will follow the feature for 

a distance, passing its original undisturbed location. Gradually, the feature will pass the grid point 

since the advection speed is greater than the grid speed. Eventually, the smoothness criteria and the 

boundary conditions will force the point to reverse direction and once again travel upstream, until it 

hcis relaxed back to its original undisturbed position. 

This scenario illustrates that grid points will travel upstream, but they do so only as an important 

feature approaches and as it out distances the point. While the feature needs high resolution, the grid 

point travels along with the feature. Therefore, a grid point heis a Lagrangian component during this 

period. This Lagrangian aspect is one reason why the DAG technique is successful. 

However, when upstream motion of grid points is combined with close grid spacing the CFL condition 

is very restrictive. It was found that when the number of grid points in the one-dimensional model 

was less than 250, was large enough that with a reasonable time step the scheme was always stable. 

However as the number of grid points increased || became so small that almost any grid point movement 

caused a violation of the CFL condition. Two different techniques that used equation 2.106 to ensure 

stability were attempted. The first technique limited the amount the grid points could move based on 

the most severe violation the CFL condition. The second technique let the grid points move as directed 
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by the grid generator and adjusted the time step so that the scheme would be stable. The first technique 

was successful; the second was not. 

With the first technique, when the CFL condition was violated, at any point in the domain, the 

movement of all the grid points was limited by the worst case scenario. This was done by calculating 

the m2iximum allowable movement of each grid point and identifying which exceeded this allowable 

movement by the greatest percentage. At each grid point, the fraction of the original movement allowed 

was calculated as 

where Axm, is the maximum allowable distance so the CFL is not violated at point i  and is the 

unlimited distance at point i. In order to ensure that no grid points were allowed to cross, all of the 

grid point movements were limited by the smallest 0, . 

Often a couple of iterations of the procedure were required because was calculated at time level 

n + 1. Therefore, the limiting would separate the two points that caused the violation but also cause 

two other points to become so close that their movement needed to be limited. 

The second method attempted to adjust the time step size in order to meet the CFL criteria 

simultaneously at all the grid points. The inequalities in equation 2.106 can be rearranged to yield a 

minimum and maximum allowable time step for stability. If u — |^ < 0 the minimum time step is 

a positive number. These minimum and maximum time steps were computed for each grid point. If 

the largest minimum time step was less than the shortest maximum time step, the technique worked. 

However, in practice, situations occurred where the minimum time step of one point was larger than 

the maximum time step of another point and there was no way to satisfy equation 2.106 for all grid 

points simultaneously. 

Adding a means of temporal control by using either a grid speed method or a attraction and 

repulsion type of grid generator, as described in sections 2.3.1.1.3 and 2.3.1.1.6, was another option to 

solve this problem. Recall that these schemes solve for the grid speeds directly and then use quadrature 

to determine the location of the grid points. Thus, as the time step becomes small so does the grid 

movement. Since these options may also be more efficient than the two-dimensional grid generator, one 

of them may be a much better choice than the variational approach that was used. Investigation into 

their feasibility is left as future work. 

(2.108) 

Aar, = Axm . min((p,) (2.109) 
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2.4.1.3 One-dimensional experimental results 

A number of numerical experiments were run to determine the effects of the dynzunic grid adaptation, 

the various MPDATA options, the limiting of grid point movements, and the computational costs. The 

following sections discuss these topics. 

2.4.1.3.1 Dynamic grid adaptation: The logo of the the RMS error was used to evaluate 

the accuracy of the different schemes. As the number of grid points increased by multiples of two. this 

measure of the error drops by the order of the scheme. This can be seen by considering the error of 

two computations, Ei and £2, by some scheme of order p, where Ei is the error obtained when using 

uniform grid spacing 2h and E2 is the error obtained when using uniform grid spacing h. Therefore 

El ~ (2h)'' (2.110) 

En ~ ftp 

By taking the logo of each and subtracting the second from the first it is seen the difference is the order 

of the scheme: 

logo jFi  — logo £2 = plogo2 + plogo/i -plogoA = p (2.111) 

Initially, the code was run to duplicate the results of Margolin and Smolarkiewicz (1989). This 

duration of this test case was only 0.02 in non-dimensional time. This corresponded to one time step 

for the coarsest domain. In order to gain a better understanding of the impact of the dynamic adaptive 

grid it was decided to extend the duration of the test to t = 0.5. Figure 2.15 shows the results for 

different MPDATA options using a static and uniform grid. Notice that the spacing between the lines 

in panels A, B, C, and E is two. This indicates that the scheme is second-order accurate, since the 

change in the logo of the the error is indicative of the schemes order. Similarly, the two panels ( D and 

F) with the "third-order" correction terms, show third-order accuracy. Recall that the "third order" 

terms made the scheme third order accurate as long as the velocity field is constant as it was in this 

case. The effect of additional iterations and the recursive pseudo velocities decreases the error only 

slightly. For a static, uniform grid the safety factor s from equation 2.99 is equivalent to the Courant 

number. 

The differences between the lines for panels B and D of figure 2.15 are shown in figure 2.16. Panel A 

in this figure is representative of the second-order schemes in figure 2.15 and panel B is representative 

of the "third-order" schemes. Note that the order of accuracy is not initially apparent but converges 

as the number of grid intervals is repeated doubled. 
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Figure 2.15 Ln error versus safety factor for static uniform grids A) 2 itera

tions no 3rd order terms; B) 3 iterations no 3rd order terms; C) 

4 iterations no 3rd order terms; D) 3 iterations with 3rd order 

terms; E) Recursive pseudo velocities no 3rd order terms; F) Re
cursive pseudo velocities with 3rd order terms; Legend indicates 

the number of grid points. 
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Figure 2.16 Order of accurcicy of schemes without and with third-order terms. 

Lines represent distsuices between lines depicted in figure 2.15. A) 
Corresponds to panel B which used 2 iterations and no 3rd order 
terms B) Corresponds to panel D which used 3 iterations and 3rd 

order terms. 

Figure 2.17 shows the results of the same experiments with a dynamic adaptive grid. Note unlike the 

static and uniform grid that the safety factor is not equal to the Courant number. The Courant number 

for a moving grid is a function of the grid speed, and is therefore variable in both space and time for a 

dynamic grid. Note that the smallest number of grid points used in this case was half the number used 

in the static grid case and the errors were still less than the static grid case. When small numbers of grid 

points are used the scheme acts as if it is third or even fourth order accurate. However, the dramatic 

decrease of error does not continue as more grid points are used nor as the safety factor increased. The 

errors may actually increase as the number of grid points and/or the safety factor increases. This was 

due to the need to limit the movement of the grid points in order to keep the method stable. Thus 

the grid was unable to cluster and follow the phenomena adequately. However, it is more advantageous 

to have a scheme that has greater accuracy with a small number of grid points than one that requires 

many points to achieve highly accurate results. The flatness of the curves in figure 2.17 is believed to be 

due to the movement of the grid points. As the grid points move with the Gaussian pulse the Courant 

number variation as a function of safety factor was quite small. 

2.4.1.3.2 The number of smoothing passes and limitation of the grid point movement: 

Figure 2.18, panel A depicts effects on the error of the DAG scheme of the number of smoothing passes 

of the weight function used in the grid generation procedure. The computation that produced these 

data used the RPV option without any "third-order" order terms. These results are representative 
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Figure 2.17 Lo error versus safety factor for dynamic grid A) 2 iterations no 

3rd order terms; B) 3 iterations no 3rd order terms; C) 4 itera

tions no 3rd order terms; 0) 3 iterations with 3rd order terms; 

E) Recursive pseudo velocities no 3rd order terms; F) Recursive 

pseudo velocities with 3rd order terms; The legend indicates the 

number of grid points. 
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Figure 2.18 The effects of limiting the grid point movement. The options used 
were RPV, no third order terms, Ai = 70, and Ao = 0. The error 

used was the Lj error. The legend indicates the number of grid 

points. 

of the results when other combinations of MP DATA scheme were used. When a small number of grid 

points was used the effect of increasing the number of smoothing passes was detrimental to the solution. 

The smoothing passes decreased the variation in the grid metric term || and thus had a tendency to 

decluster the grid points. By comparing panels A and B in figure 2.18 it is apparent that when greater 

numbers of grid points were used the smoothing passes reduced the number of times the grid point 

movements had to be limited. The grid point limiting had a dramatic detrimental effect on the error as 

shown in figure 2.18 panel B. The number of smoothing passes increased the || values and therefore 

allowed for a greater region in which the grid point could move. The best results were obtained when 

just enough smoothing passes were used to prevent the limiting of grid point movement. 

2.4.1.3.3 Computational cost: Two versions of the one-dimensional code were written. One 

used a static uniform grid only, while the other had the capability of using a dynamic grid. Steps 

were taken to optimize the computational efBciency of both codes. Figure 2.19 compares the error as a 

function of computational cost for both codes. 

Although the DAG technique used fewer grid points, the equation for redistributing the grid points 

was solved at each time step. This added computational expense was nearly the computationsd savings 

that were achieved due to the method. Note, however, that the shape of the curves is different between 

the two panels in figure 2.19. When relatively few grid points were used the slope of the curve in panel 

B was steeper than the slope in panel A. This indicates that when the number of grid points is small, 

increasing the number of points in the DAG code is more advzuitageous than adding grid points to 
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Figure 2.19 L-i error versus computational cost when A = 70; A) Static uniform 
grid; B) Dynamic grid, A = 70 

the static grid code. However, as the grid points increase the benefits diminish and eventually become 

liabilities. The second and third order accuracy are clearly evident in the slopes of the curves in panel 

A (static uniform grid) for the computations without and with the third order terms. 

The requirement of using relatively few grid points in order to gain the benefit of the DAG technique 

was not seen as a disadvantage. For most atmospheric models, using more than 128 grid points in any 

one coordinate direction is unusual. Therefore, it was postulated that the benefits of the DAG technique 

would be more evident as the number of dimensions increased. 

2.4.2 Two-dimensional model 

A two-dimensional model was initially written to gain experience with the multidimensional MPDATA 

scheme. The two-dimensional grid generator that was described in section 2.3.4 wcis initially developed 

and evaluated with the two-dimensional rotating cone problem. The qualitative results of the two-

dimensional code more clearly illustrate the benefits of the different MPDATA options in conjunction 

with the DAG technique than did the one-dimensional model. Section 2.4.2.1 describes aspects of the 

two-dimensional models that were not obvious extensions to the one-dimensional case. Section 2.4.2.2 

discusses several experiments involving the rotating cone problem. Note that the limiting of the grid 

point movement was not extended to multidimensions, and therefore is not discussed in this section. 

2.4.2.1 Two-dimensionid model description 

The rotating cone problem was solved in two dimensions. Therefore the equation 

(2.112) 
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was solved on a square domain bounded by 0 < r < 1 and 0 < y < 1. The value of q was initialized as 

? = max ^4 - - 0.5)= + (y - 0.75)=, o) (2.113) 

The velocity field was held constant in time and was a prescribed vortex: 

u = —27r(y-0.5) 

t; = 2n'(j: —0.5) (2.114) 

As with the one-dimensional grid, the initial grid was generated by ten iterations of initializing the 

grid with q and then generating anew grid. The time step was held constant throughout the integration, 

was based on the initial grid spacing, and was calculated as: 

At = (2.115) 

where and were the initial Courant numbers without consideration of the grid speeds. 

The contravariant velocities used in calculating and given below (equation 2.117). 

The order of operations during each time step was the same in the two-dimensional as in the one-

dimensional model with the exception of step number 5 in section 2.4.1.1, which performed the limiting 

of grid point movement. The grid speeds were determined using central differences: 

dx n+1/2 

dt >+l/2j 

dy n+1/2 

dt «J+l/2 

-n+l _ _n 
_ ^1+1/2,j *«+l/2,j 

At 
(2.116) 

_ yjj+m yj j+m 
At 

The contravariant velocities were calculated using the metric terms described in section 2.1: 

n+l 
^"+1/2 ^ 
•'1+1/2,j 

1 

J-

n+1/2 ^ 
ij+1/2 -V; 

J2,  j+i/a 

dx n+1/2 \ dy 
"»+l/2j — at i+U2jJ dr] 

dy n+1/2 \ dx 
Vi+ll2j  - dt dr} 

dy n+1/2 \ dx 
ff,j+l/2 - dt i j+i/zJ 

dx n+1/2 \ dy 
^i j+l/2 -W ij+uy di  

«+l/2,> 

n+l 

•+1/2,J. 
n+l 

<.J+l/2 
n+l 

».J+l/2 
(2.117) 

These were non-dimensionalized by ^ to form the Courant numbers and 

the time level of the physical velocity is not specified in equation 2.117 since it is not a function of time. 
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As in the one-dimensional case, a divergence term was needed to put equation 2.112 into flux form. 

Recall that although the physical velocity field is divergent free the movement of the grid points causes 

the velocity field in the computational domain to be divergent. This divergence term was calculated as 

d U i  _  „  / , - , n + l / 2  , > n + l / 2  ,  , > n + l / 2  , > n + l / 2 t i o \  
^ '"'W ~ V ~ ^ 

Recall that the divergence term is only required for the first MPDATA iteration. The value of the 

divergence term for additional iterations was set to zero. 

Qualitative assessment of the profiles as well as the Z.3 error norm, diffusion, and phase error were 

used in the evaluation of the error associated with two-dimensional rotating cone problem. The Lo 

error norm was calculated as 

El , = J^ ( q {x,y) - q{x,y))-dxdy^ (2.119) 

where q(x,y) was the analytic solution and q(x,y) was the computed solution. The trapezoidal rule 

was used to perform the numericjil quadrature. El, did not give any measure of the diffusion or phase 

error that existed. The diffusion error was calculated as: 

Ed = max(7, j) — max(g,-,-) (2.120) 
i j  'J  

The phase error was determined by calculating the distance between the maximum value of the computed 

solution and the location of the meiximum of the analytical solution. 

The L2, diffusion error, and phase errors measure different properties. The Lj error is a global 

measure of the error. The goal of the DAG technique is to reduce the error in local regions. Therefore, 

the L2 error norm may not be the best measure of the DAG performance. The diffusion and phase 

errors are strictly local measures of the error and therefore are more applicable to evaluate a DAG 

technique. The reduction of the diffusion error and phase error are of particular importance when 

modeling atmospheric water vapor transport. If a scheme is too diffusive, critical concentrations of water 

vapor mixing ratio may not be achieved to cause condensation of water and thus cumulus convection 

that physically should occur. If a scheme has a significant phase error, precipitation may be predicted 

in the wrong location. For these reasons, the diffusion and phase errors were considered to be more 

significant measures of a schemes performance than was the Lo error. 

2.4.2.2 Two-dimensional experimental results 

Figure 2.20 shows surface plots of the the initisd condition, and the solutions after one revolution. 

MPDATA with the RPV option and the "third" order terms, a leap frog scheme without artificial 
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Figure 2.20 MPDATA compared to a leap frog scheme for the rotating cone 
problem after one revolution. All computations are on a static. 

uniform grid. A) Initial condition; B) MPDATA scheme with RPV 
option and "third" order terms; C) Leap frog scheme without ar
tificial dissipation; D) Leap frog scheme with artificial dissipation. 

dissipation, and a leap frog scheme with artificial dissipation were used to compute the solutions in 

panels B, C, and D respectively. The sign preserving nature of the MPDATA scheme is apparent when 

contrasted to the dispersive ripples present in both of the leap frog schemes. Additionally, the smallness 

of the internal diffusion of the MPDATA scheme is comparable to that of the leap frog scheme without 

artificial dissipation. This comparison was made because the standard advection scheme used in MM5 

is a leap frog scheme with artificial dissipation. This clearly illustrates the advantages of the .MPDAT.\ 

scheme even without considering the DAG technique. 

The advantages of the DAG technique are evident in figures 2.21 and 2.22 which show contour plots 

in the range 0.25 < .r < 0.75 and 0.5 < y < 1.0. Figure 2.21 shows results without the 3rd order 

option while figure 2.22 includes the 3rd order terms. All of the results are after 6 revolutions, used 41 

grid points in both the x and y directions, stretching parameters of Aq = 5.0 and A„ = 0, 4 smoothing 

passes, and a safety factor s = 0.6. The effects of the DAG technique and the "third" order terms are 

apparent. The diffusion error appears to be much less in the cases with the dynamic adaptive grid, 

while the "third" order correction terms result in a more symmetric distribution of the error and thus 

less phase error. This symmetric distribution of the error due to the "third" order correction terms is 

in agreement with the findings of Margolin and Smolarkiewicz (1989). 
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Figure 2.21 Results of the rotating cone problem after 6 revolutions without 
"third" order correction terms. The upper left panel shows the 

initial condition, the center column gives results using the static 

MPDATA scheme, and the right column shows results using the 

dynamic MPDATA scheme. The results on the first, second, third, 

and fourth rows show the results with two iterations, three itera

tions, four iterations, and the RPV option respectively. 
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Figure 2.22 Results of the rotating cone problem after 6 revolutions with 

"third" order correction terms. The upper left panel shows the ini

tial condition, the center row are results using the static MPDATA 

scheme, and the right column are results using the dynamic 
MPDATA scheme. The results on the first, second, third, and 

fourth rows show the results with two iterations, three iterations, 
four iterations, and the RPV option respectively. 
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Unlike the one-dimensional test case, additional iterations or alternatively the RPV option and the 

"third" order correction terms meUce a significant improvement on the solution. Table 2.1 shows the 

L2, diffusion, and phase errors and the number of machine CPU cycles for the different configurations 

of the code. The I2 error norm was calculated by comparing the numerical solution on the final grid 

to the analytical solution on the final grid. 

The magnitude of the initial gradient of q in the area of the cone was 26.7 which was rather steep. 

Therefore, small perturbations of the grid point where the maximum analytical value of q was located 

resulted in significant changes of this maximum value. Since the grid was allowed to move, the grid 

points of the final and initial grids did not coincide. It was very unlikely that the maximum value of the 

initial condition represented on the final grid would be the same as the maximum value represented on 

the initial grid. Therefore, the diffusion error was calculated by taking the difference in the maximum 

value of the analytical solution for q on the initial grid and the maximum value of the numerical solution 

for q on the final grid. Likewise the phase error was found by finding the distance between the location 

of the maximum value of the analytical solution on the initial grid and the location of the meLximum 

value of the numerical solution on the final grid. This prevented the possibility that the maximum 

analytic solution from being different from the maximum value of the initial condition. 

The effect of the different options on the numerical error and computational cost was as expected, 

except for the combination of DAG with the "third" order terms. When four iterations was used, the 

£2 error norm was smaller than with three iterations, but the diffusion error was unexpectedly negative. 

The reason for this is not precisely known. It could have been due to Gibbs phenomena at the peak. 

This is technically possible since the MPDATA scheme is not monotonic except around the value of 

zero. Gibbs-type phenomena were observed when the minimum value was greater than zero, but it was 

never observed at the peak of the cone. Therefore, this negative diffusion was probably not due to a 

second-order Gibbs-type error. The error was probably due to errors that occurred in the computation 

of the divergence term. Although the flow was divergence free, an apparent divergence was present 

due to the movement of the grid points. This divergence was calculated using a second order central 

difference. Therefore, oscillations could have existed in this field. When the RPV option was used with 

a DAG and the "third" order terms, positive diffusion was again present and to such an extent that the 

diffusion error was more than when only two iterations were used. 

The even spacing and lack of movement of the grid points caused the phase error of the static grid 

computations to be quantized by the grid spacing, meaning that the phase error was mAz + nAy where 

m and n are integers. As a result it was likely that the phase error of the static grid computations 
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Table 2.1 Errors and costs associated with the two-dimensional rotating cone problem. 

An R under the number iterations indicates that the recursive pseudo velocity 

option was used. 

Number of Dynamic Number of 3rd order io Diffusion Phase Cycles 

Grid Points Grid Iterations Terms Error Error Error xlO® 

41 X 41 No 2 No 0.341 2.814 0.079 1.44 
41 X 41 No 3 No 0.306 2.323 0.079 2.40 
41 X 41 No 4 No 0.300 2.180 0.075 3.36 
41 X 41 No R No 0.297 2.132 0.075 2.51 

41 X 41 No 2 Yes 0.322 2.738 0.025 2.08 
41 X 41 No 3 Yes 0.219 1.859 0.000 3.67 
41 X 41 No 4 Yes 0.176 1.449 0.000 5.27 
41 X 41 No R Yes 0.158 1.384 0.000 3.15 

41 X 41 Yes 2 No 0.266 2.032 0.067 53.11 
41 X 41 Yes 3 No 0.210 0.703 0.065 61.38 
41 X 41 Yes 4 No 0.196 0.336 0.057 69.29 
41 X 41 Yes R No 0.191 0.250 0.053 69.44 

41 X 41 Yes 2 Yes 0.240 1.870 0.045 53.50 
41 X 41 Yes 3 Yes 0.142 0.066 0.023 60.46 

41 X 41 Yes 4 Yes 0.132 -0.178 0.017 65.40 
41 x41 Yes R Yes 0.125 0.166 0.026 66.19 

101 X 101 No R Yes 0.038 0.429 0.000 46.39 
151 X 151 No R Yes 0.025 0.409 0.007 154.57 
201 X 201 No R Yes 0.018 0.300 0.000 363.87 
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could be zero. This simply required both n and m to be zero. Because the grid was able to move in 

the DAG computations, it was unlikely that locations of the maximums on the initial and final grids 

would exactly coincide. 

Table 2.2 shows the percentage change in the errors and computational cost of additional iterations 

or the RPV option compared to the basic MPDATA scheme with two iterations, no "third" order terms, 

and a static uniform grid. In all cases except one, additional iterations or the RPV option reduced all 

three error measures. The one exception was the case where the dynamic grid was used in conjunction 

the "third" order terms. With each subsequent iteration the resulting error reduction became less 

for all three error measures. However, except in the cases noted above, the RPV option yielded the 

better results at a lower or comparable cost than using four iterations. The computational penalty 

of using additional iterations or the RPV option was significantly less for the DAG option. Since the 

majority of the computational expense of the DAG runs was in the computation of the new grid and 

the corresponding numerics to account for the moving grid, the relative impact of using the additional 

iterations or RPV option was less significant. 

Tables 2.3 shows the percentage change in the Ln, diffusion, and phase errors and the computational 

cost when the "third" order terms were used. Recall from figures 2.21 and 2.22 that the qualitative 

effect of the "third" order terms was to distribute the error more equally. This is seen in the dramatic 

reduction of the phase error in table 2.3. Likewise, this would have a positive impact of the L2 error 

norm. However, the "third" order correction terms also had a positive effect on the diffusion error as 

can be seen in the diffusion error. When a dynamic grid was used the cost of the computations with the 

"third" order error terms was less than those without the "third" order correction terms. One possible 

explanation for this is that since the error was more evenly distributed when the "third" order error 

terms were used, the grid generator had to perform fewer iterations to converge. Thus the added cost 

of calculating the "third"order terms was more than offset by the savings of not having to iterate as 

many times to determine the new grid. 

Table 2.4 shows the impact of the DAG option. The most dramatic improvement is seen in the 

diffusion error. Reduction of 60 percentage points was not uncommon. The reduction of the £2 error 

norm is not as dramatic but is still very significant. The previous discussion should be kept in mind 

when considering the difference in the phase error. Although it appears that the phase error increases 

with the use of the DAG option when the "^hird" order terms are used, the actual effect was minimal. 

Although dramatic gains were achieved, they were done so at a great computational expense. At least 

an order of magnitude more computational resources were required to make the calculation with the 
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Table 2.2 The effect of additional MPDATA iterations. All of the schemes are 
compared to the MPDATA scheme with 2 iterations, no "Srd" order 

terms, and a 41 x 41 grid. Percentages of Ln, diffusion, and phase errors 

represent reduction of error. Percentage of cycles represent percentage 

increase in machine CPU cycles. 

Dynamic Number of 3rd order Diffusion Phase Cycles 

Grid Iterations Terms Error Error Error 

No 3 No 10.3% 17.4% 0.0% 66.7% 
No 4 No 12.0% 22.5% 5.1% 133.3% 
No R No 12.9% 24.2% 5.1% 74.3% 

No 3 Yes 35.8% 33.9% 100.0% 154.9% 

No 4 Yes 48.4% 48.5% 100.0% 266.0% 
No R Yes 53.7% 50.8% 100.0% 118.8% 

Yes 3 No 38.4% 75.0% 17.7% 4.162.5% 
Yes 4 No 42.5% 88.1% 27.8% 4,711.8% 
Yes R No 44.0% 91.1% 32.9% 4.722.2% 

Yes 3 Yes 58.4% 97.7% 70.9% 4.098.6% 
Yes 4 Yes 61.3% 106.3% 78.5% 4.441.7% 
Yes R Yes 63.3% 94.1% 67.1% 4.496.5% 

DAG option. 

When the DAG computations were analyzed, it was found that most of the computationai effort 

was expended solving the elliptic equations to determine the grid point distribution at each time step 

(78% of the CPU time), generating the weight function from the prognostic variable field (6%), solving 

the advection problem using MPDATA and controlling the logic of the code(12%), and calculating the 

contravariant velocities at each step(4%). There were 4734 time steps used in the DAG computations, 

compared to 2577 time steps in the static uniform grid computations. The time step used in the DAG 

computations was shorter than the time step for the static grid computations because the minimum 

grid spacing of the initial grid was smaller in the DAG computations. Adjusting the computational 

expense of the DAG computations to account for the added number of time steps showed that the effort 

to perform the MPDATA scheme and the logic of the code was 1.4 times the expense for the static grid 

computations. Since the same steps were executed for the MPDATA scheme in each, the e.xtra expense 

was due to added calculations to move the grid points and account for that movement. 

Three additional computations shown at the bottom of table 2.1 show the effect of increasing the 

number of grid points in the static and uniform grid solver while using the RPV and the "third" order 

terms. The Lt error norms are the best of any computations performed. However, the diffusion errors 
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Table 2.3 The effect of the "third" order correction terms. All of the schemes 

are compared to the MPDATA scheme with 2 iterations, no "Srd" or

der terms, on a static uniform grid. Percentages of Lj, diffusion, and 
phase errors represent reduction of error. Percentage of cycles represent 

percentage increase in machine CPU cycles. 

Dynamic Number of 3rd order Lo Diffusion Phase Cycles 
Grid Iterations Terms Error Error Error 

No 2 No 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
No 2 Yes 5.6% 2.7% 68.4% 44.4% 

No 3 No 10.3% 17.4% 0.0% 66.7% 
No 3 Yes 35.8% 33.9% 100.0% 154.9% 

No 4 No 12.0% 22.5% 5.1% 133.3% 
No 4 Yes 48.4% 48.5% 100.0% 266.0% 

No R No 12.9% 24.2% 5.1% 74.3% 
No R Yes 53.7% 50.8% 100.0% 118.8% 

Yes 2 No 22.0% 27.8% 15.2% 3,588.2% 
Yes 2 Yes 34.1% 33.5% 43.0% 3,656.9% 

Yes 3 No 38.4% 75.0% 17.7% 4,162.5% 
Yes 3 Yes 58.4% 97.7% 70.9% 4,098.6% 

Yes 4 No 42.5% 88.1% 27.8% 4,711.8% 
Yes 4 Yes 61.3% 106.3% 78.5% 4,441.7% 

Yes R No 44.0% 91.1% 32.9% 4,722.2% 

Yes R Yes 63.3% 94.1% 67.1% 4,496.5% 
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Table 2.4 The effect of the dynamic adaptive grid. All of the schemes are com
pared to the MPDATA scheme with 2 iterations, no "3rd" order terms, 
on a static uniform grid. Percentages of Ln, diffusion, and phase errors 

represent reduction of error. Percentage of cycles represent percentage 

increase in machine CPU cycles. 

Dynamic Number of 3rd order Z#2 Diffusion Phase Cycles 

Grid Iterations Terms Error Error Error 

No 2 No 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Yes 2 No 22.0% 27.8% 15.2% 3,588.2% 

No 3 No 10.3% 17.4% 0.0% 66.7% 
Yes 3 No 38.4% 75.0% 17.7% 4,162.5% 

No 4 No 12.0% 22.5% 5.1% 133.3% 
Yes 4 No 42.5% 88.1% 27.8% 4,711.8% 

No R No 12.9% 24.2% 5.1% 74.3% 
Yes R No 44.0% 91.1% 32.9% 4,722.2% 

No 2 Yes 5.6% 2.7% 68.4% 44.4% 
Yes 2 Yes 34.1% 33.5% 43.0% 3,656.9% 

No 3 Yes 35.8% 33.9% 100.0% 154.9% 
Yes 3 Yes 58.4% 97.7% 70.9% 4,098.6% 

No 4 Yes 48.4% 48.5% 100.0% 266.0% 
Yes 4 Yes 61.3% 106.3% 78.5% 4,441.7% 

No R Yes 53.7% 50.8% 100.0% 118.8% 
Yes R Yes 63.3% 94.1% 67.1% 4,496.5% 
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were not nearly as good as when the DAG option with RPV and "third" order terms was used on the 

41 X 41 grid. The diffusion error was 16.7% better with the DAG option and the computational cost 

of the DAG calculation was only 19% of the static and uniform grid calculation with 201 x 201 grid 

points. 

2.4.3 Conclusions 

The use of the MPDATA scheme in one- zind two-dimensional models was demonstrated. The one-

dimensional code simulated the advection of a Gaussian pulse while the two-dimensional code performed 

the rotating cone test case. The one-dimensional code was used to determine the characteristics of the 

MPDATA scheme on a moving grid as the time step and the number of grid points were varied and the 

effect of limiting the grid point movement. The two-dimensional code illustrated the effect of adding 

eidditional iterations or using the RPV option, using the "third" order correction terms, and using a 

dynamic adaptive grid. 

It was found that the one-dimensional DAG code performed as if it were a third or higher order 

scheme when there were relatively few points. As few as 16 grid points gave reasonable answers when the 

DAG technique was used. The actual error of the computations when DAG was used was comparable 

to the results of static, uniform grid calculations with up to 8 times more grid points. Based of the L2 

error norm, when the number of grid points became large, the order of the DAG schemes reduced to 

first or even zeroth order. This was primarily due to the need to limit the grid point movement in order 

prevent violation of the CFL condition. 

The criteria for the limiting of the grid points was derived and limitation of the grid points was 

implemented. It was found that by increasing the number of smoothing passes on the weight function 

in the grid generator that the number of grid point movement limits could be reduced. The critical 

determining parameter in the limiting of the grid points was the smallness of |^. Since the smoothing 

passes spread the grid points out this had a tendency to increase and thus reduce the number of times 

the movement of grid points needed to be limited. The computational efficiency of the one-dimensional 

grid generator made the DAG option comparable in terms of CPU cycles to the static, uniform grid 

solver. Note there were 4 to 8 times the number of points in the static uniform computations than 

the DAG computations but that the expense of generating the grid did not exist. Therefore, the extra 

expense of adding grid points to the static uniform computations was about the same as moving the 

grid in the DAG computations. 

The two-dimensional code solved the rotating cone problem for six full revolutions. Once again the 
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DAG technique demonstrated that the Lj error norm, the diffusion error, and the phase error could 

ail be reduced while using fewer grid points. Additional iterations or the RPV option and the '*third" 

order terms had a significant impact when the DAG option was used. The DAG option had the most 

significant impact on reducing the diffusion of the cone (90% reduction) although significant decreases 

in the global L; error norm (35% reduction) and in phskse error (29% reduction) were also achieved. 

Additional iterations or using the RPV option reduced the error in the static and DAG cases, but 

had diminishing benefit as the number of iterations increased. However, the RPV option had lower 

computational cost associated with it for the static, uniform grid case and comparable computational 

cost when a dynamic adaptive grid was used. The relative increase in computational cost of adding 

additional iterations or using the RPV option was much less when the DAG option weis compared with 

the static grid computations, because the majority of the computational cost of the DAG computations 

was in generating the grid which weis not effected by the number of iterations. The "third" order terms 

greatly reduced the phase error in all the computations. The cost of adding the "third" order terms 

was more than offset in the computational reduction of generating the grid in the DAG option. The 

cost of the DAG option was an order of magnitude above the cost of performing the same calculation 

on a static grid (2.3 gigacycles versus 69.4 gigacyles). However, the computational cost of achieving the 

same level of diffusion error using a static uniform grid was an order of magnitude higher again (69.4 

gigacycles versus 363.9 gigacycles). Since diffusion and phase error were considered better measures of 

a scheme's performance the DAG technique was a more computationally efficient technique than simply 

increasing the resolution of static, uniform grid. 

The computations performed in these two-models only solved analytical test cases. If a complete 

model to simulate fluid flow were developed, the number of equations solved on the dynamic grid 

would be at least five and probably six since species continuity equations were included. For sub-sonic 

problems the elliptic pressure equation would be as expensive to solve as the grid movement equations. 

Thus in more complete models, the relative computational overhead of the DAG technique becomes 

much smaller, making it even more effective. 
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3 ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPORT 

This chapter presents an application of the MPDATA scheme to the problem of passive atmospheric 

transport using a set of subroutines called the dynamic grid advection component (DGAC). Note that 

DGAC is the name of a set of subroutines that were used to compute atmospheric passive tracer 

transport, whereas DAG is the name a general numerical technique. The DGAC was developed to 

use the MPDATA scheme on a dynamic adaptive grid. Dynamic MPDATA will refer to computations 

performed with the DGAC while the grid points are allowed to move. Static MPDATA will refer 

to computations performed with the DGAC while the grid points remained uniformly spaced in the 

horizontal directions and static throughout the simulation. This set of routines was written so that it 

could be driven by a test program to solve analytical problems similar to those used in section 2.3 and by 

the Fifth-Generation Penn State/NCAR Mesoscale Model (MM5). Relevant discussion of the model's 

capabilities, coordinate system, governing equations, grid, and boundary conditions are discussed in 

section 3.1. 

The design of the DGAC considered several different issues which are discussed in section 3.2. The 

advection equation that was used in chapter 2 was not consistent with the MM5 prognostic equations. 

A consistent form of the advection equation and MPDATA schemes are developed in section 3.2.1. The 

DGAC grid differs from the MM5 grid and yet they discretize the same physical domain. Thus the 

correspondence between the two grids is discussed in section 3.2.3. How the DGAC was initialized, 

how the wind fields were prescribed to it, and how the boundary conditions were implemented conclude 

section 3.2. 

The different grid staggering schemes used in MM5 and the DGAC, the ability for the DGAC 

grid to adapt dynamically, and the desire to compare MM5 and DGAC results on the same grid 

necessitated the use of interpolation. In order to minimize the effects of the interpolation, the second 

order monotone interpolation scheme developed by Smolarkiewicz and Grell (1992) was used, and is 

discussed in section 3.3. 

Section 3.4 describes three test cases and presents results of each. These test cases were progressively 
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more stringent as well as physically realistic. Initially, an analytical velocity field and tracer field were 

used to test the MM5/DGAC combination. The second test case used the same idealized tracer field, 

but physically realistic wind fields. The third test case used a physically realistic wind field and a treicer 

that weis initialized to the same vsdues as the water vapor mixing ratio. This tracer field did not include 

any effects for precipitation or evaporation, however, and thus had no feedback on MM5 circulation. 

3.1 MM5 

The model chosen to drive the dynamic grid adaptation component (DGAC) was the Fifth-Generation 

Penn State/NCAR Mesoscale Model (MM5) which is derived from an atmospheric mesoscale model orig

inally developed by Anthes and Warner (1979). The model has gone through several versions with the 

latest major revision developed by Dudhia (1993) and Grell et al. (1995). This model is thoroughly 

explained in these two sources plus Haagenson et al. (1994). The model was written in FORTRAN 77 

and contains over 50,000 lines of code. Except for some minor modifications to include the DGAC. to 

include a component to advect a tracer using the same scheme as MM5 but on a different resolution 

grid, and to add the capability of advecting an inert tracer, MM5 was not modified. The details of this 

section were taken from the aforementioned sources and the source code itself. 

MM5 is a mesoscale model, meaning that it is designed to simulate atmospheric process on spatial 

scales on the order of magnitude of hundreds of kilometers. It has many capabilities including; 

1. hydrostatic or non-hydrostatic modes 

2. nested grids 

3. four-dimensional data assimilation 

4. parameterizations of 

(a) horizontal diffusion 

(b) resolvable scale precipitation processes 

(c) implicit cumulus convection 

(d) shallow convection 

(e) planetary boundary layer 

(f) atmospheric radiation 
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The set of prognostic equations that were solved are dependent on whether the hydrostatic or 

the non-hydrostatic option is used. The hydrostatic option assumes that the atmosphere is always 

in hydrostatic balemce; therefore, there is no explicit prognostic equation for vertical motion. The 

prognostic equations for the non-hydrostatic option were formulated without this assumption, so there 

is a prognostic equation for vertical velocity. Only the non-hydrostatic option was used, and the 

governing equations for it are given in detail in section 3.1.1. 

Due to the disparity between the spatial and temporal sceiles involved in modeling the atmosphere, 

many of the relevant processes can not be resolved by the finite diilerence grids that can be effectively 

run on current computer systems. Therefore, many processes are parameterized. MM5 simulations are 

strongly dependent on the choice of parameterizations. 

The parameterization of horizontal diffusion was included as a means of artificial dissipation, thus 

providing stability control and anti-aliasing. The scheme used was the fourth-order artificial dissipation 

technique of Smagorinsky et al. (1965) that takes into account the deformation of a fluid parcel. This 

parameterization was the only one that had a strong influence on this work. The standard advection 

scheme within MM5 is a centrally differenced leap-frog scheme. Without some form of artificial dis

sipation, the scheme produces dispersive ripples that can contaminate the solution. In addition, the 

leap-frog scheme can cause temporal decoupling. Although horizontal diffusion helps remedy these 

problems, it also provides dissipation to resolved fields. It will be seen in chapter 4 that the MPDATA 

is less diffusive than the standard MM5 advection scheme. 

Although, the parameterizations of cumulus convection, precipitation processes, shallow convection, 

planetary boundary layer, and atmospheric radiation contribute to a complete representation of the all 

atmospheric processes, they are not part of the resolved tracer transport and the specific parameter

izations used were not particularly important. Certainly the atmospheric circulations computed here 

might have been different with a different set of parameterizations, but the conclusions based on the 

results would have been altered only slightly if at all. 

This section gives a brief overview of the capabilities of MM5. Section 3.1.1 describes the coordi

nate system utilized within MM5. Section 3.1.1 reviews these prognostic equations used to model the 

atmospheric dynamics within MM3. The staggered grid that is implemented in MM5 is different than 

the staggered grid used for the MPDATA scheme. Therefore, the MM5 grid is described in detail in 

section 3.1.2, while the MPDATA grid is described in detail in section 3.2.3.1. The MM5 boundary 

conditions are reviewed in section 3.1.3. 
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3.1.1 MM5 coordinate system and governing equations 

The coordinate system for the non-hydrostatic version of MM5 is complicated by a transformation 

from the earth's spherical coordinate system to a horizontal Cartesian system. In addition, topograph

ical effects are dealt with in a vertical coordinate transformation. 

The projection from the spherical coordinates to a Cartesian coordinate system introduces metric 

terms into the horizontal derivatives. The inverses of these metric terms are traditionally referred to as 

map factors and are given the symbol m. The Lambert conformal projection was used since it is the 

standard projection for mid-latitude regions which were used in this work. This transformation is a 

conical transformation and preserves angles between intersecting lines. 

The thermodynamic prognostic variables are represented as a perturbations around a time invariant 

basic state. This basic state is referred to as a reference state in Grell et al. (1993). Therefore, pressure, 

temperature, and density perturbations are defined by: 

p(i,x,y,c) = po{:)  + p'{t ,x ,y ,z)  (3.1) 

T(t ,r ,y ,z)  = To{z)  + r{t ,x ,y ,z)  (3.2) 

p{t ,x ,y ,z)  = ^o(-)+ />'(<, 1,2/.-) (3-3) 

where the basic state is in hydrostatic balance: 

^ = -Po9 (3.4) 

and g is the acceleration due to gravity. It is common in atmospheric science to use pressure as a vertical 

coordinate. Vertical hydrostatic basic state properties are used in the non-hydrostatic version of MMo. 

The model uses a vertical coordinate system, called a a coordinate, that is normalized by the difference 

between the surface basic state pressure and the specified pressure at the top of the model (which was 

lOOmb). The advantage of a <7 coordinate is that it prevents horizontal layers from intersection the 

earth's surface. The <t coordinate system is defined as: 

a=E2JlPL^ElZPL (3.5) 
Ps - Pt P' 

where po,  Pt  and p,  are the basic state pressure, the basic state pressure at the model top and the basic 

state pressure at the surface respectively, p' is defined as: 

P '  = P s -  P t  (3.6) 

The governing prognostic equations of the non-hydrostatic MM5 include momentum equations in 

three coordinate directions, pressure perturbation equation, energy equation, and species conservation 
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equations for water vapor, cloud water, and rain water mixing ratios. All of these equations are 

transformed to <r coordinates and a Lsunbert conformal projection. The governing equations appear 

in Grell et al. (1995). Also in appendi.x B, the governing equations are developed from the continuity, 

momentum, and energy equations that can be found in any fluid dynamics text. 

The pressure perturbation, momentum, and temperature equations are: 

d(p'p') 
dt 

d(p'ui) 
dt 

dlp'w) 
dt 

dip'T) 

dw 
+ lPPo9^+P'Pog^ (3.7) 

OX, \ m / OCT 

. r ^ dp'dui 
^ P IP 1^^^^ 

dxj \  m J do 

= «('2:E2i')_a^ + „ D i v  
dxi \  m / otr 

10) 
dt 

where repeated indices represent summation from 1 to 2, 7 is the ratio of specific heats, Tl is the 

perturbation of virtual temperature, Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure for air, qe and qr are the 

mixing ratios for cloud and rain water respectively, Q accounts for diabatic heating effects, and f is the 

permutation symbol. The divergence term DIV, (r, the Coriolis parameter, and the virtual temperature 

are defined as: 

d<T dff cr dp' Pag 
a = mui- \-w—-=-mui — - ^ (3.12 

dxi dz p' dxi p' 

f = 2Qsin(t> (3.13) 

r„ = T(1+0.6089„) (3.14) 

where Q is the angular velocity of the earth, <p is the the latitude, and q^ is the mixing ratio for water 

vapor. 

3.1.2 MM5 grid 

Although MM3 allows multiple nested grids, it was run using only one domain. With this limitation, 

the MM5 grid was evenly spaced and orthogonal on its projected horizontal plane, but was stretched 

in the vertical direction. Since the indexing and array usage is non-standard they will be described. 
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As shown in figure 3.1 the i index increments the grid in the y or North-South direction and is 

the first dimension of two- and three-dimensional arrays. The j index increments the grid in the x or 

East-West direction and is the second dimension of two- and three-dimensional arrays. The k index 

increments the grid in the vertical direction from the top down and is the third dimension in the three-

dimensional arrays of MM5. Therefore, although the MM5 coordinate system is left handed, the indices 

form a right handed system. 

The vertical cr coordinate system ranged from zero at the top of the model to one at the surface. 

The vertical direction was discretized into full <r and half cr levels. All properties were stored at the half 

a levels e.xcept for the vertical velocity which was stored at the full <t levels. 

The horizontal domain is discretized using a type-B staggering (Dudhia, 1993 and Arakawa and 

Lamb, 1997) which stores all properties except velocities at the cell center referred to in the .VIiVIo 

literature as cross points (Grell et al., 1995). The horizontal velocities are stored at the middle of the 

vertical edges of a cell at points called dot points. The vertical velocity components are stored at the 

cross points and at full a levels. See figure 3.1. 

Full o level 

Half CT level 

Full a level 

X, j, East-West 

Figure 3.1 Property storage locations for the MMS modeling system. The x's 

represent the cross points at half <r levels. The coincident arrows 
and /^) originate at the dot points and half <J levels, and represent 

the horizontal velocity components in MMS. The t's represents the 
vertical velocity component at the full <r levels and cross points. 

The MMS grid had one more dot point in each direction than cross point. Likewise, in the vertical 

direction there was one more full (t level than half a level. A rather confusing point when specifying 

the MMS domains or reading the MMS documentation is that the horizontal size of the domain was 

specified by the number of dot points in each direction but the vertical resolution is specified by the 

number of half a layers in the vertical direction. Thus, in the horizontal direction the number of cell 
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boundaries was specified but in the vertical direction the number of cell centers was input. 

3.1.3 Boundary conditions 

Physically realistic initial and boundary conditions are a complicating factor in modeling the atmo

sphere. Although high resolution spatial data 2ire available at the surface, upper atmospheric conditions 

cire needed to initialize the model. Temporally varying data both at the surface and in the upper atmo

sphere are needed to determine the boundary conditions. One problem of using a limited area model 

like MM5 is that potential inconsistencies between the boundary conditions and the computed inte

rior solutions can cause instabilities and/or discontinuities to form. Therefore, MM3 uses a method of 

transitioning from the actual boundary condition to the computed values near the boundary. These 

boundary conditions are discussed in section 3.1.3.1. The NCEP/NCAR 40 year reanalysis data set, 

discussed in section 3.1.3.2, was used to determine the state of the atmosphere initially over the entire 

domain and at the boundaries for each time step, thus forming the boundary conditions. 

3.1.3.1 Boundary condition implementation within MM5 

The boundary conditions used in the MM5 non-hydrostatic version were referred to as rela.xation or 

nudging boundary conditions. The implementation of this type of boundary condition not only includes 

specifying the variable at the boundary points but also alters the value at interior points within a certain 

number of points near the boundary. This band of points is referred to as a forcing frame (Grell et al., 

1995). The rate of change or tendency of a variable q was prescribed as: 

^ = F(n) [Fi (qs - QAf) - F2 {as - aw)] (3.15) 

where F(n) is a linear function of the number of grid points from the boundary; 

f (^) ifn = 2,3,4 
F(n) = ^ ^ ^ (3.16) 

0 if a > 4 

where n represents the number of rows from the boundary. Fi and Fo are constants: 

= Is 

which account for damping and diffusion at the boundaries, as is the large scale, specified values of 

variable a, and OM is the calculated value of a at the previous time step. 
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This method was applied to ail of the variables except for the vertical velocity w. It is not nudged, 

but rather given a value of zero with zero gradient at the outer edges of the domain. 

Temporally varying input data at the frequency required to update the boundary conditions at each 

time step is genereilly unavailable. Therefore, MM5 uses boundary condition information at a much 

lower frequency. For the cases run in this study, the frequency is every six hours. Intermediate times 

were linearly interpolated from the values at the six-hour intervals. 

3.1.3.2 Boundary condition data 

The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and the National Center for Atmo

spheric Research(NCAR) began a project in 1991 to establish a record of global analyses of atmospheric 

fields from 1957 through 1996 (Kalanay et al., 1996). This project produces a consistent data set that 

can be used for climate studies as well as provide model initialization without inconsistencies due to 

chstnges in reporting practices, data assimilation techniques, and instrumentation. 

The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data used the NCEP global spectral model with four-dimensional 

data assimilation in order to produce consistent fields. The model used 28 vertical ff levels and had 

a T62 truncation which roughly corresponds to a horizontal resolution of 210 km. This grid spacing 

is 7 times the nominal grid spacing used in MM5. Therefore, the reanalysis data provided excessively 

smooth initial and boundary conditions. Although this was the case it is shown in section 3.4.3 that 

the internal dynamics of MM5 and the DGAC can produce higher resolution features. 

3.2 Dynamic grid advection component 

The dynamic grid advection component (DGAC), was written to compute the tracer advection using 

a dynamic grid. Since the MM5 model equations use the o* coordinate in the vertical direction, have 

map factors included in the horizontal directions, and are normalized by p*, it was necessary to cast 

the advection equation into a form that was compatible with the rest of the MM5 equations and was 

applicable to a moving grid. This development is contained in section 3.2.1. The development of an 

MPDATA scheme that solves this advection equation is in section 3.2.2. The comple.xity of the code 

was compounded by the different types and resolutions of the grids. The correspondence between the 

grids and a few details of how the new subroutines were designed is given in section 3.2.3. 
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3.2.1 An MM5 compatible advection equation 

The transport equation appropriate for atmospheric flows on a projected plane is; 

where z,- (i = 1,2} is the advection in the horizontal x suid y directions respectively. Summation over 

the indices is assumed, q is the intensive property being advected, p is the fluid density, m is the map 

factor which is a metric term that accounts for the projection of the points in a spherical coordinate 

system to Cartesian coordinates, and : is the verticcil direction. Expanding 3.19 using the chain rule: 

' (I - "<1) [I --I o - ° 
The terms in square brackets constitute the continuity equation and thus are identically zero. Dividing 

the remaining terms by p\ 

^ + mu,^ + u;|^ = 0 (3.21) 

Transforming this into terrain following cr coordinates; 

90 dq dq d<T dq da „ ,o _  +  _ _  +  „ _ _ = 0  ( 3 . 2 2 )  

were a is defined to be the same as in equation 3.5: 

a - P° = PojlPi (3 23) 
Pi - Pt P' 

Recall that po is the basic state hydrostatic pressure, pt is the basic state pressure at the top of the 

model, Pj is the surface basic state pressure, and p' =p, -pt- Since p' is a function of i, only and po 

is a function of : only, and the velocity in the new vertical coordinate system are 

a = da-
dt 

d<r d<r 
-si 

mffUi dp' pogw 
(3.26) 

p' dxi p' 

where po is the basic state density. Note that p* is not a function of physical time. Substituting these 

into equation 3.22 and multiplying through by p* yields 
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Assuming an uneven, moving grid and trcinsforming equation 3.27 into an orthogonal computational 

domain with integer grid spacing: 

where the contravariant velocity u,- is 

•itiq) __ fdp- d(p-Ui)\ 
iS—' I j 

Putting equation 3.28 into flux form: 

d{p'9) d(p' 
dT ^ d^i 

Although p* is not a function of physical time ^ it is a function of time r in the computational domain. 

Intuitively, as the physical grid points move, p' at a given grid point changes because it is a function of 

the horizontal direction. Hence, in the computational domain p* is a function of computational time. 

3.2.2 An MM5 compatible MPDATA scheme 

This development is similar to that presented in section 2.2.2.2 except that the divergence term has 

a different form and the correction term has a dependence on on As before it is convenient to 

use equations 2.7 to interchange the dependent and independent variables in the contravariant velocity 

components. 

In order to derive the temporal part of the correction terms to be used in the .VIPD.ATA scheme, 

equation 3.30 is written as 

± ((P-,)-<«") = (3.31) 

where n represents the time level and 

Expanding equation 3.31 using Taylor series 

Considering only the lowest order terms and differentiating equation 3.33 

dr^ dr d^i V '  dr ^ dr J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

If only the first order terms of equation 3.33 are considered and it is solved for and substituted 

into equation 3.34: 

d-(p'q) _ dR d f r 5(p-gT<j)] . 
ar2 ~ dr d^i 1 ' [ d^j . '  5r J ^ ^ 
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Substituting 3.35 into 3.33 and canceling terms 

d[p 'q)  ̂  diy 
S T  

If R  is substituted, two terms cancel giving 

^  ̂= « -  i . , | -  , 3 . 3 r ,  

The first correction term in 3.37 is the same temporal correction term derived in equation 2.45 multiplied 

by p'. The new correction term accounts for the change in p* as the grid points move in the horizontal 

direction. 

In the derivation of the spatial correction terms there is a choice of which variable, q or li,, to 

associate p*. If it is grouped with the g, the spatial correction terms have the form whereas 

if p' is linked with u,- it has the form p*|ut|^. Since the temporal correction terms have a form similar 

to the result of the second choice, it was decided to associate p" with u, . The spatial terms will only 

be considered in a one-dimensional case, since no new information comes from examining them in a 

multidimensional one. Consider the donor-cell step of the advection term in equation 3.30. 

(P*U),+I/29I - (P"«),-I/2 9—1 (3-38) 

where u has been assumed to be positive. If the terms on the right hand side are expanded in Taylor 

series expansions and simplified; 

d(p'uq) d(p' iiq) 

If u is assumed to be negative and noting that p* is always positive, the result can be combined with 

equation 3.39 to yield; 

d(p'uq) d(p'uq) I 

a? 

which is the same spatial correction term derived in equation 2.47 multiplied by p*. E.xtending this to 

the three-dimensional case and combining it with equation 3.37 yields: 

d(p'q) ^ d(p'iiiq) _ I d 
dr ^ 2^3^.- fp*«. II ^ - "••9^ j (3.41) 

+ 0(Ar=,A$?) 

where the only summations tire those explicitly indicated by Only one new term appears in the 

expression of the higher order correction terms. This is the term. 
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If the velocities are non-dimensionalized using the computational grid spacing and the time step as 

u, = where C/, are the contravariant non-dimensional velocities, the correction terms become: 

where Sij is the Kronecker delta. Defining the pseudo velocities as: 

. -d) n . r r  I .r>2\ 1 dq ^ f . I A r r> 9p' „ 
P ti, = ^ (|p £/.| - P c/, j 2Ar 37(3-43) 

Defining a non-dimensional pseudo velocity such that ii-*' = 

p-0!» = (3.44) 

Since A<, = 1 these become: 

Dividing through by p": 

u!" = i (|«| - fr) -io) + ("6) 

This can be generalized to multiple iterations: 

ur" = i - whe. .=0...A-

(3.47) 

Recall that = U ,  the contravariant velocity. 

3.2.3 The dynamic grid advection component grid and domain correspondence with 

MM5 

Both MM5 and the DGAC use staggered grids. However, the staggered grids do not coincide 

because the DGAC grid is staggered differently, can have a different number of grid points than the 

MM5 grid, and can be stretched. However, since both of the grids discretize the same physical domain, 

a correspondence between the two grids is required. The MM5 grid has been described in section 3.1.2. 

The DGAC grid is described next in section 3.2.3.1. In section 3.2.3.2, the correspondence between the 

two grids is explained. 
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3.2.3.1 The dynamic grid advection component grid 

Due to the different methods of staggering the grids, locations on the DGAC grid are given different 

names to differentiate them from points on the MM5 grid. Cell center and corners refer to the three-

dimensional center and corners of a cell on the DGAC grid. The cell faces refer to the center of the cell 

faces. For the purpose of describing the storage locations of the properties on the DGAC grid, the cell 

center locations will be designated using integer (i) values while the cell faces will be designated using 

half integer values {i+ 1/2). In the DGAC the tracer concentration was stored at the cell centers while 

the three velocity components (u,y, w) were stored at the cell faces (i + l/'2,j,k), (i,J + l/'2,k), and 

(i,j, k + 1/2) respectively. Figure 3.2 illustrates the locations of these points and the storage locations 

for the different velocity components for an orthogonal cell. 

Although not implemented in the DGAC, physical parameterizations for radiation and cumulus 

convection are one-dimensional vertical models, and conceivably could be implemented in the future. 

For these reasons, the horizontal stretching of the grid in the DGAC was chosen not to be a function of 

height. This ensured the alignment of the grid with the vertical direction and will, in the future, permit 

the parameterization schemes to be more easily implemented on the stretched grid. This choice also has 

the considerable benefit of greatly reducing the computational cost of generating the three-dimensional 

stretched grid and metric stretching terms for the transformation to a computational domain. 

When using staggered grids, a choice has to be made as to which type of point, a cell face or cell 

center, will be at the boundaries of the domain. Unlike the MM5 grid, the DGAC grid has cell centers 

Figure 3.2 Property storage locations for the MPDAT.\ scheme. The cell cen
ter is marked with a +. The corner points are marked with the •'s. 

The ->'s, /''s and t's mark the i + 1/2, j + 1/2 and k + 1/2 cell 
face centers respectively. 
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at the boundsiries as illustrated in figure 3.3. The type of inflow boundary conditions implemented 

in the DGAC required a value to be upstream of the velocity component, but MM5 implemented the 

boundary conditions differently and therefore planes of cell boundaries could be at the exterior of the 

domain. 

Figure 3.3 Storage locations for the DGAC grid. The + represent corner 
points, • represent cell center points, and "f represent i + 1/2 

and J + 1/2 cell face center locations respectively. 

The pseudo velocities for the MPDATA scheme required all three velocity components at the cell 

faces. In order to get an estimate of the other two velocity components v and w at location / + 1/2 

the four values in the same plane but at {i,j — 1/2), {i,j + 1/2), (i + l,j — 1/2) and (i + l,j + 1/2) 

were averaged together as recommended by Smolarkiewicz (1984). See figure 3.4 for an illustration of 

the stencils to calculate the L'i pseudo velocity for a cell. At the boundaries v and w velocities outside 

of the boundary defined by the cell corners are needed in order to calculate these averages. These 

velocities were stored at locations midway between the additional center points that were needed for 

boundary conditions. This accounts for the extra rows of —>'s and columns of t's outside the boundaries 

determined by the corner points (*8) in figure 3.3. 

Unlike the MM5 modeling system, left handed coordinate systems were used for both the coordinate 

system and the indices. Therefore, within the DGAC the i, j and k indices correspond to the x, y and 

(T directions respectively. 

3.2.3.2 Correspondence between the MM5 and DGAC grids 

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the resolution of the DGAC grid is not a function 

of the MM3 grid resolution. However, since both of the grids discretize the same physicd domain there 
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i+3/2 i-1/2 

Figure 3.4 V  and W  velocity stencils needed to calculate the pseudo veloc
ity at 1+1/2. The /"'s and the fs represent the non-dimensional 

velocity components V'*' and respectively. 

must be a correspondence between the two grids. The horizontal and vertical boundaries were treated 

slightly differently since the horizontal boundaries had to account for inflow and outflow conditions 

while the upper and lower boundaries corresponding to the top of the atmosphere and the surface 

respectively did not permit mass to cross them. 

3.2.3.2.1 Horizontal correspondence: The horizontal boundaries were designed to account 

for the possible inflow of the tracer. The MPDATA scheme requires that an upstream value be present 

in this case. This requires that the cell center points be the outer most points of the grid. However, 

on the MM5 grid the dot points (corresponding to the storage locations of the velocity components) 

are the bounding points. In order to facilitate the interpolation between the grids the DGAC bounding 

corner points were chosen to lie in planes formed by the .VIM5 dot points that are set one grid space in 

from the boundary. This can be seen in figure 3.5 where the intersection of the solid lines represent the 

DGAC corner points and the filled circles (•) represent the MM5 dot points. During the generation of 

the dynamic grid these outer corner points were allowed to adjust inside but not outside of the outer 

planes formed by the MM5 dot points. 

Once the DGAC comer points were determined, the DGAC cell centers were calculated. They are 

represented in figure 3.5 by the open circles (o). With the exception of the outer most points, the 

cell center locations were calculated by computing the arithmetic meeui of the the corner points. The 

bounding cell center locations were determined by reflecting the adjacent cell centers across the planes 

formed by the bounding DGAC corner points, subject to the constraint that the cell half width was no 

more than an MM5 cell half width. The standard MM5 uses a five grid buffer region around the outside 
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O ! 

• • • • 

Figure 3.5 Correspondence between the physical domains for the MM5 grid 
and the DGAC grid. The *'3 represent the MM5 dot points. The 

X represent the MM3 cross points. The solid lines represent the 
DGAC grid of corner points. The o's represent the DGAC cell 
centers. The dashed lines represent the planes of MM5 cross points 
where observations are known. Note that the outer boundary is 

treated just as in this figure but the DGAC grid resolution could 

be varied. Note the DGAC grid has a higher resolution in this 

illustration. This was not a necessary condition. 

of the domain for boundary condition relaxation as discussed in section 3.1.3, observational values were 

known at the outer two rows of MM5 cross points. Observational values from the two outermost MM3 

cross points were used to interpolate to the outermost DGAC center points. These outer two rows of 

dot points are designated with the dashed lines in figure 3.3. 

3.2.3.2.2 Vertical correspondence: The vertical velocities were set to zero at the top and 

the bottom of the model. In light of this the upper and lower cell corner points were chosen to lie 

in the planes formed by the upper and lower MM3 dot points respectively. This is in contrast to the 

horizontal boundaries where the bounding corner points were forced to align with the MM5 dot points 

one grid space in from the boundary. The cr vertical velocity was set to zero at the top and bottom of 

the model. 

Although there was no possible inflow either through the bottom or the top of the model in order to 

make the vertical boundaries look like the horizontal boundaries, extra levels of cell center points were 

placed above the upper c level and below the lower er level. Hence, these dummy levels had o- values that 

were < 0 and > 1 respectively. The value that was placed at these extra levels was unimportant since 

they were completely isolated from the rest of the model, due to the no flux boundary condition. These 

extra cell center vertical locations were found by reflecting the adjacent cell centers around the planes 
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formed by the bounding cell corner points. This allowed the DGAC to treat the vertical direction in 

exactly the same way the horizontal directions were treated, with the exception that the normal velocity 

component on the top and bottom boundaries was set to zero. 

3.2.4 Code details 

MM5 was developed in FORTRAN 77 at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) 

and was initially run on a 64 bit machine. Due to the size (~ 50,000 lines of FORTRAN 77 code) and 

complexity of MM5, modification of the code was kept to a minimum. This was done for the following 

reasons; 

1. During development of the DGAC, it was run in isolation from MM5 so that computational 

overhead of running MM5 was avoided. 

2. The introduction of inadvertent errors to MM5 was kept to a minimum. 

3. The restrictions of adopting MM5 coding peu^adigms were lifted. 

This section describes the DGAC linkage to MM5. The DGAC initialization, the updating of the 

velocity fields at each time step, and the application of the boundary conditions to the DGAC are 

discussed in sections 3.2.4.1, 3.2.4.2, and 3.2.4.3 respectively. Additionally, appendix D discusses some 

numerical aspects of converting MM5 from the CRAY environment, where it was developed, to the 

DEC Alpha workstations, where it was run, and the means of isolating the DGAC from MM5. 

3.2.4.1 DGAC inltifdization 

A number of DGAC calculations were performed prior to the first time step of MM5. These consisted 

of initializing values that were required from previous time steps, initializing values that remained 

constant throughout the integration, and determining the appropriate time step. Values that were 

required from a previous time step were the grid point positions, the corner velocities and the vertical 

pressure difference p' at the cell face centers and, of course, the tracer concentration values at the 

DGAC cell center locations. In the physical domain, the vertical pressure difference p* were constant 

with respect to physical time ,and therefore, the DGAC was initialized with its value at the MM5 dot 

points. This eliminated the need to pass these values to the DGAC each time step. 

The initial DGAC grid point positions were determined by ten grid-refinement iterations. Each 

iteration consisted of interpolating the values of the tracer concentration from the the MM5 cross 

points to the the DGAC corner points and generating a refined grid. The monotonicity feature of 
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the interpolator was required to obtain a stable grid. If the monotonicity feature was not used, the 

high second derivatives associated with spurious oscillations caused the grid generator to cluster points 

around these wiggles. Since the grid was refined in this area, the oscillations would disappear in the 

next interpolation and the grid would then cluster on either the actual high second derivatives or newly 

created ripples at different locations. Not only did this make it impossible to create a stable initial grid, 

but it caused the grid to snap to a new location at the first time step. The resulting high grid speeds 

violated the CFL condition. 

The use of the velocity at the half time step in the MPDATA scheme necessitates the newly computed 

MM5 velocity u""*"' and the velocity from the previous time step u". In order to minimize the amount of 

information that is passed from MM5 to the DGAC suid more importantly the amount of interpolation 

required, the new velocity u""*"' and grid point location xf"*"' were saved to be used as u" in the 

subsequent time step. The vertical pressure difference was treated in a similar way. 

The tracer concentration values were computed within the DGAC, therefore its value was stored 

in a global variable. However, in anticipation of using water vapor mixing ratio as the tracer, it was 

initialized from the initial tracer concentration values that were added to MM3. This interpolation took 

place in conjunction with the initial grid refinement described earlier in this section. 

The vertical pressure difference p* was constant with time in the physical domain. The actual 

variables for horizontal velocity components that were used by MM5 were p'u and p'v which were 

stored at dot points. Since u and t; were required for the DGAC and were interpolated to the corner 

points, it was advantageous to store the temporally constant p' value at the dot points. Within MM5, 

p" was stored at the cross points, and therefore the same method of linear interpolation used in MM5 to 

compute the p* at the dot points was used to initialize p* at the dot points in the DGAC. As a result, 

these values did not have to be passed from MM5 to the DGAC each time step. 

The small grid spacing in the DGAC potentially could limit the appropriate time step size that 

could be used in the DGAC. Dudhia et al. (1997) recommend that the time step for MM5 be set at 

333 m/s. Since the wind speeds were significantly slower than this it was possible to take a single time 

step with the dynamic MPDATA scheme and not violate the CFL condition, even though in some cases 

the grid spacing was much smaller than that of MM3. 

3.2.4.2 DGAC updating 

The correct vertical velocity to use when performing advection calculations with the o* coordinate 

system is a. However, the MM5 prognostic vertical velocity variable was w. Therefore is calculated 
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at each time step and is known at the end of the time step. on the other hand is not calculated 

until the n-h2 time step has begun. Therefore, the DGAC was called immediately after a was calculated 

in the subroutine SOLVES.f which solves the non-hydrostatic prognostic equations. 

The MM5 p'u, p'v and a quantities were passed to the OGAC each time step. Initially, a new grid 

was generated based on the tracer concentration g". p* was divided out of the p'u and p'v quantities to 

yield the velocity components. The velocities were interpolated from the MM3 velocity storage locations 

(see figure 3.2) to the DGAC cell corners. The contravariant velocities were calculated at the DGAC 

cell corners and non-dimensionalized by the time step (recall that the computational grid spacing was 

one). 

At each time step, the contravariant velocities were calculated at the corner points and then in

terpolated to the DGAC face center locations. The tracer concentrations at the cell boundaries were 

determined as described in section 3.2.4.2. Finally, the second order MPDATA scheme was used to 

advance the solution for the tracer concentration forward in time. 

3.2.4.3 Boundary conditions 

The iVIM5 boundary conditions were implemented using relaxation boundary conditions (Grell et al., 

1995) as described in section 3.1.3. This type of boundary conditions was not used in the DGAC 

component. As described in section 3.2.3.2.1. the coordination between the DGAC grid and the MM5 

grid ensured that the boundary cell center points were contained within the MM5 cross points and 

could be interpolated from the MM5 boundary information to provide information for inflow boundary 

cases. 

Inflow or outflow boundaries were determined by the sign of the physical velocity at the boundary 

cell faces. Actually the physical velocity and the contravariant velocities were the same at these points, 

because they were stationary. 

Recall from section 3.1.3.1 that the temporally vzirying boundary conditions were updated every six 

hours. Values at intermediate times were determined by linear interpolation. Therefore, the value at a 

boundary cross point was determined by: 

= 9|- + (3.48) 

where the i specifies the location on the boundary, / is the time the last boundary condition was read 

from the file, the ^ is the rate at which the value changes with respect to time and nAi is the time 

since the last boundary condition update. Use of equation 3.48 was important for inflow boundary 

conditions. 
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In the case of the outflow boundary, acceptable results were obtained using elementary linear ex

trapolation (as for an evenly spaced, orthogonal grid). The stencil used was 

9i = 29,±i — qi±2 (3.49) 

where the i is at the boundary, the + is used for the left and front (West and South) boundaries 

and the — is used for the right and back boundaries (East and North). If the normal derivative was 

strictly enforced, a two-dimensional Laplace equation needed to be solved. Results of using the more 

complicated technique were no better th£m using the simpler one. 

3.3 Interpolation 

The computation of tracer advection within the dynamic grid advection component (DGAC) takes 

place on a separate grid from the other prognostic variables calculated by MM5. so it becomes necessary 

to interpolate from the MM5 grid to the DGAC grid. The Smolarkiewicz and Grell (1992) interpolator 

used for this purpose, recasts the problem as a constant velocity Eulerian advection problem. This 

problem was computationally solved using schemes developed by Tremback et al. (1987) and has a 

monotone option based on the flux corrected transport of Boris and Book (1973). This interpolation 

scheme has high (up to 6th) order accuracy and the ability to extrapolate small distances (up to one grid 

increment) beyond the given domain. The theory of the interpolator, implementation of flux corrected 

transport which underlies the monotonicity capability, and application to integer space, as defined in 

section 2.1, is explained in appendix C. 

Figure 3.6 shows the results of a test case to demonstrate the characteristics of the interpolator. A 

sine function was discretized on equally spaced grid points, and then interpolated to the same number 

of points which were perturbed from their equal distribution locations. Panel A shows the results using 

51 grid points. Panel B shows how the RMS error varies with the number of data points for the second-

order interpolator and a linear interpolator. Only the second-order interpolation scheme is used due to 

the high computational cost of the interpolation. Interpolation accounts for 83.5% of the computational 

cost of computing passive advection with the DGAC. 

Since the grid in the dynamic model component is based partially on the curvature of the tracer 

field, if the interpolated field causes spurious oscillations then dramatic and unwanted redistribution of 

grid points about these oscillations can occur. The redistribution can be great, resulting in e.xcessive 

grid speed that violates the CFL condition. These spurious oscillations were avoided by using the 

monotone option of the interpolator. Figure 3.7 shows the results of a non-monotone and a monotone 
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Figure 3.6 Performance of the second-order interpolator. A) Results using 51 
points; B) RMS of the second-order interpolator compared to a 

linear interpolator 

interpolation when the number of data points at which a sine function was defined was set to seven, but 

was interpolated to 51 equally spaced grid points. Note that the monotonicity option has prevented new 

extrema from developing. Although the non-monotone interpolation has included the ma.ximum and 

minimum of the sine function which might be desirable for this specific case, in general new extrema 

lead to numerical oscillations and instability. 

In this same figure, discontinuities in the solution are evident at the half integer locations. This is 

due to the second-order Eulerian solver that is used. If a grid point is just left of Xi+ifn the values at 

i,_i, Xi, and r,+i are used to determine the interpolated value. However, if the interpolation point 

is just right of x,-4.1/3, the values at grid points x,, and Xi+2 are used. This sudden shift in 

the stencil as the interpolated point crosses the Xi+1/2 location causes this discontinuity. However, 

under conditions necessary for truncation error of the advection to be small, these discontinuities are 

negligible. 

The specific applications of this interpolation scheme are presented in the rest of this section. The 

mapping of grid points from physical space to integer space for use in with the MM5-DGAC coupling 

is described in section 3.3.1. Due to excessively high computational cost, specialized two- and three-

dimensional interpolators were developed and are discussed in section 3.3.2. 

3.3.1 Mapping of grid points into integer space 

MM5 uses physical distances in the horizonteil direction and a coordinates in the vertical direction, 

but the interpolator was developed with the assumption that the grid was in integer space. Therefore. 
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Figure 3.7 Interpolation from seven points to 30 points with and without the 
monotonicity feature. The discontinuous nature at the half integer 

locations is evident. 

the MM5 domain was transformed into integer space before the interpolation was performed. This 

was accomplished by determining the metrics of the transformation, determining the nearest V1M5 grid 

point, and then using a Taylor series expansion to determine the value of the interpolation point in 

integer space. 

Initially the metric terms were calculated from the MM5 domain to integer space. Since the MM5 

grid was orthogonal, the only non-zero metric terms were ||, |^, and Additionally, the MM5 

grid was evenly spaced in the horizontd directions and therefore || and were constants. was 

determined from a second-order Taylor expansion. 

The most difficult part of this procedure was determining the location of the nearest neighbor. Since 

the horizontal direction was evenly spaced the horizontal location was found using 

^ = (3.50) 

where x is the x coordinate of the interpolation point in physical space, ^ is the interpolation point in 

integer space, and xi is the left most x coordinate. The same method was used to find the interpolation 

points in the north-south direction. 

In the vertical direction the nearest point was found by searching through the array of <T  coordinates 

to find the nearest value. Once the nearest neighbor was found, the coordinate in integer space was 
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found using 

C=(i---n)|^ + n (3.51) 

where i is the vertical coordinate of the interpolation point, is the verticsil coordinate of the point 

nearest to i, is evaluated at the point Cn, n is the index of the Cn, and C the coordinate of the 

interpolation point in integer space. 

3.3.2 Interpolator implementations 

Since the cost of interpolation was so high, effort was made to minimize it. Therefore, several 

specialized versions were created for specific tasks. These efforts managed to replace seven three-

dimensional interpolations with three two-dimensional interpolations. 

The two-dimensional interpolator was used to interpolate p* at the dot points of the MM5 grid 

to the corner points of the stretched grid. In addition, this code was used to interpolate the lateral 

boundary conditions from the MM5 grid to the stretched grid. The mapping routine that was used to 

determine the location of the interpolation point within integer space allowed for uneven grid spacing 

in MMo since the vertical direction was always one of the coordinates when interpolating the boundary 

conditions. 

The three-dimensional interpolator was used in the initialization routine to interpolate the tracer 

quantity from the cross points on the MM5 grid to the corner points of the stretched grid in order to 

determine the initial stretched grid. It was used in the initialization routine to establish the original 

profile on the stretched grid at the cell center points. In the advection routine it was used to interpolate 

each of the three velocity components from the the MM5 dot points to the stretched grid corner points. 

It was decided that the contravariant velocities would be calculated at the cell corners and then 

interpolated to the cell fsices, instead of calculating them directly at the ceil faces. If they had been 

determined at the cell faces a complicated code of determining the locations of the cell faces in the 

physiceil domain would have been needed. Additionally, there are more cell faces than cell corners. 

For a 35 X 55 X 23 domain, there were 193,344 cell face centers and only 69,984 corner points. By 

choosing to interpolate each velocity component to the cell corners the number of three dimensional 

interpolation points was reduced by a factor of 2.76. Once the contravariant velocities were calculated 

at the cell corners, each contravariant component had to be interpolated to its appropriate cell face as 

shown in figure 3.2. Since the contravariant velocity is the appropriate velocity in the computational 

domeiin which is orthogonal with grid spacing of unity, these interpolations were only two-dimensional. 

Considering that each two-dimensional interpolation and each three-dimensional interpolation required 
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four and thirteen one-dimensional interpolations respectively, the total costs comparison for the 55 x 

35 X 24 domain was 7.5 million one-dimensional interpolations if the contravariant velocities had been 

calculated at the cell faces with the additional cost of finding the cell face center locations as compared 

to 3.3 million one-dimensional interpolations with the method that was used. The problem with this 

was that the "velocity" used in the interpolations was exactly 1/2, which as seen in figure 3.7 was a 

point of discontinuity as the nearest grid point switched from the left point to the right point. The 

arithmetic mean of the values from the left zuid right points was used. 

In order to interpolate p* from the cell center locations to the cell corner locations, extrapolation 

was required to the outer edges of corner points. A slightly modified two-dimensional interpolator was 

developed to perform this. This extrapolation was not a problem since the corner points were not more 

than a half a grid ceil away from the MM5 grid cell centers. If a situation had arisen where extrapolation 

over a distance greater than a one had occurred, the Tremback schemes would have failed as the CFL 

condition would have been violated. The use of this type of interpolator was advantageous due to its 

ability to perform some minor extrapolation. 

3.4 Numerical test cases and results 

Several numerical experiments were conducted to validate the code. Initially, a program that gen

erated simple analytical domains, velocity fields, tracer initial conditions, and boundary conditions was 

written and used to drive the DGAC. The linear advection of a Gaussian pulse and the rotating cone 

problems were replicated in each of the three directions and planes of the OGAC. Additionally, using 

this test program, the boundary conditions of the DGAC were tested by advecting cylindrical and spher

ical tracer profiles through the horizontal boundaries. The results of the one- and two-dimensional test 

cases were reproduced with the three-dimensional code and the boundary conditions permitted inflow 

and outflow of the tracer profiles with minimal distortion. Since these test cases do not yield any new 

information will not be discussed further. 

Three numerical experiments were run to test the coupling between MM5 and the DGAC. These 

progressed from a simple case using idealized tracer and wind fields, to using physically realistic tracer 

fields and wind fields simulated by MM5. The numerical accuracy of the schemes is analyzed. Since the 

DGAC did not replace any MM5 code, the coupled system took more computational effort than MM5 

alone. It was determined that the interpolation scheme took in excess of 80% of the computational effort 

of the DGAC. Until a new model is developed that uses the DAG technique for all of the prognostic 

fields, thus eliminating the need to interpolate, computational savings will not be achieved. For this 
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reason the computational efficiency of the system was not analyzed in detail, though the potential for 

savings will be explored. 

The coupling of the OGAC and MM5 was first tested using a simple zonal advection case. This test 

case, which is discussed in section 3.4.1, used an analytical tracer profile and wind field. The second 

test case, which was used extensively to test the new system, used the same analytical tracer profile as 

the zonal test case, but in conjunction with the wind Relds from the March 6, 1992. It was a 24 hour 

simulation run at varying resolutions. The results show that the error associated with the static and 

dynamic MPDATA scheme is lower than the error of the standard MM5 leap frog scheme, and the use 

of the dynamic MPDATA scheme has improved the results compared to the static MPDATA scheme. 

The third test case, which is described in section 3.4.2, used the water vapor field from March 6. 1992 

as the initial tracer field and the wind fields and water vapor from March 6, 1992 through March 11. 

1992 as boundary conditions for a five day simulation over the continental United States. This test case 

is explained in section 3.4.3. All of the test cases used the MPDATA scheme with four iterations and 

the inclusion of the "third" order correction terms. 

3.4.1 Zonal test case 

By examining the governing equations that were presented in section 3.1.1 (see appendix B for 

additional details), initial and boundary conditions were developed that produced a field that was 

almost constant throughout the domain and was purely zonal flowing from west to east. The only 

variation was a slight shear in the flow in the meridional (north-south) direction. The development of 

the initial and boundary conditions are developed in section 3.4.1.1. 

Although the results are shown over the central United States, there was no topographical variation 

for this case, and thus the geopolitical boundaries are shown to provide a sense of scale only. The test 

case was developed so that an analytical profile would be advected across the domain in approximately 

24 hours. 

An analytical function was used to produce the initial condition. It w£is specified on the MM5 

Cartesian grid. The function was 

where the reference point was the south-west corner of the domain and the unit of measure is kilometers. 

The same tracer profile was specified at all the vertical levels of the model. Figure 3.8 shows the initial 

condition. 

g(x,y) = max (3.52) 
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Figure 3.8 Initial tracer field for the zonal flow and cylinder advection test 

cases. 

3.4.1.1 Development of the initial and boundary conditions for the zonal flow case 

Equations 3.7 through 3.12 give the equation set for MM5. In order to set up a simple test case 

with purely zonal flow the following assumptions were made: 

• t' = ti; = 0 

• u = J, where c = constant 

•  T =  Too,  isothermal 

• p* = constant, level terrain 

• m = 1, no Earth curvature effects on model geometry 

• f = Py + fo k 0 plane approximation uses a uniform gradient approximation [0 = constant) for 

the Coriolis term, thus u = u(2/) only. 

• qu = qc = qr = 0, completely dry atmosphere 

• Q = 0, no radiation 

• Du, = ZJtt, = DT  — Dpi — 0, no molecular viscous diffusion 

•  P' = P'(y< ®") only 

Under these assumptions a = 0 and DIV = 0. The x momentum equation 3.8 when i = I and the 

energy equation 3.10 are identically satisfied. The y momentum equation 3.8 when t = 2 becomes: 

Po + P' 

dy " RToo 
(3.53) 
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where the ideal gas relationship has been used to replace the density n. The perturbation of virtual 

temperature is zero since 

rj = r„ - To = r (I + o.eos?^) - r, = r - r, = o (3.54) 

recalling that the atmosphere is isothermstl. With this result equation 3.9 reduces to 

= (3.55) 
P' d<T Po 

Equations 3.53 and 3.55 stipulate what the p' variation in y and a must be. Rewriting 3.53 in terms of 

p where p = Po(o-) + p'(j/, o"): 

Solving equation 3.56 and substituting beick in for p' 

p' = — Po (3.57) 

where A is a function of only <7. Differentiating this expression with respect to <t and substituting into 

3.55 results after simplification in: 

~ (3.58) 
Off Po 

Solving equation 3.5 for Po and substituting: 

^ (3.59) 
A Po 

Solving this equation for A and substituting it into equation 3.57: 

p '  =  A , — e - - P o  (3.60) 
Poo 

where A, is a constant of integration and poo is the reference pressure at the surface. Setting p' = 0 

when <T = 1 and y = 0 specifies .4, = Poo- Thus 3.60 reduces to; 

p' = p„ (e-'Bfes'-l) (3.61) 

With these specifications made the pressure perturbation equation (3.7) and y momentum equation 

(3.8 with i = 2) are identically satisfied and a complete set of initial and boundary conditions can be 

developed that produce a flow with no v component, is constant in the x direction and has a slight 

shear in the y direction. 

Initial and boundary conditions files were created using these relationships. The constant c was 

chosen such that u = 12.5 m/s at the central latitude line. Other constants were chosen as p* = 900 mb; 
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Too = 273 K; poo = 1000 mb; and R = 287 The constants in the Corioiis parameter were chosen 

so that: 

/ = 1.8 X 10-®y + 7.454 x 10"® (3.62) 

where i/ = 0 at the bottom of the domain and is measured in kilometers. 

3.4.1.2 Results of the zonal flow case 

The zona! flow case was run with and without grid stretching. The grid was 55 x 55 in the horizontal 

plane with 23 vertical levels. The static uniform grid had grid spacing of 30 km. In addition to the two 

MPDATA solutions, a solution using the MM5 central differenced leap frog scheme was also computed. 

In figure 3.9 results at 20 and 24 hours for comparison without and with boundary condition effects. 

The data indicate that the DGAC worked very well. Comparison of the MM5 advection scheme and 

the static MPDATA scheme both at 20 hours indicates that the MPDATA scheme is less diffusive than 

the standard MM5 scheme. The maximum contour line for the MM5 leap frog scheme was 3.5 while 

the maximum for the MPDATA scheme was 3.75. When the dynamic MPDATA scheme was used the 

contours are tighter and the diffusion is less than when the static MPDATA scheme was used. 

The outflow boundary condition of the two MPDATA schemes caused less distortion to the profile than 

did the the standard MM5 outflow boundary conditions. Longer simulations were run to demonstrate 

that the entire profile could pass out of the domain. 

3.4.2 Cylinder advection case 

The zonal flow test case was a good first test case, but it did not test the system using a divergent 

flow nor did it contain a variable p'. In order to include these two effects, a second test case was 

performed that used the same initial tracer condition as shown in figure 3.8 but for the prognostic MM5 

fields used modified initial and boundary conditions for the 24 hour period starting at 0 hours UTC 

March 6, 1992. 

Both MPDATA and the standard MM5 advection routine were used to compute the tracer transport 

using the wind fields from MM5. In order to verify that the two schemes would converge to the ssune 

solution given a fine enough grid, it was necessary to be able to perform a series of simulations with 

both schemes on different resolution grids. Although it was desirable to change the grid resolution of 

the advection routine, it was undesirable to have the MM5 wind fields change as it would have been 

impossible to distinguish if changes were due to the advection routine or changes in the wind field. 

Initially, it was thought that the MM5 grid resolution would need to be varied and steps were taken to 
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20 Hours 24 Hours 

M5-> 

tatic-> 

amic-^ 

Figure 3.9 Zonal flow test case results. The left and right columns depict re

sults after 20 and 24 hours respectively. The first, second, cind third 
rows represent results from the MM5 advection routine, the static 

MPDATA scheme, and the dynamic MPDATA scheme respectively. 

Minimum contour is 0.25 with 0.25 increments. 
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minimize the effect on the dynamic fields or changing the wind field. Later, in the study a method was 

developed that allowed the MM5 resolution for the wind field to remain constant while the MPDATA 

and standard MM5 advection routines were run on different resolution grids tracer advection. 

The step that was taken to reduce the effect of changing the MM5 resolution was to remove the 

effect of latent heat release. Changing the MM5 grid resolution affects the explicit and implicit cumulus 

parameterizations, which in turn can strongly affect characteristics of the flow field through latent heat 

release. In order to remove this effect the water vapor variable was set to the insignificantly small 

value of 1.0 x 10"'". 

The alternative method, that is described in section 3.4.2.1, allowed MM3 to remain at the same 

resolution while simulating the advection at higher resolution by both the MPDATA scheme and the 

standard MM5 advection routine. Therefore, in the final analysis the removal of the latent heating 

effects was not necessary, and although the results would be slightly different had it not been done, it 

had no meaningful effect on the conclusions. 

Several 24 hour numerical experiments were run using the cylinder advection case. These included: 

1. Comparing simulations using the MM5 advection scheme, the static MPD.\TA scheme, and the 

dynamic MPDATA scheme. All of these simulations were performed on 55 x 55 x 23 grids. This 

resolution will be called the standard MM5 resolution. 

2. Performing the same simulations, with twice as many points in the horizontal directions, using 

the MM5 advection scheme and the static MPDATA advection scheme. 

3. Comparing similar simulations as in item 1, except with progressively fewer grid points points in 

the horizontal directions for the static and dynamic MPDATA schemes. Four test were conducted 

with 40%, 22%, 11%, and 4.8% of the grid points as in the standard size grid. 

To show that the MPDATA and the MM5 leap-frog scheme converged to the same solution it was 

necessary to perform the same simulation on a relatively fine grid. The DGAC was originally designed 

so that it could be run at a higher or lower resolution them MM5. Therefore, no modifications were 

needed in order perform the simulation with MPDATA at a higher resolution. However, it was necessary 

to develop a method of performing the MM5 advection routine at a resolution independent of the rest 

of MM5. This set of subroutines is explained in the next section. 
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3.4.2.1 MM5 leap frog scheme at variable resolution 

A set of subroutines that performed tracer advection using the central difference leap-frog scheme 

on an independent grid was developed by extracting from MM5 the pieces of code that were needed to 

compute the MM5 tracer advection euid implementing them on a grid whose resolution was independent 

of the rest of MM5. The initialization processes were: 

1. Generate an Arakawa B grid that discretized the same domain as the the standard MM3 grid 

with the appropriate number of grid points. 

2. Interpolate the initial tracer profile, p*, and map factors from the standard MM5 grid to the 

new high resolution grid. The interpolator of Smolarkiewicz and Grell (1992) was used for this 

purpose. 

3. Calculate the horizontal diffusion coefficients based on the new grid spacing and same time step 

as the rest of MMo. 

In order to make the standard resolution and higher resolution grid match, the outer edge cross points 

of both grids were chosen to align (the outer dot points could have been chosen to align, but there did 

not seem to be an advantage of one choice over the other). Figure 3.10 shows the correspondence 

between the grids. For clarity of presentation, the forcing frames (see section 3.1.3.1 for definition of 

a forcing frame) for both the coarse grid and the fine grid are shown as being three grid points wide, 

but the actual width was five grid points. It can be seen that the fine grid forcing frame is completely 

encompassed within the coarse grid forcing frame. This allowed for easy interpolation of the boundary 

condition information from the coarse grid forcing frame to the fine grid forcing frame. If the new grid 

had been allowed to be coarser than the old grid, providing boundary condition information to this 

wider forcing frame would have been difficult. Because of this difficulty, only new horizontal grids that 

were finer than the standard 55 x 55 MM5 grid were used. 

During each MM5 time step, a subroutine was called that performed advection on the fine grid. The 

processes involved were: 

1. The velocity variables u, v and & were interpolated from the coarse grid to the fine grid using the 

interpolator described in section 3.3. 

2. The boundary condition information was interpolated from the MM5 forcing frame to the fine 

grid forcing frame. 

3. Time dependent components of the artificial dissipation were calculated. 
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Figure 3.10 MMo fine grid and MMo coarse grid correspondence. The coarse 

grid cross points are represented by 0. The coarse grid dot points 

are represented by both • and ©. The fine grid dot points are 
represented by o. The fine grid cross points are represented by x, 

®, and 0 symbols. For illustration purposes the forcing frame is 

shown to be three-grid points wide. The actual forcing frame is 

five grid points wide. The left running hatching shades the forcing 

frame for the coarse grid, while the cross hatching shades the fine 

grid forcing frame. 
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4. The fine grid solution was advanced by calling the MM5 horizontal and verticetl advection routines. 

5. The boundary conditions were updated. 

The fine-grid MM5 advection component was verified by making the resolution identical to the 

standard MM3 resolution of 55 x 55 in the horizontal directions 2md verifying that the tracer advection 

routine internal to MM5 and the new advection routine produced the same results. 

3.4.2.2 Results of the cylindrical advection case at standard resolution 

Computations were performed using both static emd dynamic MPDATA schemes with 55 x 55 grid 

points in the horizontal domain and 23 vertical a levels. This resolution will be referred to as standard 

resolution. The static grid had a resolution of 30 km. Figure 3.11 show results from these computations 

after 24 hours of simulation. The tracer fields in the left column of panels were computed with the MM5 

leap frog scheme. The center column results were computed by the static MPDATA scheme, and the 

right column with the dynamic MPDATA scheme. There are several general observations that can be 

made concerning these plots. First, it should be noted that the original circular profile has been drawn 

into a long filamentary structure at mid-tropospheric levels in a short period of time. This illustrates 

the difficulty in modeling atmospheric tracer transport and underscores the need for this investigation. 

Second, by comparing the profiles at different levels in the atmosphere, it is apparent that the wind 

field and its effect on the tracer field is a strong function of height. This posed a problem of how to 

generate a dynamic grid with no vertical dependency from a profile with strong vertical dependence. 

This is discussed in section 3.4.2.2.1. Last, comparisons between the MM5 scheme, the static MPDATA 

scheme, and the dynamic MPDATA scheme can be made. This is discussed in section 3.4.2.2.2 

3.4.2.2.1 Composite weight function: Unlike the zonal flow case, the velocity field was 

dependent on the height in the atmosphere. From all three columns in figure 3.11 it is apparent that 

that the velocity field is a strong function of height a. At the highest levels (small <7 values) the profile 

was advected to the north east corner of the domain, while the lower level (larger a values) wind fields 

blew the tracer towards the south west corner. 

Recall that the grid stretching was independent of height to keep columns of grid points vertical. 

This is evident in grid point distribution for all pauiels in the right column of figure 3.11. The shearing of 

the profile with height posed a question on how to stretch the grid. A two-dimensional weight function 

composite from vertical <r layers was needed. Three different methods of forming this two-dimensional 
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Figure 3.11 Results of the cylinder advection case at standard resolution af

ter 24 hours of simulation. The left, center, and right columns 
depict results from standard MM5 euivection, static MPDATA, 

and dynamic MPDATA respectively. The first, second, third, and 
fourth rows show contours at or = 0.125, a- = 0.425, cr = 0.725, 

and <r = 0.970 respectively. Minimum contours are 0.25 with in

crements of 0.25. Initial tracer field given in equation 3.52 and 

illustrated in figure 3.8. 
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horizontal composite were evaluated. The first two of these were not very successful, while the third 

proved to be satisfactory. 

In the first method the composite weight function was formed by computing the sum of the tracer 

value over a certain range of a levels for a column of grid points and then calculating the weight 

function based on the vertically summed tracer field. This created artificially high or low first and 

second derivatives, and was unsatisfactory. 

The second method was similar to the first, except the weight function was calculated at each a 

level within a certain range. The sum of these weight functions was then calculated for each column 

of points. This superposition of the weight functions also created artificially high values for the weight 

function. 

The third method, like the second, computed the weight function at each a level within a column. 

Unlike, the second method, the composite weight function was computed by taking the maximum weight 

function in the column examined. This method proved to be satisfactory. 

Compositing wast tested for different <r ranges. Generally, values of <r > 0.5 were considered. This 

was done in anticipation of using water vapor as the tracer field. Water vapor mixing ratio drops 

exponentially with height in the atmosphere. So that, the vast majority of water vapor is in the lower 

half of the atmosphere. 

Initially, only the a = 0.675 level was used. The grid clustered very well around the tracer profile 

at the a = 0.675 value, but at levels where the tracer concentration was not vertically aligned with the 

field at cr = 0.675, the lack of grid resolution degraded the tracer transport. 

A computation was performed compositing a values between 0.5 and 0.85. This improved the tracer 

transport properties at the eidded <T levels without serious degradation of the solution at tr = 0.675. The 

final computation expanded the range to the Earth's surface {a = 1.0). These are the results shown in 

the right hand column of figure 3.11. Note that at <r = 0.125 the profile does not coincide with the grid 

stretching, and at o* = 0.425 it marginally coincides. However, at <T levels of 0.725 and 0.970 the grid 

has adapted to resolve large gradients and local maxima. 

3.4.2.2.2 Comparisons of MM5 advection scheme and static MPDATA: Comparing 

the three simulation results shown in figure 3.11 with each other reveds that the MM5 simulation has 

the smallest maximums and the shallowest gradients. The dynsimic MPDATA scheme had the highest 

maximums and the steepest gradients. Whereas, the static MPDATA results were between these two 

extremes. It was not obvious which of these was the best answer. In order to determine which was the 
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best solution the simulation was repeated at twice the standard resolution using the MM5 and static 

MPDATA schemes. 

3.4.2.3 Results of the cylindrical case at high resolution 

In order to verify that the dynamic MPDATA scheme outperformed the static MPDATA scheme and 

the MM5 scheme, higher resolution computations were performed on static grids. Figure 3.12 shows 

some of the results of these computations. The panels in the left hand column were computed with 

the MM5 leap frog scheme at a 15 kilometer resolution. The results depicted in the second column of 

panels were computed with the static MPDATA scheme also at 13 kilometer resolution. The plots in 

the third column show the difference between the two plots (MM5 - static MPDATA). 

The MM5 results in the left column and the MPDATA results in the second column appear to be 

more similar when compared visually than the difference plots in the third column would indicate. The 

very large gradient from negative to positive difference values indicated that there was some phase 

differences between the two computations. The steep gradients of the tracer field could make the 

difference plots very sensitive to even small phase errors. 

The MPDATA results were shifted in space in an attempt to determine the difference in phase 

between the two simulations, if any, that was present. Initially, this was done by aligning the locations 

of the maximum value of the tracer concentration in the MPDATA results with the maximum location 

of the tracer profile computed with MM5's scheme. Although this may not have been the most optimal 

method of aligning the profiles, it decreased the magnitude of the differences and the area of the 

difference contours in 14 of the 23 cr levels. Of the remaining 9 a levels the magnitude of the differences 

became more extreme or there was no significant change. The MPDATA results of these 9 cr levels were 

incrementally shifted in order to align the profiles. In the final analysis the magnitude and the area of 

coverage of the differences were greatly reduced by shifting the MPDATA results in space. There was 

systemic variation to the direction the profiles were shifted. The average distances shifted were 17 km 

in the x-direction and 25 km in the y-direction. Since the grid spacing was 15 km, these represented 

only a small shift. The fourth column of figure 3.12 shows the difference results, once the contours were 

aligned. 

Comparison of figures 3.11 and 3.12 shows that the MPDATA solution at standard resolution is 

closer to both the MPDATA and MM5 results at high resolution than was the standard resolution 

.MM5 results. The conclusion was that the MPDATA scheme used in the DG.A.C was superior to the 

leap frog scheme employed within MM5. Therefore, it was decided that the MPDATA solution at high 
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Figure 3.12 Results of the cylinder advection case at high resolution (15 km) 
after 24 hours of simulation. The four columns from left to right 

show results from the .VIM.5 advection routine, the results from 

the static MPDAT-A. scheme, the differences between the static 

MPDAT.A. scheme and the standard MM5 advection routine be
fore the data was shifted, and the differences between the static 

MPDATA scheme and the standard MM.5 advection routine after 

the data was shifted respectively. The rows from top to bottom 
show the results on the cr = 0.125, <r = 0.425, a = 0.725, and 

a — 0.970 levels respectively. Minimum contours are 0.25 with 

increments of 0.25. Negative contours are shaded. 
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resolution would be considered the reference solution for judging the quality of other solutions. The 

"error" in a computation was computed by interpolating the solution to the static fine grid and then 

subtracting the fine grid MPDATA solution. 

Figure 3.13 shows the difference between the MM5 leap frog scheme at standard resolution (left 

column), the static MPDATA computation at standard resolution (center column), and the dynamic 

MPDATA computation (right column). Note that the contour interval in the left column is 0.23 while 

for the other two columns it is only 0.15. 

As expected the M.M5 computations showed the most error and the dynamic MPDAT.\ the least. 

A significant portion of the error in the MM3 computation may have been phase error. By shifting the 

profiles, the contours may have aligned better and the difference reduced. However, after examining 

figures 3.11 and the second column of figure 3.12 it was apparent that there was significant diffusion 

error in the MM5 computation compared to the fine grid MPDATA calculation. Therefore, little benefit 

was seen in shifting the data. 

Referring again to figure 3.13, the dynamic MPDATA computations had the least error. The weight 

function was determined using the tracer field on a levels greater than 0.5. The lack of influence of 

the upper <t resulted in only slightly higher errors at the top half of the model. The pattern shown for 

the static MPDATA scheme at o- = 0.725 is indicative of what was found on many of the cr levels for 

the static grid. The negative quantities in the center indicate that the maximum tracer concentration 

was low and the positive error around the outside indicates that the profile spread. This combination 

indicates that the static DGAC computations had a small amount of diffusion associated with them. 

The lack of this pattern for the dynamic MPDATA scheme at the same level indicates that this diffusion 

has been virtually eliminated through the use of the dynamic grid. 

3.4.2.4 Results of the cylinder advection case at lower resolution 

In order to determine the effect of changing the resolution of the dynamic MPDATA scheme, eight 

additional computations were performed. The number of grid points was varied to determine the impact 

of using fewer grid points with and without a dynamic grid. In addition to the standard grid of 35 x 55, 

horizontal DGAC grids of 35 x 35, 26 x 26, 18 x 18, and 12 x 12 were used. All computations were 

performed with 23 a levels. Results from each of these computations were compared to the static 

MPDATA computation with 103 x 103. The RMS error was calculated as: 

(3.63) 
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Figure 3.13 Differences between standard resolution (.5.5 x 55) results and fine 
resolution (105 x 105) MPDATA results on astatic grid. The left, 
center, and right columns represent the "errors" in the standard 

MM5 scheme at standard resolution, the static MPDATA scheme 
at standard resolution, and the dynamic MPD.\TA scheme with 
the same number of grid points as the standard grid. The rows 

from top to bottom depict contours at tr = 0.125, a = 0.425, 
<T = 0.725, and er = 0.970 respectively. The contour increments are 

0.25 in the left column and 0.15 in the center and right columns. 
The zero contours are excluded. Negative contours are shaded. 
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where I cind J are the number of fine grid points in the x and y directions respectively. 9, j is the 

computed solution at a point and qij is the "exact" solution at the same point. The value at this 

point was determined through interpolation to the fine grid. 

Figure 3.14 shows Erm» for the static and dynamic DGAC computations at the different ff levels. 

All of the dynemiic grid computations had smaller errors than did their static grid computations using 

the seune number of grid points with the exception of the 12 x 12 computations. The results of the 

dynamic MPDATA computations demonstrate less error at (T > 0-5. This shows the effect of using the 

tracer in only the lower portion of the atmosphere to influence the grid stretching. Coincidentally, several 

of the dynamic error plots roughly correspond to static grid plots at different resolutions. Table 3.1 

shows the reduction of grid points that is achieved when the dynamic grid is used. 

Table 3.1 Effect of dynamic grid on number of grid points 
needed. The error on each line was approxi

mately equal. 

Approximate Static Dynamic % fewer 

Error Grid Grid points 

0.043-0.053 55x55 35x35 59.5% 

0.076-0.085 35x35 26x26 44.8% 

0.111-0.131 26x26 18x18 52.1% 

3.4.3 Water vapor passive advection case 

The zonal flow case and especially the cylindrical tracer cases demonstrated the advantages of the 

dynamic MPDATA scheme. The simplified initial tracer field, however, had different properties than 

are typically found in atmospheric tracer flows. In order to step towards physically realistic atmospheric 

fields, the tracer field was initialized with the water vapor field of March 6, 1992 0 UTC. Although this 

tracer field was initially identical to the water vapor field, it contained no precipitation or evaporation 

process, and therefore, the computed quantities differed from the physical water vapor field. 

The vertical variation typical of this tracer field appears in figure 3.15 which shows the average 

water vapor mixing ratio over the continental United States as a function of a level. This strong vertical 

variation raised the question of how to best create a two-dimensional composite weight function. Recall 

that the grid stretching contained no variation in the vertical direction. This required that the three-

dimensional tracer field needed to produce a two-dimensional weight function from which the grid point 

movements could be determined. Unlike the cylinder advection case where the values of the tracer field 
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Static 55x55 
Static 35x35 
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Figure 3.14 RMS error as a function of grid points for static and dynamic 

DGAC. 
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Figure 3.15 The average water vapor q as a. function of height. Units are in 

g of water vapor/kg of air 

were of the same order on all or levels, it was not initially clear how to account for the strong vertical 

variation in concentration observed in Rgure 3.15, although the cylinder advection results suggest that 

tracer simulation is not seriously worsened at levels not used to determine the weight function. 

In addition, the range of (T levels on which to base the grid stretching was not clear. The greatest 

concentrations of the tracer were in the lowest parts of the atmosphere, but this region is strongly 

affected by the planetary boundary layer and so is not so strongly a product of the resolved transport. 

Another significant difference between this tracer field and the analytical cylindrical case considered 

previously was that there was not just a single feature that needed to be resolved. 

A series of 24 hour computations were performed on the same horizontal domain as the previous 

test cases. Both static and dynamic MPDATA simulations were performed along with the standard 

M.VI5 scheme. A number of different ranges of a levels were used to determine the weight function. It 

appeared that the MPDATA scheme produced sharper gradients and a wider range between maximum 

and minimum values than did the MM5 scheme. Little difference was observed between the static and 

dynamic MPDATA schemes. There was very little grid movement observed in the dynamic simulations. 

Recall that the initial conditions were determined from the NCEP reanalysis data which had a horizontal 

resolution of about 210 km. These initial tracer fields were much smoother than the analytical profile 

used previously. It appeared that the simulation period was too short for the internal dynamics to 

generate any strong gradients, and the domain was so small that before any elongated structures started 

to form they were transported out of the computational domain. Therefore, additional tracer transport 
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was simulated for a larger domain for a longer period of time. 

Two 5 day simulations over continental United States were conducted using the static and dynamic 

MPDATA schemes respectively. 101 x 75 grid points were used with a spacing of 52 km in the MM5 

model, with a time step of 90 seconds. The DGAC grid size was set to 100 x 74 which was the 

appropriate size so that a static uniform grid had a spacing of 52 km. The MM5 parameterizations 

remained unchanged, and the initial and boundary condition files were prepared in the same manner 

as the cylinder advection case. Recall that the water vapor field was set to 1.0 x 10"'", so that latent 

heat effects were removed. 

Figure 3.16 shows the initial tracer field at a = 0.825. The grid stretching was composited in the 

same manner as in the cylinder advection case except that tracer concentrations from a = 0.825 and 

ff = 0.870 were used instead of the the level between 0.5 and 1.0. This was done to minimize the effect 

of the vertical variation of the magnitude of 7 that was discussed earlier. Suggestions for dealing with 

this variation are discussed in section 4.3.1.1. 

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 

Figure 3.16 Water vapor field at <r = 0.825 for March 6, 1992 0 UTC. This 
served as the initial condition for the 5 day simulation of passive 

water vapor transport. Legend values have been multiplied by 

1000 and have units of g/kg. 

Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show tracer field on the cr = 0.825 level after 44 and 120 simulation hours 

respectively. These two times were chosen because they best illustrate the differences between the 

MM5 advection scheme, static MPDATA, and dynamic MPDATA. Although the initial condition was 

characterized by relatively shallow gradients, both the static and dynamic MPDATA schemes as well 
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as the MM5 scheme all produced structures that were of finer spatial scale than the initial condition. 

In addition they show long filament type structures that are typical of atmospheric tracer transport as 

was discussed in section 1.2. In general the dynamic MPDATA scheme resolved gradients and maxima 

better than the static MPDATA, and they both show much more structure than the MM5 results. As 

the integration continued, sharper gradients and narrower maximums developed; therefore, greater grid 

point movement Wcis observed as the dynamic MPDATA computations proceeded. Narrow bands of 

high q had a tendency to form more often than narrow bands of low q values. Therefore, the grid points 

had a tendency to cluster around and trzick along with higher rather than lower concentrations. Grid 

adaptation occurred around several features simultaneously. 

The MM5 computations at 44 hours show much less structure than either the static or dynamic 

MPDATA schemes. The highest contour level (13 x 10"^) is not observed in the MM5 computations at 

all. There are several features in the dynamic MPDATA calculation that appear to be better resolved 

than in the other two calculations. The filament structure over the Gulf of Mexico has steeper gradients 

and the highest contour level is continuous. A bimodal pattern in the dynamic MPDATA simulation 

can be seen south west of the Texas Mexican border that is only hinted at in the static MPDATA run 

and completely missed in the MM5 run. In addition, the line continues farther north west into New 

Mexico in the dynamic MPDATA run. The gradients over Cuba and along the east coast states are 

sharper. The maximum over western Mexico is larger in the MPDATA runs and almost completely 

missed in the MM5 simulation. The low concentration over Wyoming, Colorado, Kansas, and Oklahoma 

is more extensive in the static MPDATA computation than in the dynamic. Due to sharper gradients 

in adjacent regions, grid points did not cluster in this area. For these reasons this low may have been 

modeled better with the static MPDATA simulation than in the dynamic. Note that grid points did 

not cluster over the this region due to the sharper gradients in other regions of the domain. 

At 120 hours (figure 3.18) the same general conclusions may be drawn as at 44 hours. Specifically, 

the filament that stcirts in the Gulf of Mexico continues up into Arkansas and wraps around through 

Oklahoma and Texas is sharper in the dynamic MPDATA results than in either of the other two results, 

as is the filament running from Kansas over the Great Lakes into Ontario. Larger maxima occur over 

Arizona and New Mexico with the dynamic grid. 

There is a significant difference at the southern boundary in the Bay of Campeche in the Gulf of 

Mexico where a maximum can be seen in the MM5 results that does not appear in the MPDATA results. 

The velocity field on this level (<r = 0.825) was examined at the 96, 100, 104, 108, 112, 116, and 120 

hour points. Figure 3.19 shows this field at 120 hours. This southern boundary features is typical of 
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Figure 3.17 'IVacer clislribulioii on a = U.8'25 after 4-1 liours of sinuiiation. A) dynamic MPDATA B) static 
MPDATA C) grid for dynamic MPDATA D) MM5 leap frog. Legend values have been multiplied 
by 1000 and units are g/kg. 
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Figure 3.18 Tracer distribution on a = 0.825 after J20 hours of simulation. A) dynamic MPDATA B) static 

MPDATA C) grid for dynamic MPDATA D) MM5 leap frog. Legend values have been multiplied 

by 1000 and units are g/kg. 
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what was found for the 24 hours preceding this time. Note the eastern half of the southern boundary 

had inflow with velocity in the range of 4 m/s. It appears in the MPDATA results that there are high 

tracer concentrations right at the boundary but not in the interior. Therefore, this maximum couid 

be attributed to advection into the domain. However, the inflow velocity was so weak that the high 

concentration in the MM3 can not be attributed solely to inflow. 

Another explanation is that the relaxation boundeiry condition discussed in section 3.1.3.1 could 

allow water vapor to be introduced into the boundary forcing frame. Recall that the MM5 boundary 

conditions Jire not applied just at the boundary points but within a forcing frame which consists of 

a band of 5 grid points at the edge of the domain. The forcing field is strictly imposed only at the 

outer boundary of the forcing frame. However, the computed solution within the rest of the forcing 

frame is relaxed towards the prescribed forcing frame values. Even if there was no flow into the domain, 

these boundary conditions could introduce moisture that was not advected there. Over time nudging 

could smear these boundary values into the computational domain. This would constitute an unrealistic 

condition at the boundary. Because of this type of behavior at the boundaries, many investigators place 

little confidence in the results near the boundaries. Additionally, poorly "tuned" relaxation boundary 

conditions will cause wave reflections and possible resonance which could add to the inconsistency. 

Comparing the other boundaries of the MM5 simulation with the static and dynamic MPDATA 

simulations indicates that the Eastern and Western boundaries of the MM5 simulation may have nu

merical inconsistencies. Note that the contour lines are peirallel to the boundaries. This indicates that 

the forcing frame is changing the value rapidly from its exterior to interior edges. 

• i ^ \ \ Va ] 

Figure 3.19 Horizontal velocity vector plots at <r = 0.825 after 120 hours of 

simulation 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

This research developed a method of using the Multidimensional Positive Definite Advection Trans

port Algorithm (MPDATA) in a dynamical adaptive grid (DAG) environment and investigated the 

application of dynamical adaptive grid techniques to regional modeling of atmospheric tracer transport. 

One- and two-dimensional models were developed to study properties of the dynamic MPDATA scheme 

versus astatic uniform MPDATA scheme. A three-dimensional tracer advection scheme that was driven 

by the Fifth-Generation Penn State/NCAR Mesoscale Model (MM5) was developed and tested in sev

eral different settings. This concluding chapter summarizes the work and findings, highlights the unique 

contributions of the work, and gives suggestions for continued investigation. 

4.1 Summary 

In section 1.3.2 two questions about the use of MPDATA on a moving grid were posed. These 

questions were: 

1. Could MPDATA be made to work in the context of a DAG framework? 

2. How would the explicit nature of the MPDATA scheme and the corresponding CFL condition be 

affected by the grid point movement? 

Chapter 2 presents the work that was done to answer these questions. 

As background information, the most basic MPDATA scheme was first developed and then a mul

tidimensional version applicable to a moving grid was developed. More sophisticated options of adding 

"third" order correction terms and using recursive pseudo velocities (RPV) were summarized (details 

are in appendix A). 

A literature review gave the wide range of methods for implementing the DAG technique. The 

different approaches were broadly categorized into grid point redistribution techniques, local refinement, 

and local increase of algorithm order. To limit the review to a reasonable size, only grid redistribution 

techniques were discussed. These techniques included equidistribution techniques in one and multiple 
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directions, elliptical grid generation systems, variationzd approaches, grid speed methods, and attraction 

and repulsion methods. Application of DAG techniques within the atmospheric science community were 

reviewed without regard to the type of grid adaptation that was used. One- and two-dimensional grid 

generators based on equidistribution and variational principles respectively were developed in detail. 

Computational experiments showed that they each had the desired properties of clustering grid points 

around large first and second derivatives of the prognostic field. 

A one-dimensional model was initially developed and used to demonstrate that the dynamic MPDAT.\ 

scheme indeed does work and that it can produce results that are as accurate as MPDATA scheme with 

a static uniform grid with many more grid points. As long as the number of grid points was relatively 

small, the dynamic MPDATA scheme appeared to be third- or even fourth-order accurate, but as 

the number of grid points increased the scheme could become unstable due to violation of the CPL 

condition. 

To prevent this violation, a method of limiting the movement of the grid points was developed. 

Analysis of this problem illustrated the Lagrangian aspect of the DAG technique. The grid points can 

follow targeted features so that they are treated in an approximately Lagrangian manner. As long as 

the grid points follow the flow the contravariant velocity is small and very large Courant numbers are 

possible. However, the need for the grid to conform to the boundaries of the domain prevents the grid 

points from continuing in a Lagrangian fashion. 

Once this limiting was applied, the scheme remained stable, but since the grid points could not 

be clustered closely and their movement was restricted, the order of accuracy of the scheme that was 

established with fewer grid points did not remain as more grid points were used. The number of times 

the grid point movement needed to be limited was affected by the number of smoothing passes of the 

weight function used in the generation of the grid. The smallest errors occurred when the just enough 

smoothing passes were used to prevent the need to limit the movement of the grid points. When fewer 

grid points were used, the computational costs of the static and dynamic MPDATA schemes were about 

equivalent. As the number of grid points increased, the same computational cost was expended, but 

the error was not reduced as much for the dynamic MPDATA schemes as for the static. 

A two-dimensional passive transport model was developed and used to solve the rotating cone 

problem to gain experience with dynamic MPDATA in a multidimensional case and to better illustrate 

some of the characteristics of the different MPDATA options. Both the DAG technique and additional 

iterations or the RPV option reduced the overall diffusion, whereas the use of the "third" order correction 

terms caused the results to more symmetrical. 
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Quantitative results using the Z.2> diffusion, £ind phase errors confirmed the qualitative results. The 

Lo error norm defined as 

where q(x) is the numerical solution and q(x) is the exact analytical solution. The diffusion error was 

defined as 

The phase error was determined by calculating the distance between the maximum value of the computed 

solution and the location of the maximum of the analytical solution. 

Although the Lo error gave a global measure of the error, the purpose of the DAG technique was 

to reduce the error is certain regions by clustering and moving grid points around and with select 

tracer field ch2iracteristics. For this purpose the diffusion and phase error were better measures of the 

performance. Grids of up to 201 x 201 grid points were used in an attempt to produce diffusion error 

that was as small as the 41 x 41 grid point dynamic case. This very fine case still had a diffusion error 

that was almost double emd a computational cost of nearly 6 times that of the dynamic case. 

Chapter 3 discussed the development of the dynamic grid aulaptation component (DG AC) that used 

the the dynamic MPDATA scheme to compute atmospheric tracer transport. This set of routines was 

driven by MM5. A review of MM5's capabilities, coordinate system, governing equations, grid, and 

boundary conditions was given. The details of the DGAC were given, including the development of the 

advection equation compatible with the MM3 equation set, the modification of the MPDATA scheme 

to solve this advection equation, the correspondence between the DGAC and the MM5 grids, and the 

DGAC initialization, updating at each time step, and boundary conditions. The high order monotonic 

interpolator of Smolarkiewicz and Grell (1992) used to interpolate tracer and wind fields between MM5 

and the DGAC was reviewed. 

Results of three different test cases were given: a zonal advection test case, a cylinder advection 

case, and a passive water vapor transport case. All of the test cases were conducted with four iterations 

of the MPDATA scheme and the inclusion of "third" order correction terms. Each of these cases were 

progressively more complicated. 

The zonal advection test case included analytically determining a set of initial and boundary condi

tions that when used by MM5 would produce a constant wind field from west to east. These conditions 

were used to simulate the transport of a vertical cylinder cicross the domain in a 24 hour period. This 

was a simple test case due to the relatively simple structure of the wind and initial tracer fields, the lack 

(4.1) 

Ed = -  max{,qi , j )  (4.2) 
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of any topographical effects. The simulation was conducted with the standard MM5 leap frog scheme, 

the static MPDATA scheme, and the dynamic MPDATA scheme. The horizontal grid was 55 x 55 

in each of these simulations and the static uniform grids had a resolution of 30 km. There was less 

diffusion for the two MPDATA simulations than for the MM5 simulation. In addition, the dynamic 

MPDATA scheme had less diffusion than the static MPDATA scheme. 

The cylinder advection test case used the same initial tracer distribution as the zonal advection test 

case, but initial and boundary conditions were specified for the prognostic variables from the reanalysis 

data for 24 hour period of March 6, 1992. Simulations on standard resolution grids of 55 x 55, high 

resolution grids of 109 x 109, and lower resolution grids of 35 x 35, 26 x 26, 18 x 18, and 12 x 12 were 

computed. The resolution of MM5 remained constant at 55 x 55 x 23 with grid spacing of 30 km for 

all of these simulations. 

The standard resolution case was computed with the MM5 scheme, the static MPDATA scheme and 

the dynamic MPDATA scheme. As with the rotating cone problem in chapter 1, the two MPDATA 

computations showed less diffusion than the MM5 scheme and the dynamic MPDATA showed less than 

the static MPDATA scheme. In order to determine if the MM5 and the static MPDATA schemes would 

converge to the same solution, the high resolution case was performed 

The high resolution computations were performed on static uniform grids only and used the circula

tion from the standard 30 km case. In order to perform the tracer transport using the MM5 advection 

scheme on a high resolution grid without increasing the resolution of MM5 circulation itself, a separate 

set of subroutines was created that used this scheme at a higher resolution than the rest of MM5. Once 

the results of the simulations with the static MPDATA scheme and the MM5 scheme were shifted slightly 

to eliminate a slight phase difference, it was apparent that the two solutions were converging as the 

grid spacing decreased. Comparison of the standard resolution results indicated that the two MPDATA 

results were more similar to the high resolution results than were the standard resolution MM5 results. 

Therefore, the high resolution MPDATA was chosen as the reference solution for comparison purposes. 

When the standard resolution results were compared with the ''exact" solution, the dynamic MPDATA 

scheme produced virtually the same results with only a quarter the number of grid points. The static 

MPDATA scheme performed better than the stemdard MM5 results. 

The low resolution test cases were conducted to examine the effect of reducing the number of grid 

points in the static and dynsunic MPDATA simulations. It was found that except at very coarse 

resolution, the use of the dynamic MPDATA scheme produced superior results compared to the static 

MPDATA scheme. Even with only 18 points in each horizontal direction, the dynamic MPDATA scheme 
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was still advantageous. With a 12 x 12 grid, the dynamic and static MPDATA schemes were comparably 

accurate. 

The passive water vapor advection case provided an initial test case using a physically realistic tracer 

field that was initialized to be the same as the initial water vapor field at 0 UTC March 6, 1992. Initially, 

the same domain was used as in the previous two test cases. However, the smoothness of the initial 

condition combined with the small domain and the short simulation time resulted in few gradients sharp 

enough to exploit the advantages of the dynamic MPDATA. Therefore, the domain size, grid spacing of 

the static grids, and the simulation time were all increeised to 101 x 75, 52 km, and 5 days respectively. 

This domain encompassed the continental United States. The domain and simulation time were large 

and long enough that sharp gradients and curvatures developed in the trsicer field and significant grid 

stretching was realized. The grid stretching resolved multiple features of the field simultaneously and 

apparently superior results were obtained. There are other permutations of this case that could be run 

and are discussed in more detail in section 4.3. 

4.2 Unique contributions 

One of the goals of etcademic research is to gain new knowledge or to implement existing ideas or 

methods in novel areas. Much was learned by the investigator through this research and several unique 

contributions met this goal. Briefly these contributions are: 

1. The MPDATA scheme was cast into a form applicable to a dynamic adaptive grid environment. 

Numerical experiments were conducted to gain insight into the properties of this scheme and the 

impact of the different MPDATA options. 

2. An analytical form for limiting the grid point movement in one-dimension was developed and 

gave insight into the Lagrangian aspect of the dynamic adaptive grid method. This provided a 

method of maintaining stability for the explicit MPDATA scheme. 

3. The dynamic grid adaptation component was developed and used to model passive atmospheric 

tracer transport. Previous work in the atmospheric science community either had restricted the 

problems to simple test cases to show that the DAG technique had potential, or used moving 

nested grids to model small scale phenomena euid the grid movement was not fully automatic. 
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4.3 Future work 

This research heis produced many new questions and avenues of investigation. This section is in

cluded to document some of possibilities so that they may be easily recalled, evaluated, and pursued. 

Section 4.3.1 gives ideas and motivations for short term investigations that can be readily done with 

what has been developed. Section 4.3.2 deals with longer term projects that would require significant 

effort to accomplish. 

4.3.1 Short term extensions 

There are several tasks that could be done as a direct extension of this work. 

4.3.1.1 Variations on the passive water vapor advection case 

In the case performed only two of the <r levels were used to compute the composite weight function 

in part because it was not clear initially how to create the composite weight function from a field that 

was such a strong function of height. Several possibilities are: 

1. The weight function could be calculated by taking the maximum weight function from each column 

of points. The weight function would be calculated on each a separately. Since the tracer field is 

a strong function height this would weight the lower (r levels more heavily than the layers higher 

in the atmosphere. However, this may be desirable if the goal is to improve the water vapor 

transport processes. 

2. The tracer quantity on each a level could be scaled by the maximum value on that particular <r 

level. The composite weight function could then again be taken as the maximum value in any 

given column of points. This would weight each level equally, which may or may not be desirable. 

3. A similar alternative would be to weight the layers by relative humidity instead of water vapor 

mixing ratio so that upper atmospheric layers close to the saturation point would effect the grid 

adaptation. 

4. Since the goal is to improve the water vapor transport, the average magnitude of the water vapor 

flux could be used to identify the most important levels on which to base the weighting. This 

would not necessarily be the levels with the highest tracer values, since the magnitude of the flux 

is the product of wind speed and the water vapor mixing ratio. A difficulty with this approach 

is that this average is not known a priori. The fluxes from the first few time steps could be 
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used, but it would not be known if these levels would continue to have the maximum water 

vapor flux throughout the entire integration. Changing the levels during the integration is not 

recommended. Recall that the dependence on time of the grid distribution is only very weakly 

established through q. If the levels are changed during the integration, the grid points may try 

to snap to new locations, high grid point velocities could occur, and the CFL condition could be 

violated. 

Although, investigating these different options would not be technically difficult, they would be time 

consuming if done thoroughly. The five day simulation took a week to run on the current computer 

arrangement which was a dedicated DEC alpha 3000/900 with a 275 Mhz processor and 256Mb of 

memory. Jobs could be submitted on this machine for up to 24 hours. Additionally, disk storage before 

and after the execution of the job was limited to 150 Mb of memory. This was not a week of continuous 

computing, but included time to stop the simulation, save data to long term storage, and restart the 

simulation numerous times. 

4.3.1.2 Use of the RPV option in the DGAC 

Recall that the DGAC was run with four iterations of the MPDATA scheme and the "third" order 

correction terms. It was shown in chapter 2 that the results using the recursive pseudo velocity (RPV) 

option were similar to those when four iterations were used and required fewer CPU cycles. Deter

mining the feasibility of the DAG technique in a realistic model was considered a higher priority than 

implementing this option immediately. Therefore, a version of this option to solve the MM5 advection 

equation 3.30 was not developed. In the flnal form, it may be identical to the form given in section A.2, 

except that the quantity p'u, may replace u,-. However, derivation is needed to verify this hypothesis. 

4.3.1.3 Vertical grid stretching 

Grid adaptation was done only in the horizontal direction. The DGAC was written so that it could 

perform vertical grid stretching as well. The one-dimensional grid generator from chapter 2 could be 

used to perform the stretching on each column of points. 

The determination of the vertical weight function in each column would need to be made dependent 

on adjacent columns, probably through some type of averaging procedure. This is necessary to prevent 

extremely skewed grids in the vertical direction. 

It has been suggested by Zapotocny et al. (1994) that large scale adiabatic processes are modeled 

better when lines of constsmt potential temperature (equivalently, entropy) are used as the verticeil 
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coordinate system. Unfortunately, in the planetsiry boundary layer these lines do not remain monotonic, 

forcing a different coordinate system to be used near the Earth's surface. It could be very useful to 

determine if an adaptive vertical grid can naturally conform to an isentropic coordinate system away 

from the planetary boundary layer and in the absence of strong diabatic heating. This would be a way 

to use an effectively isentropic coordinate system, but only where it is applicable, eliminating the need 

to transition into another coordinate system near the surface. 

4.3.1.4 Implementation of potentially more efficient two-dimensional grid gener

ators 

Kim and Thonnpson (1990) found that the elliptic grid generation system mentioned in section 2.3.1.1.3 

was able to generate acceptable grids in one-third the computational time it took variational methods. 

This suggests that the efficiency of the two-dimensional grid generator can be improved by investigating 

alternative methods that were discussed in section 2.3.1.1. 

4.3.2 Long term extensions 

Although the investigations mentioned in the previous section require significant time to complete, 

there are no foreseen complicating issues that would significantly delay their completion. They are 

natural extensions of the work already done. It is intended that these will be done in the near future. 

The suggested projects in this section are much larger and the results are not so certain. 

4.3.2.1 Water vapor feedback into MM5 

The DGAC was driven by MM5 in a one-way mode only. The wind fields were provided to the 

DGAC, but the resulting tr£tcer transport did not influence the internal MM5 computations. If the 

water vapor field was interpolated back to the MM3 grid and used in the MM5 convection, precipitation, 

evaporation, and radiation schemes, a more physically realistic model could be developed. This process 

could take place in two steps. 

Initieilly, these physics processes could be performed in parallel with the current MM5 advection 

scheme. The prediction of precipitation, evaporation, convection, and radiation would be calculated 

twice. Once using the water vapor transport from the MM5 scheme and the other from the transport 

calculated by the dynamic MPDATA scheme. The circulation would continue to be effected by the 

physics calculations from MM5. However, the precipitation, evaporation, convection, and radiation 
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quantities form each could be compared and if they did not diverge, it would be plausible to think that 

feedback from the DGAC would be possible. 

The second stage would allow the puameterized quantities from the dynamic MPDATA scheme to 

influence the energy, pressure perturbation, and vertical momentum equations. At this point feedback 

from the DGAC to MM5 would be complete. Comparison of model output with the sictual observations 

could be more justified because the DGAC would be influencing observable fields and not just a tracer. 

Comparisons between the standard MM5 outputs jmd observations and between the DGAC/MM3 and 

observations would give provide a measure of the usefulness of the DAG technique. . 

4.3.2.2 Develop a new model based on a DAG technique 

Ultimately, a whole new model could be developed using a DAG technique. This would allow all of 

the prognostic variables to be calculated on an adaptive grid. There are several obstacles that would 

need to be addressed: 

1. Which quantity should be used to determine the grid adaptation. In the present work only one 

field was being simulated; therefore, there was no alternative but to use the tracer field as the 

determining variable in the grid redistribution. However, if the velocity components, pressure 

perturbation, temperature, and water vapor variables are all simulated on the dynamic grid, what 

combination of these should influence grid movement is not obvious. 

2. The MPDATA scheme, which is an explicit scheme, was used in this work. MM5 used a short 

time step so that it could resolve fast moving waves in the model. Since the advective speeds 

were much smaller than these speeds, the time step could be held constant without violating the 

CFL condition, even though the grid spacing in some areas was much closer in the DGAC than in 

MM5. If the full set of equations are solved on the dynamic grid, the explicit MPDATA scheme 

may require for stability reasons an impractically small time step. Therefore, the MPDATA would 

possibly have to modified in some way to incorporate some form of flux splitting. 
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APPENDIX A "THIRD-ORDER" MPDATA AND THE RECURSIVE 

PSEUDO VELOCITY OPTION 

This appendix details the "third-order" and recursive pseudo velocity (RPV) options of the MPDATA 

scheme. The "third-order" option significantly reduces the error of the MPDATA option and the RPV 

option yields significant computational savings. 

Not included in this appendix is the implementation of fiux corrected transport. If the basic state of 

the advected field is zero, the MPDATA is monotone. However, if the basic state is not zero, dispersive 

ripples can develop. For tracer transport the basic state is zero and this option was not required for 

this work. The interpolator that was used in the three-dimensional model also employed the same 

monotonicity feature and is explained in section 3.3. The application of this method to MPDATA is 

described in appendix C. 

A.l "Third-order" MPDATA 

Margolin and Smolarkiewicz (1989) and Smolarkiewicz and Margolin (1998) expand the analysis of 

section 2.2.2 to include some of the third-order correction terms. For the development of the third-

order correction terms only, they utilize a constant velocity approximation. Note that the flow was not 

considered constant during the derivation of the second-order correction terms. Therefore the resulting 

scheme is second-order accurate because the leading order error terms are a function of the velocity 

gradient which is assumed to be zero during the derivation. Numerical experiments show that the 

inclusion of these extra terms causes the MPDATA solution to be more symmetric. These results are 

evident in section 2.4.1.3. Smolarkiewicz and Margolin (1998) note that this extension of MPDATA is 

useful in computations of passive scalar advection, and so it is applicable to this research. 

Once the contravariant velocity is used in place of the physical velocity the transformed equation 2.37 

is identical to an equation in a Cartesian coordinate system. Therefore, this option is developed for 

a Cartesian domain and can be implemented on a non-Cartesian by replacing the velocities with the 
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contravariant velocities. The analysis starts with the advection equation: 

As in the previous two sections, consider first the temporal derivative: 

0"+^ — o" Qq 
A, +".|^=0 (A-2) 
At axi 

A Taylor series expansion around g" is; 

Spatial approximations for ^ to O(At-) and to <?(At) are needed. To develop to 0(Ai). 

equation A.3 to first-order was used: 

^=-^(«.-9)+0(A<) (A.4) 

Differentiation with respect to time yields: 

Substituting equation A.4 for ||: 

Differentiation with respect to time and substitution of equation A.4 once more yields: 

g = (A.7) 

To develop to O(Ai^), equation A.3 is taken to second-order: 

(A.8) 

Substituting equation A.6 for ^ in equation A.8: 

I = - I - ( " " S - ) +  

Differentiating equation A.9 with respect to time: 

Use of equations A.9 and A.4 to substitute for in the first and second terms respectively on the right 

hand side of equation A.IO yields: 
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Equations A.7 and A.11 are used to substitute for the temporal derivatives in equation A.3: 

I - = -5-^ (-4) - 5-''^ 

If approximations for the spatial derivatives to high enough order are used, equation A. 12 yields a 

third-order scheme in time. needs to be approximated to 0{Ax^), al: 'o and 

since g|- (uiujuk ] is already third-order accurate a C7(Ax) approximation is adequate. Dropping 

the index notation in place of the (x,y, r), (u, v, w) notation and considering the spatial discretization 

of the first component of and separately, the donor cell approximations for these 

two terms are: 

"Ir = ij.k) (••^•13) 

d r  dq dq dq\ u- ,  

uv 

uw 
+ ~ 9i -  9i-lJ.k-l)  (A.14) 

where the velocities are assumed to be positive. A Taylor series expansion of equation A.13 yields: 

^ (?..M - l i- i j j . )  = ("«) - + S^'  e; v^)  

+(v permutations) + (w permutations) + 0(Ax^, At/^, Ac^) (A. 15) 

When equation A. 14 is expanded in a Taylor series: 

u" ,  uv 
-  <li~lj ,k -  + 9i-2,j ,k)  + ~ 9,_i, j_i . fc)  

^ UW ,  ^ _  2 f  9-g ^ _d^q\ 
AXKZ ~ ~ ~ 9«-iJ. fc-i) -  « j 

n  d-q d^q d^q\ (I  d'q 1 ̂  5^9 I  ^ ff^q \ 
4.^2; I —. — — —Az—— I 4" uw I — — 1 

\2dxdy 6 dx^-dy 6 dxdy= J \2 dxd: 6 dx'-dz 6 dxdzy 

+(v permutations) + (w permutations) + 0{Ax^, Aj/®, Ar^) (A.16) 

where the terms not explicit given are symmetric permutations of the terms that are explicitly given 

in equations A.15 and A. 16. When these two equations and their permutations are substituted into 

equation A. 12 the result ing equation is:  

dq dq dq dq I A .  » ^"9 1 1 a  ^ '1 1 1 \  
« " 5 ?  +  " 5 ;  " 5 ;  =  2  ' s ?  

^ f A •> ^ . A •> ^ At f ->^'9 , •>9-q ^ •>d-q 
6 V 5^3 j ~ 2 (," dx'-'^" dy'- •*" " dz^-
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+iA!,ai (|v| + |»| + |.| + iAjil (l»|ur0 + hi t, + kkgflj) 

1 . d^q , 93? ^ 1 ,.2 2 Z' 53? , d^q , ff'q \ 

3 y'dx^'^^dx^dy'^ '^dT^dzJ 3 " "^"ay^ax "'•"'aysaj 

dPq 

2 ^ - y^i-i ^j.3 dy-dx 

-  + w -
ly ( 

1A.2 " (  ^9 ^ ^9 ^ oa.2 
3 i"'aj3 "^"a-'^syj """asayaz 

"uvu;-

dy-dx dy-dz 

+ 0(A«^, Ax®. Ay®, Ac®) (A.17) 

where the terms with the absolute values were determined by repeating this analysis while assuming 

that the velocities were negative instead of positive. When defining the pseudo velocities there is a 

decision made concerning the cross derivative terms of the form -Atuv^^ and -2A<-uutUg/g'jg.. 

In each cstse a free parameter exists that allows different amounts of the terms to be accounted for in 

different pseudo velocities. Following the lead of Smolarkiewicz and Margolin (1998) these are chosen 

to be divided equally between the two and three pseudo velocities respectively. Therefore, the pseudo 

velocity in the x direction were defined as: 

trd) = 5(1"!-"'It! 
V' 

Ax- d-q 
q dx^ 

+1 (IC.I - 2cr') + f m - m -

2UVWAyAz d-q 
(A.18) 

3 q dydz 

These pseudo velocity terms can be generalized to any number of MP DATA iterations by replacing 

[/<'', U, V, and W with and respectively. Recall when the iteration level is 

zero the physical velocities are used. 

Finite difference approximations to ^0, and 

are needed at the i + 1/2, j, A* location. These terms were approximated as: 

^ g'-n,j . fc  -  1iJ.l t  Ax dq 
2q dx 

Ay dq 

1 dy 

Ax- d-q 
q dx-

AxAy d-q 
q dxdy 

AyAz d-q 
dydz 

1+1/2,j,* 

i+ l /2 , j ,k  

1+1/2.J.* 

i+ l /2 , j .k  

i+ll2, j ,k 

« 2 

<li+l,j ,k <lij ,k -f-  f  

1iJ+ l ,k  — l l i+lj- i ,k  — <} i . j - l . k  

li+lj+l.k + 9i,j+l,fc -K 9i+l,j-l,fc -h 9<j-l,fc + f 

— l i j . k  — Qi+ l j .k  < l i+2, j .k  

(AA9) 

(A.20) 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 

Qi-] . , j ,k + qi, j ,k 4- 9«+l,j,fc + <li+2J,k + f 

2 ~ ~ Qi+lJ-l  + 1i, j- l .k 

-(• 9t,j + l.Ae + qi+lj- l  -f- qi, j- l .k + C 

9i+ l /2J+l.k+l  — < l i+ l /2J- l ,k+l  — < I i+ l /2 , j+ l ,k - l  + ?>-H/2.j-l.fc-l 

9t+l/2,j-)-l,fc+l + 9t+l/2,j-l,As+l + ?i+l/2,j+l,k-l + 9i + l/2,j-l,fc-l + C 

(A.23) 

where qi+i/2, j ,k is the average value of and qi+i, j ,k and f is a small number to prevent division 

by zero when all the q values in the stencil are zero. The and •^§T factors are calculated 
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as in equations A.20 and A.22 respectively except that in the r direction instead of the y direction. In 

addition to approximating the values of the derivatives etnd q at the cell faces, the orthogonal velocities 

need to be approximated as well. This is done as 

A.2 The recursive pseudo velocities option 

As mentioned in section 2.2.1, any number greater or equal to two iterations of MPDATA could be 

performed. Each iteration consists of computing a new pseudo velocity and then subtracting a first-

order accurate donor ceil approximation. Although the order of accuracy does not increase, the error 

decreases and an improved answer is computed. 

In the original MPDATA scheme Smolarkiewicz (1983) used the value of q from the most recent 

iteration in both the calculation of the pseudo velocity and the donor-cell approximation to calculate 

the anti-diffusive correction flux. This can be seen in equation 2.31 by the q at the k iteration level 

in the computation of the fluxes. This value of q is an approximation to the value of q at time level 

n + 1. Since the donor cell scheme is only first-order accurate any value of q between time levels n and 

n + 1 could can be used without a loss of accuracy. Although numerical experiments show that for the 

two-pass MPDATA scheme using the newest value of q produced the best results, there is a reason to 

consider using 9". 

Because of the this option, Margolin and Smolarkiewicz (1989) were able to evaluate an approxi

mation to the sum of an infinite number of MPDATA iterations. Using this recursive pseudo velocity 

(RPV) form of MPDATA, a strictly two-pass scheme was developed. The first pass used the physical 

velocity to create a first-order approximation of the solution. A pseudo velocity that was an approxi

mation to the sum of an infinite number of the pseudo velocities, was calculated. A donor-cell scheme 

was used to correct the solution in the second pass. This scheme had some attributes that made it 

desirable for this research that are evident in the in section 2.4.2.2. 

Mathematically, the differences between the pseudo velocities of the original MPDATA scheme and 

the one used for the RPV is shown in the next three sets of equations. In order to implement the RPV 

option the pseudo velocities are not defined as in equation 2.48, rather they are redefined as: 

(A.25) 

(A.24) 

{A.26) 
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jy(fc+i) _ ^jiy(fc)| _ c — 

where the quantities A, B and C were finite difference representations at location f +1/2, j. k such that 

A = (^27) 
2?" dx 9lViJ,*r + 9"j, fc +  ̂  

g _ ~ ~ ?r+l,j-l.fc 

2?" 2 + 9"+i.j-i,fc + f) 

^  _ 1 dq"  ^?J,k+ l  -* •  1?+ l , j .k+ l  ~ ~ ?i>l,j,fc-l 

2?" 5r 2 + ?"+i,j.fc+i + fl. j.fc-1 + + f) 

where c is a small number that prevents division by zero in the case of all the q" = 0. The .4, B and C 

quantities at the other cell faces for the V and W pseudo velocities have finite difference representations 

that are symmetric permutations of equations A.27. Note that  the q values are always taken at  the n 

time level instead of the current iteration level as in equation 2.48. 

Three important criteria are needed in order to ensure the validity of the following derivation, it 

is important to notice that the .4, B and C values are bounded between —1 and 1. A second point is 

that the magnitude of each {/<*+'', VC'+i) and is less than its predecessor. The third point is 

that for every iteration [ k )  that U^'' \  and have the same sign as A, B and C respectively. 

The first two points Jire necessary to show that the sum converges. The third point is necessary so that 

the absolute value sign can be transferred from the velocity to the .4, B and C quantities, which is 

necessary in order to compute the summations. Margolin and Smolarkiewicz (1989) proved the third 

point to be true. Therefore, equations A.26 are written as: 

irdc+l) _ 1^1 iHk) _ J^ir(k)^(k) _ Bir{k)y{k) _ (^.28) 

y{k+ l )  _ 1^1 y{k )  _  gY{k)y{k)  _  j^Y(k)^ (k)  _  

jy(fc+i) _ 1^1 

The goal of the this section is to determine an approximation for 5u, 5v and 5u which are defined 

by; 

S u  =  | > l l -  - C ^  ( A . 2 9 )  
fc=i fc=i fc=i fc=i 

5u = \B\ -  s  ̂  
fc=l *=1 ilc=l ifc=l 

k= l  k= l  fc=l fc=l 
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These quantities represent the sum of an infinite number of pseudo velocity. When these quantities are 

used as the velocity in the donor cell step the second-order error terms are approximated. Therefore, 

the RPV option of the MPDATA scheme involves three steps: 

1. Calculate a first-order approximation using the donor-cell scheme with q" and the physical 

velocity. 

2. Calculate Su, S^, and Su, using q" and the physical velocity. 

3. Calculate using the donor-cell scheme with the 5's playing the role of the velocity and 7'". 

According to Margolin and Smolarkiewicz (1989) the sums in equations A.29 can not be exactly eval

uated, but they can be approximated using a power series representation in a small variable. Therefore, 

the following definitions are made 

^Ik) _ + "iuWu + + • • • + (A.30) 

+ . . . + 

(fc) - - , (*) -2 I (fc) 2 , 

+ altUu + "wtUw + • • • + 

+ • • • + 

(Jc) (if) fJc) 
a«,Jl£u,^u + + ai,u'3£„£-; + ... + 

(fc) , (fc) 2 , (*) 2 , 

where £„. and e^, are the small parameters chosen to be , V''', and ^' respectively, and the sum 

of the a coefficients are to be determined. Not all of the possible terms were included in equation A.30 

due to the form of the recursion relation A.28 and the initial conditions according to Margolin and 

Smolarkiewicz (1989). Because of the choice to use the first pseudo velocities as the perturbation 

parameters the initial conditions are: 

aiui = ait'i = aL'i,! = 1 (A.31) 

while the rest are zero. 
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Only the sums of the a^u and coefficients are derived as the other coefficients are symmetric 

permutations of these. Substitution of equations A.30 into the recursion relation A.28: 

= |.4| +  (mi ait 'o -  E L  +  ( \ A \ "  I A A I ' J . A I ' J , )  E L  +  

(|>l| ai*\ - £«£. + (|^| -  Bai'J.ai 'J,)  els .  + 

(l^l aiua - Bal^Ji°vv2 ~ (A-32) 

Since can also be expanded as in equation A.30 the coefficients are matched: 

(A.33) 

^uu2 l-^l"uu2 ^®ttul®uul 

Jfc+l) _ UlJ*) _ 2>4a<*'fl'*' ^uu3 1^1 ̂ uu3 uttl^uu2 

Jfc+l) _ Ula<*' - a<*' 
^uvl l^l^uvl -^^uul^vvl 

-(fc+1) _ I JlJ*) _ 24a(*) J*) _ Ba('=) qC') _ flal'''flC--) 
ut/2 I 1 uw2 utii uvl uul vul uu2wl 

^uw3 l-^l^ui/3 ^®uul"i/v2 ^"uwl"wt;l 

Summation of the recursion relation A.33 and application of some obvious properties yields 

-ail\ = fait'. - 1 (A.34) 
fc=l k= l  k= l  k= l  

Therefore, the infinite sum of equation A.33 is 

A similar technique is used to solve for the infinite sum of a^ui except that the second term of equa

tion A.34 needs to be determined first. The infinite sum of the product of equation A.33 with itself 

is 

"uul "uul —^_^®uul''uul —^^"uul^uul ^ ^A.oD/ 
fc=l *=1 k= l  

Therefore 

f;aiu'iaiu\ = Y^ (A.37) 

Substituting equation A.37 into the infinite sum of equation A.34 yields 

E oLuV' = 1^1 E '^1%. - (A.38) 
A!=1 fe=l 

Since the initial condition for a^ui = 0 

00 00 

(A.39) 
*=1 k=l 
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Therefore equation 2.33 is solved for 

oo 

(1-A2)(1-M|) ~ n - 42U1 _ un k=l 

Using these same techniques the rest of the coefficients in equation A.33 were found 

Ea'*' -"uu3 
k=l 

00 

°uvl — 
k=l 
00 

( I - M | ) ( l - > t 2 ) ( l _ ) . 4 3 | ,  

-B 

(A.41) 

(l-|^|)(l-Mfl|) 

2AB r Ml |B| ] 
(l-M|)(l->l2|5|)ll-^2'^ 1-I.4BI/ k=l 

k _ |g|) 
(1-|>1|)(1-M5|)(1-S5M|) 'ui;3 — 

k=l 

The values for the a^w coefficients are found from permutations of the Outr coefficients. Likewise the 

Ov and Ow coefficients are found from the permutations of the coefficients. 

Unlike the iterative MPDATA scheme there is no guarantee the magnitude of the recursive pseudo 

velocities will be less than one. This can cause the explicit donor-cell scheme to become unstable. This 

can be seen in the terms, since each has a (1 — |.4|) in the denominator and |j4| csm become close to 

one. Therefore, the recursive pseudo velocities Su, Su and Sw need to be limited. Following Margolin 

and Smolarkiewicz (1989) this is done as: 

5u = min(lC|,lS„|)sign(5u) (A.42) 

where the Sv and 5® recursive pseudo velocities are limited in the same way. Therefore, all of the terms 

in equation A.29 can be approximated. The sums of the pseudo velocities are used themselves as the 

pseudo velocities in the second iteration of the MPDATA scheme. This renders the scheme a strictly 

two step predictor corrector scheme and has results that are approximately equivalent of taking four 

MPDATA iterations but with fewer CPU clock cycles. 
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APPENDIX B DERIVATION OF MM5 GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

d(P^i) , _2 5 , 9(pu.u;) ._5p . 

The governing equations that are used in the MM5 model are not trivially developed. A significant 

amount of time was spent deriving these equations. Much was learned from the exercise and hopefully 

the reader will benefit from the development. 

Starting with the continuity, horizontal momentum, vertical momentum, and energy equations in 

an evenly spaced, orthogonal projection from Haltiner (1971); 

= »  < B ' )  

(B.2) 

d(pw) , 2 d fpuiW\ , d(pw-) 5p ,, , , , 
- -^-''f(l + 9c + 9r) (B.3) 

dT I dp 
'^"iT-pi = « 

where repeated subscripts indicate summation, i = 1,2, and (ri,X2) = (x,y). The m's are the inverse 

of the metric terms to 2M:count for the projection from the spherical coordinate system to the projected 

plane. These are traditionally referred to as map factors. The qr and qe are the mixing ratios of the 

condensed rain and cloud water suspended in the air parcel. The / is the Coriolis parameter and is 

defined as: 

/ = 2nsin0 (B.5) 

where Q and (ft are the angular velocity of the earth and latitude respectively. The c,j3 is the permutation 

symbol. The total derivative is: 
d d d d 

The pressure, temperature, and density variables are defined in terms of a basic state and pertur

bations around this basic state: 

p(t,x,y,z) = po(z)-irp'[t,x,y,z) (B.7) 

T[t,x,y,z) = To(z) +T'{t,x,y,z] (B.8) 

p{t,x,y,z) = po{z)+p'{t,x,y,z) (B.9) 
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where the basic state is in hydrostatic balance: 

= -Po9 (B.IO) 
dpo 
dz 

MM5 utilizes a a vertical coordinate system that has the advantage that it automatically accounts 

for topographic effects. Consider the transformation from the orthogonal coordinate system 

into a a coordinate system (r,^, , ff), where cr is defined as: 

r = t  (B.ll) 

ii = Xi (B.12) 

a  _  V o - V t  _  P o - P t  

P. - Pt P'  

where po = Po(>) is a basic state pressure , p ,  = Ps(x i )  is the basic state surface pressure, p t  = constant 

is the prescribed pressure at the top of the model, and p' = p'(ii) = p, — pt- Noting that a is not a 

function of time: 

L - 1. 
dt  dr  

(B.I4) 

d _  d df f  d  _  d Po — Pt  dp '  d  _  d a  dp'  d  fR 

dxi  ~  d^i  d^i  da ~  d^i  q ' -  dxi  da d^i  p '  dxi  da ^  

d da d I  dpo d —Po9 d  
(B.16) 

dz dz  da p'  dz  da p'  da 

B.l Pressure perturbation equation 

The development of the pressure perturbation equation starts with equation B.l and the ideal gas 

law: 

P  =  m i )  

Substituting equation B.17 into B.l: 

d (  P \  2 d (  pui  \ d (pw 

Applying the chain rule: 

JL_ 
T [I ^ [l(f) (f) )] = ° 

Performing the differentiations of ^ in the second square bracketed term: 

^ ,  d fpuj  \  d{pw) P dp _  
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If the diabatic heating term Q is neglected in equation B.4 it can be written as: 

^ _ J_f[P 
dt pcp dt 

Substitution of equation B.21 and the ideal gas model into equation B.20 gives: 

J- J. 
dt dxi V m / 
^ _L 2 d fpui\ , d(pw) Rdp _ 

dz Cp dt 

Recall: 
_ _ Cp - c„ _ ^ 1  7- 1  

~ Cp ~ 7 ~ 7 

where 7 = ^. Substitution of equation B.23 into B.22 then yields: 

dt 
d (pui \ d(pw) I-y dp 

7 dt 

Applying the chain rule: 

dp , _2_ ^ 

which can be written as: 

a p  n  0  f U i \  d p  d w  d p  I  -  J  d p  ^  
•57 + m-p— ( —) + mui~ + p— + w— + — = 0 
dt dxi \m/ dxi dz dz 7 dt 

d p  n  d  / U i \  d w  1 - 7 dp . 
— + m-p— {—) +p-^ + -J7 =0 
d t  d x i  \ m f  d z  1  d t  

which can be rearranged as: 
dp 
Tt^''^ 

2 5 ( ^ i \  ^ d w ]  
'" a" l~) + "a~ = ^ 

dxi Vm/ dz 

Using equations B.7 and B.IO, equation B.27 becomes: 

dt + 7P m' 
[ 5  / u , \  d w '  
dxi \m/ dz 

- PoQW = 0 

(B.21) 

(B.22) 

(B.23) 

(B.24) 

(B.25) 

(B.26) 

(B.27) 

(B.28) 

Transforming equation B.28 into the 0* coordinate system using equations B.14 through B.16 and 

multiplying by p": 

. dp' , dp' . da dp' . d<r dp' 

p IP 
n d fUi\ nda d (Ui\ da dw 

d^i Vm/ dxida \m/ dz da 
- p' Pogw = 0 

Noting that p* =p*(r,) only, it follows that: 

dp' _ 1 ^P' - n 
da ~ ^ dz " " oz 

(B.29) 

(B.30) 

Using the chain rule equation B.29 can be written: 

d{p'p') 
dr 

, „2_£_ (p'p'^A _ f p'"A 
d^i V m j d^i [ m J 
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P*7P m 

d ( . ,d(T\ , d [ . da \ 
a;: + 

5 / . 1 d ( ,9ff\ 

, d f U i \  r , d f f  d  / U f \  5 < r 3 i i ; l  .  

Rearranging and collecting ternns; 

,_a 

r , 5 /u,\ nd<r d /Ui\ dadw^ 
*" r af- (mj + "'ai-a; im) + 

- p ' p o g w  = 0 

Noting that: 

and defining: 

d<T da d<T a dp' poQ — =a = muf— + = -mui~- ^ 
at axi az p' axi p 

DlV = n,'±(^^) + ̂  
o^i \ m J da 

one can then substitute equations B.33 and B.34 into equation B.32: 

am + „= « ("EVH, V . ,.DIV+ 
'r d^i \ m J da 

. d 
P "TP 

, d /u, \ 2 da d f^i\ da dw 
d^i Vm/ dxi da \m) ̂  d: da 

Using equations B.13 and B.16: 

da a dp' 
dxi ~ p' dxi 
da Pog 
d^ ~ P' 

(B.31) 

(B.32) 

(B.33) 

(B.34) 

-p'Pogw — 0 (B.35) 

) = -Ff 

(B.37) 

Substituting equations B.36 and B.37 into equation B.35 yields the form of the pressure perturbation 

equation found in Grell et al. (1995): 

d(p'p') 
dr a^i \ m J da 

•> . \ d /Ui\ a dp'dui 
P ^p. g^. 

dw 
+ lPPog-^ + P Pogw (B.38) 

B.2 Horizontal momentum equations 

Starting with equation B.2 and expanding it via the chciin rule: 

dui dui dui 
+ 

\dp 2 5  (puj \  

[d* dxj V m ) 
d(pw) 

dz 
dp 

(B.39) 
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^ = ^ + ^ = (B.41) 

The terms in the second set of square brackets is the continuity equation and is identically zero: 

dui dui dui m dp . 
sr +"'"'517 +""87 =-7^ (BIO) 

Differentiating equation B.7 and recalling that po = Po(2) only: 

dp _ dpo dp' _ dp' 
dxi dxi dxi dxi 

Therefore, equation B.40 becomes: 

dui dui dui . f lu A')\ 

Converting to <r coordinates and following the same procedure on the advective terms as was done 

for the pressure equation in equations B.29 through B.33, yields: 

^ ^  T  ( I  + f  

where & and DIV are defined in equations B.33 and B.34 respectively. Using equation B.36 to substitute 

for ^ and rearranging yields the equation in Grell et al. (1995): 

^ T (I - ̂ |1^). ,B «, 

B.3 Vertical momentum equation 

Care must be taken in deriving the vertical momentum equation because the terms involved are 

typically much smaller than terms in the other prognostic equations. The effects of water vapor, 

although ignored in the other equations, can be significant in the vertical momentum equation, thus 

recognizing the addition of the cloud and rain water in equation B.3. 

By removing continuity from the vertical momentum equation in the same manner as it was removed 

from the horizontal momentum equation, equation B.3 becomes: 

dw dw dw 19p /r> 
-^ + "J«i^ + w-^ = --^-5(l + ?c + gr) (B.4o) 

Differentiating equation B.7: 

dz ~ dz ' dz 

Substitution into equation B.45 yields: 

(B.46I 

dvi dw dw I dpo I dp' , . 
_ + ^ _ J (B.47) 
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Several first order approximations are used in the development of the basic state pressure gradient term. 

Considering equation B.9 and the term: 

1 dpo _ 
p dz 

dpo ^ Po - p' dp 

Po + f/ dz Pi 

Substituting the hydrostatic relationship in equation B.IO: 

dz 
(B.48) 

(B.49) 

In order to account for the gaseous mixture of water vapor and air, the ideal gas law based on the 

virtual temperature Tv can be used. 

(B.50) 

According to Wallace and Hobbs (1977) the virtual temperature is a fictitious temperature that permits 

using the gas constant for dry air in the ideal gas law, yielding the same density as if one used the actual 

temperature and gas constant for dry air. Virtual temperature can be approximated as: 

i dpo 
p dz 

r„ »r(l+0.6089„) 

where is the mixing ratio of water vapor. Substituting equation B.50: 

-

_ 1 P'\n 

p  ir T p o ) ^  

Where is defined as 

T^=To+Tl 

Substitution of equation B.53 into equation B.47 yields: 

dw dw dw 1 dp' Po 
-^ + mui-T +5— 
at dxi dz p dz p 

(B.51) 

T' hEL 
T p o  

-5 (9c + 9r) 

(B.52) 

(B.53) 

(B.54) 

Transforming equation B.54 into a coordinates, multiplying by p', and applying the chain rule (as 

was done for the advection terms in the pressure and horizontal momentum equations) yields the form 

of the vertical momentum equation given in Grell et al. (1995): 

d(p 

dT 
= -m'A (eyni) - + _ ^£l] 

'r d^i \ m J da p ip' da T T Po. 
-9{<}c + qr) (B.55) 
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B.4 Temperature equation 

The prognostic equation for temperature was developed from the energy equation B.4. Rearranging 

this equation, expanding the total derivative ^ and substituting equation B.7: 

dT dT dT I dpo 1 dp' Q 
— + mu,•— + »— = — + —"57+— (B.o6) 
ot oxi a: pcp dt pcp at Cp 

Expanding recalling that po = Po(~) only and using the fact that basic state is in hydrostatic 

equilibrium as noted in equation B.IO: 

dpo dpo , dpo , dpo dpo /n —* 

Equation B.37 is substituted into equation B.36. The same steps that were applied to the advection 

terms in all of the other equations are once again applied. These include; transformation into a-

coordinates; multiplication by p'; and application of the chain rule. This results in the equation 

reported by Grell et al. (1995): 

d(p'T) , d 

dr di 

where 
d , d . d 
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APPENDIX C A HIGHER ORDER MONOTONE INTERPOLATION 

SCHEME 

The interpolator used in this work was developed by Smolarkiewicz and Grell (1992) and versions 

of the code that they wrote were examined to determine how to practically implement it. Modification 

of the interpolator to meet the needs of this work required understanding it thoroughly. In order to aid 

those that might wish to use this interpolator for future work, its detailed development of it is included 

here. 

Given a field q(xi] on an evenly spaced grid Xi with grid spacing of unity, the goal of any interpolation 

scheme is to represent this field on some other set of points f, that lie within the region bounded but 

not necessarily coincident with f,. By applying Stoke's theorem, the difference between the field value 

at the desired location q[x) and an adjacent known location q(x) is: 

where C represents an arbitrary path connecting the two points r, and i,-. This arbitrary contour can 

be taken as a line segment; 

where the parameter r varies from 0 to 1. Note that x,(x,',0) = i,- and x,(x,-,l) = x,. Defining 

q[r) =q{x (ii, r)) and taking the derivative of equation C.2 converts equation C.l into: 

C.l Theory 

(C.l) 

x , ( r )  =  - ( x i  - X i ) r + X i  (C.2) 

(C.3) 

Noting that ( x j  —  x j )  is a constant, equation C.3 can be written as 

(C.4) 

Defining C/i = (f, — x.) and noting that 

(C.5) 
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C.4 is the formal integral of the equation 

2 + = o (C.6) 

This casts the interpolation problem into a constant velocity advection problem. Forward in time 

schemes can solve such problems with zero phase error. One such scheme is the second-order La.x-

Wendroff scheme as described in Smolarkiewicz and Grell (1992). In the atmospheric science community, 

constant velocity advection on a staggered grid it is referred to as the Crowley (1968) advection scheme. 

Tremback et al. (1987) has extended these schemes up to tenth order. 

C.1.1 Second order Tremback scheme 

Consider a one-dimensional advection equation with constant velocity 

where F — qu. Note that the conservative and non-conservative forms are equivalent since the flow is 

non-divergent. Using a second order finite difference approximation of this equation with f, = will 

solve the interpolation problem. An advection scheme for constant velocity flow that is second-order 

in both space and time problem can be developed by considering the discretization: 

^ (c.«) 

where the fluxes and are the fluxes at the right and left boundaries respectively. Note 

that they are taken at time level n + 1/2 so that the approximation of the time derivative is second 

order accurate. Expressing the in a Taylor series expansion 

^n+l/2 ^F'' + lAt^+ O(At-) 
I (H 

Since u is constant, the original equation C.7 can be multiplied by u to yield 

(C.9) 

Substituting equation C.IO into C.9 

= F" - ̂ Atu^ + 0{At-) (C.ll) 
2 ox 

Expressing in a second-order central difference about i— 1/2 and using the average value of F,_i 

cind Fi, which is a second-order approximation to Fi^i/2, gives the left flux as: 

Pj'-Vn = ̂  (^" + FT-i) - {Fr - FP-i) + 0{Af-.Ax^-) (C.12) 
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The right flux can be obtained by adding one to the spatial index i  in equation C.12. With the 

left and right fluxes determined, equation C.8 was used to solve for 

(C. 13) 

Therefore, this scheme is second order accurate in time and space. 

The interpolator was written such that the known values are in integer space. Ax,- = Aj = 1. Since 

A< = 1 when interpolating the value = U, of equation C.6. 

The central differences of this scheme are dispersive in nature and therefore not necessarily mono-

tonic. In order to achieve monotonicity the flux corrected transport method of Boris and Book (1973) 

was used. 

C.2 Flux corrected transport 

The flux corrected transport method of achieving monotonicity is explained for a two-dimensional 

case, since this will minimize the complexity, but not neglect the extensions of the multidimensional 

problem. .\ny first order solution to the tracer transport problem is diffusive and thus monotone. The 

problem of spurious oscillations comes from higher order corrections to the first order solutions. The 

advection problem is represented as: 

= l" - {Fi+ifn j — + Fij+i/2 — F,j_i/2) (C.14) 

Where the Fij terras represent the numerical fluxes at the cell boundaries. The fluxes can be represented 

as 

Fij = FLij + Aij (C.1.5) 

where FLij and Aij represent first order and the higher order corrections or "anti-diffusive" fluxes 

respectively. Spurious oscillations occur when a scheme overestimates the .4, j flux. Therefore, if this 

flux can be limited, any scheme can be made monotonic. The problem can be viewed as 

9,"/' = ~ (••^i+l/2.j — + ̂ t,i+l/2 — -^ij-i/o) (C.16) 

where is the first order solution of the problem at the new time level. Since first order schemes 

are monotonic it is assumed that 

9.T > > 9.T (C-17) 

where 9'"®* and 9""" are the limiters of Zalesak (1979): 

= max 9.-i- 9iVi J' 9."J+i • tlj-i) 
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„min _ /on+1 <nn + l 0"+' /T'+' n" /i" /i" n". n" ^ 

The problem has been reduced to limiting the A fluxes to some value A, such that 

> QlV - - hj-y/2) > 9.T (C.i9) 

where 

.4, J = CijAij where 0 < Cij < 1 (C.20) 

The divergence of the A fluxes can be written as 

- (•^i + l/2,i - +^iJ+l/2 - ̂ iJ-1/2) = - .-if"' (C.21) 

where .4} j and i4fare the sums of the incoming and outgoing limited fluxes respectively: 

A'^j = c,_i/2jmax(/l,_i/2,j,0) +c,-,j_i/2max(.4,j_i/2.0) -

c.+i/ 2 j m i n  (A,+1/2^,0) - c.j+i/o min (^<^+1/2,0) (C.22) 

= Ci+i/2,i max(.4,+1/2,J,0) + c.j+i/omax(^^+1/2,0) -

c,_i/2,j min (^•_i/2j,0) - c,j_i/2 min (/l,,j_i/2,0) 

Therefore equation C.19 can be written 

> Qiv+(c-23) 

Since A'"j can only increase the value of Qij^ and >1°"' only decrease it. an equivalent statement to 

equation C.23 is 

1i!r ^ c>-i/2,jinax(A,_i/2.j,0) +c,j_i/2max(.4,j_i/2,0) -

c.>i/2,j min (^+i/2,j. 0) - c,-j+i/o min (.4, j+i/2,0) (C.24) 

QiJ^ - Cj" ^ <^«"+i/'2J max (^.+1/2,/, 0) + Cij+i/2 max (-4,-j+1/2,0) -

c,_i/2j min (^_i/2.j, 0) - c,-j_i/2 min {Aij-1/2,0) (C.25) 

where the tight hand side of the inequalities are j and A°^^ respectively. The inequalities will still 

hold if the maximum c.-j is taken in e£ich equation above. Defining 

.4;"- = max(i4,_i/2,j,0) + max(.4,-,j_i/2,0)-min(>l,+i/2j,0)-min(.4.j+i/2,0) (C.26) 

.4°"' = max (A,+i/2j. 0) + max(^^+1/2,0) - min 0) - min (.4, j_i/2,0} 
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where care should be taken not to confuse the with the quantities. Using these definitions, 

inequalities C.24 and C.25 are equivalent to 

1i!r ~Qi,V ^ '^ax(c.-l/2j-.C,j-l/2,C, + i/2,j,C,j + l/2)-4;"j 

Q?.V ~  ^  (c . - l /2 j>  C,- . j_ i /2 ,  C,  +  1/2 ,J ,  C.  j  +  i /o)  

Dividing through by .4{^j and .4°"' respectively 

gmax _ Ql't' 
' " ' . in  , ^ max(c,_i/2 j ,C,j_i/2,Ci+i/2j.C,-,j + i/2 )  (C.27) 

^n+l gfnin 
'^out ^ ^ max(c,_i/2j,c,j_i/2,c,+i/2j,c,j+i/2 )  

where a small number c has been added to .41" and j4°"' in case either or both is zero. Defining two 

new positive definite quantities 

o!"?* _ 
jT. = lliL-—ZiJ- (C.28) 

= Q?f-i7T 
Af^'+c 

therefore from inequalities C.27 

max(c,_i/2j,c,j_i/2.c,+i/2,i,c,-,j+i/2) < min (C.29) 

However, Ci+i/nj = c,+i_i/2,j and = c,-i+i/2j and likewise in the j direction. This means 

that 

Ci+i/2j < (C.30) 

The maximum is made 1 because of the restriction in equation C.20. If Ai+i/nj or -4i,j+i/2 >s positive 

it does not contribute to and subsequently to /?Jj. Nor does it contribute to /^+ij 

and fifj+i- Therefore, these can be eliminated from inequalities C.30: 

Ct+i/2,i = min(l,/^j,/?J+ij) if .4,+i/2j > 0 (C.31) 

c,j+i/2 = min(l,/?;fj,/?Jj+i) if >l,,j+i/2 > 0 

Likewise, if ^,+i/2,j or A, j+i/2 is negative 

«^.+i/2.j = niin^l,/?Jj,,^^.i j) if i4,+i/2,i <0 (C.32) 

Ci,j+U2 = min(l,/?tj.,^j^i) if <0 
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Combining these results yields the corrected anti-diifusive flux as 

Ai+i/2,j = + min(>l,+i/2,j,0){C.33) 

A',j+i/2  = min max(4,^+1/2,0) + min min (.4, j+i/2,0) 

C.2.1 Application of flux corrected transport to the interpolator 

In the case of the interpolator, since the velocity is always constant (non-divergent) and also one-

dimensional, the limiters can be chosen as 

<7,T = (C-34) 

gf"j" = min {Q7j\qij,qi+i,j,qi-ij) 

The first order flux was calculated using the donor cell scheme. 

= niax(u,_i/2,0)9P_i + min(u,_i/2,0)gP (C.35) 

^"+1/2,i = ("i+i/2> 0 )  9," + min (u,+i/2,0) 

The second order Tremback et al. (1987) scheme is used to calculate a higher order fluxes, j. 

The .4,+1/2 anti-diffusive fluxes are obtained by subtracting the first-order solution from the second 

order solution 

^i+i/2 = ^^."-1/2,, - Qi-ir.,j (C-36) 

Once the anti-diffusive fluxes are calculated, they are limited using the above procedure and then added 

back to the first order solution yielding an interpolated value with no over- or undershoots. 

C.2.2 Application of flux corrected transport to MPDATA 

Although the option of using flux corrected transport (FCT) with the MPDATA scheme was avail

able. implemented, tested and verified to work, it was an expensive option that was found to be unnec

essary for the cases studied. However, for other fields that do not have a basic state value of zero the 

MPDATA is not monotone and FCT is necessary if monotonicity is to preserved. 

The pseudo velocities C^i+i/2jk' K'j+i/2Jfe ^ijfc+i/2 defined in equations 2.48 are modified to 

ensure that the second-order corrections are not too great. The higher order correction terms are easy 

to identify since the first order solution was calculated first and then the second order corrections are 

made to it. Therefore, the higher order fluxes for the MPDATA scheme are 

= max Qlli min (C.37) 
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> 1 , =  m a x  O )  Q ^ f j  +  m i n  o )  ( C . 3 8 )  

A. j.*+i/2 = max O) Q?fl + min o) (C.39) 

Since the corrected anti-diffusive flux is 

J , (C.40) 

^^jw=Kjii/2.,Q?j:l (C.41) 

A.J,fc+i/2 = K%^i/2Q?li (C-42) 

where once again Q"^l is the first-order solution at time step n + 1, the Q"j lc can be divided out of 

the equation, resulting in the flux-corrected pseudo-velocities, 

+ min(l,/?T^,/jf^.,j. Jmin(c//|'i/2j^^ (C.43) 

[K jII/S J """" = (l- 4j + l,fc) (K j>l/2,fc' O) 

+ min (l, min (K jii/o.fe. o) (C.44) 

j.fc+1/2] = (i- ('^,1!*+I/2' 0) 

+ min (1, f f i j , / c + i )  min fc+1/3. o) (C.45) 

where and are 

^max _ f jTi  

„n _ -min 
rf.,. = (C.^T, 

and and are 

"-.fc = max (Ujl.\f2,j,ic'^) Q7-Uk + max (v;|]ii/2,k.o) + 

0) - min 0) Or+Vj,. -

nim (K'jii/,.,, 0) - min o) Q^^Ui (C-48) 

A?-, = max(c/^;>/,^,,,0)Qrj:i + max(v;<j;,/,_,,0)Q['ti + 

(^],Ui/2.0) QLU - (c^-i/2.7,*' 0) -

rain (k',]Li/O,„ 0) Qri* - rain «iLi/2.0) (C.49) 

MPDATA will not produce undershoots as long as the background field value is zero, due to the 

nature of the donor-cell scheme. However, if the background field is a positive constant higher order 
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wiggles can appear. If the monotonicity feature is enabled, these oscillations can be eliminated. This 

is illustrated in figure C.l through the use of the two dimensional rotating cone problem. Panel A 

shows the initial profile. The rest of the panels depict the solution after one revolution. Panel B 

shows the solution when a background value of zero is used while the monotonicity feature has not 

been enabled. In this case, no dispersive ripples are evident. The computational result in panel C 

shows dispersive ripples because the background field was set at 1.0 and the flux corrected transport 

was not employed. The last panel (D) shows the results a simulation with the background value set to 

1.0 and the monotonicity feature enabled. The dispersive ripples have not occurred in this last panel. 

Additionally, the solution in panel D has less diffusion than the MPDATA solution in panel B where 

the background value was zero. For this reason Smolarkiewicz and Margolin (1998) advocates adding 

a large constant to the tracer field, computing the advection with FCT and then subtracting the same 

constant. However, due to the extra computational time required to add FCT (12% to compute the 

results in panel D compared to those in panel B), this option was not implemented in this work. 

C.2.3 Interpolator implementation in integer space 

Although the theory behind the interpolator is straight forward, the implementation is somewhat 

complicated especially in two- and three-dimensions. This section will describe the implementation of 

the interpolator in integer space. 

C.2.4 One—dimensional Interpolator 

Although a one-dimensional interpolator is not used anywhere in the model, the two- and three-

dimensional interpolators use the logic of the one- dimensional interpolator. Therefore, for simplicity 

the details will be described for the one-dimensional version. 

Given values on an evenly spaced grid x with grid spacing of one, the goal is to interpolate to a 

point X that lies somewhere in the domain, but not necessarily on any grid point. Since the nearest 

point could be close to the boundary of the domain, the boundeiry is extended by a distance that is half 

the order of the interpolation scheme. Therefore, if a second-order scheme is used, one extra point is 

added to the beginning auid the end of the domain. The value at these points is set equal to the value 

at the boundary so as to avoid creating new extrema from extrapolation. 

Since the known points are in integer space, the nint intrinsic Fortran 90 function was used to deter

mine the array index of the nearest point. The "velocity" is computed by subtracting the interpolation 

point from this nearest data point. 
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Figure C.l Effect of flux corrected transport on the MPDATA scheme. The 

cone height in all figures is four greater than the base value. 
All solutions are after one revolution. (A)Initial Condition. 

(B)Solution with base values of zero without flux corrected trans

port. (C)Solution with base value of one without flux corrected 

trzuisport. (D)Solution with base value of one with flux corrected 

transport. 
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If the monotonicity constraint is not enforced the Trembacket al. (1987) scheme is used to determine 

the left and right boundary fluxes and the final solution is simply the value at the nearest point minus 

the difference between the right and left boundary fluxes as shown in equation C.ll. 

If the monotonicity constraint is enforced, the first-order and high order fluxes are calculated using 

the donor-cell and Tremback schemes respectively. The anti-diffusive fluxes are calculated as the 

differences between the first-order and the high order fluxes. The low order solution is determined from 

the value at the nearest point minus the difference between the right and left low order fluxes. From this 

low order solution the value at the nearest grid point along with the values at the points adjacent to the 

nearest grid point the and g""" are determined. This is followed by the determination of the 0^ and 

l3^ values. With these values the anti-diffusive fluxes are limited as described in the previous section. 

Finally the interpolated value are determined as the low order solution less the difference between the 

right and left fluxes. The code is written so a variable field can be interpolated to an arbitrary number 

of points with one call to the interpolator. 

C.2.5 Two and three-dimensional interpolators 

The implementation of the two-dimensional grid generator is built upon successive implementations 

of the one-dimensional interpolator. In order to determine the value at a point on a two-dimensional 

plane, the values along a line passing through this point are required. This is illustrated in figure C.2. 

Initially the values at the intermediate points (o's) are determined and then these values are used to 

interpolate to the final i points (x's). The size of the stencil depended on the order of the interpolation 

scheme. Since all the interpolations are second-order accurate, the nine point stencil depicted in figure 

C.2 is used. Four one-dimensional interpolations are required for each two-dimensional interpolation. 

The three-dimensional interpolation is implemented just like the two-dimensional except two sets 

of intermediate points are required. The first set of interpolations is to a plane. The second set of is 

to a line and the final interpolation is to the point. Since second-order interpolation was used, a 27 

point stencil is needed. The number of one-dimensional interpolations involved in a three-dimensional 

domain is 13. Nine of these interpolations are in the first set onto a plane. Four are in the second set to 

a line. The final one is from the line to a point. Therefore, the cost of interpolating in three-dimensions 

is 13 times higher them in one-dimension and 3.25 times higher than two-dimensions. Therefore, effort 

was made to minimize the three-dimensional interpolations that were required. 
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• • • 
G OX Q 

• • • 
Figure C.2 Interpolation stencil for the second order two-dimensional inter

polator. • s represent known points, x represents the point to 

be interpolated to and the o's represent temporary interpolation 

points 
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APPENDIX D MM5 PRECISION AND DGAC STRUCTURE 

Although MM5 was developed in FORTRAN 77 (F77) the improved syntax of Fortran 90 (F90) 

made its use desirable for the development of the DGAC. In order to eliminate possible inconsistencies 

with calling a F90 subroutine from an F77 program, MM5 was compiled using an F90 compiler. A 

comparison between the results of a 24 hour simulation where MM5 was compiled under F77 and the 

same simulation using the F90 compiler showed no differences between the binary output files. 

Since MM5 was originally run on a Cray computer which uses a 64-bit single-precision real variable, 

MMo was written using single precision reals. However, this work was run a 32-bit DEC alpha 3000/900 

computer with a 275 Mhz processor and 250 Mb of memory. Figure D.l shows the vertical velocity 

and temperature time series for a point in the center of the domain for single and double precision 

calculations. Although the differences are not extreme, in order to be prudent, it was decided to perform 

all calculations using the same precision as on the Cray (double precision). Differences will grow with 

time as would be expected when a numerical forecast is perturbed about a reference simulation. 

Table D.l describes the modules that made up the DGAC. The advectjnod.f90 component con

sisted of an initialization, boundary condition, restart and update subroutines. These were the only 

DGAC subroutines that could be called from MM5. 

Table D.l Logical break down of dynamic grid advection component. 

Module Name Purpose 

pr_mod.f90 

paramjnod.f90 
metricjnod.f90 

interp-mod.f90 

grid_mod.f90 

advectjnod.f90 

dvlpmnt.f90 

Defines the precision of the real variables and contains a subroutine to 

calculate a small number e using that precision. 
Size parameters of the MM5 domain and dynamic grid advection component. 

Routines to calculate the metric terms and finite differences for derivative 

approximations. 
Interpolation routines 

Grid generation routines 

Dynamic grid adaptation component initialization and driver 
A test and validation program. 
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Figure D.l Comparison of single and double precision computations of the 
center point for a 24 hour simulation starting at OUTC on March 

6, 1992. A) Vertical velocity; B) temperature 
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